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Preface

Medicine, Science, and Making Race in Civil War Amer i ca is about medical and 
scientific racism during the Civil War. It explores the actions of Northern 
whites that directly and adversely impacted the lives and deaths of thou-
sands of enslaved and freeborn African Americans. This proj ect had its 
origins in my research for an  earlier book, when I encountered deeply dis-
turbing stories of medical mistreatment of the soldiers of Iowa’s Black regi-
ment. From  there I found my way into the harrowingly thick archives of Civil 
War medical and scientific racism. What I found was part of a longer his-
torical trajectory of medical racism and also a critical part of the story of the 
Civil War. I found as well an impor tant win dow into the war time racial poli-
tics of Northern white Unionists. In focusing on white ideas and practices 
around race and  people of African descent, this became a proj ect that re-
quired me to shift away from my previous interest in the fullness of Black 
lives and particularly the impact of Black men and  women on slavery’s de-
struction and their insistence on a more expansive freedom  after the war.

This has been a difficult history to work with, and I want to recognize that 
it  will be painful to read. While the book’s focus is on the white men and 
 women whose actions, beliefs, and be hav iors advanced the ideology and im-
pact of white racism during the Civil War, I wish to acknowledge that the 
targets of their actions— the  people whose bodies they probed and whose dig-
nity in life and death was rejected or ignored— are the ancestors of  people 
living  today. The traumas I describe  here remain largely unacknowledged 
and unaccounted for by historians of the war, and their exposure  here is of-
fered in hopes of initiating the pro cess of redress.

Medicine, Science, and Making Race in Civil War Amer i ca draws heavi ly from 
a one- sided archive:  tables and statistics, specimens, skull collections, end-
less reports, questionnaires, surveys— evidence of an unflagging and some-
times seemingly “libidinous investment” in the hunt for “Nature’s law” 
establishing Black  people as members of a biologically inferior race. The 
search, inevitably, was for the proof that Black bodies  were dif er ent from 
and inferior to  those of whites.1 It is an archive that attempts to teach fellow 
whites a fiction, as Christina Sharpe has noted, of “what blackness looks like 
and how to look at blackness.”2
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This is a painful archive to encounter, both in its virulent intent and its 
abundance. The archive bears similarities to the “violent and violating” ar-
chive created by slave traders and slave  owners.3 The rec ords of the slave 
trade are both narrow in what questions they easily allow a researcher to pur-
sue and  those they hide from and disallow.  These rec ords are also similarly 
overwhelming in volume and afective impact.  Because of  these similarities, 
I have looked to and benefited greatly from  those scholars, especially Black 
feminists, who have theorized the archives of racial slavery, scholars who 
have pushed slavery’s historians to think carefully about how to enter this ar-
chive without replicating its commodification of Black lives and bodies.4

Similarly, knowing what questions this archive was not created to an-
swer—in par tic u lar, the experience and re sis tance of  those subjected to  these 
endeavors, and the critique ofered by antiracist critics at the time— did not 
prevent me from asking  those questions and seeking paths to answer them. 
Most often, however, I have taken care to flesh out the white actors portrayed 
 here— not to redeem them as “ people of their time” but rather to locate racist 
action and thought in the lives of fully dimensional actors.

Some readers  will find the white actors and actions they encounter  here 
unrecognizably distant from the white abolitionists they are prob ably more 
familiar with— the civilians and soldiers who came to see enslaved  people as 
fellow  humans, worthy of freedom from the shackles and torture of bond-
age, and freeborn African Americans as entitled to the same rights of citi-
zenship enjoyed by white Americans. Still, the study of Northern white 
racism during the war years has for too long fallen short, victim to the “trea-
sury of virtue” that Robert Penn Warren once described as the North’s mis-
guided cultural inheritance from their victory in a war that ended slavery.5 
I hope that this book  will be read alongside the impor tant and growing body 
of lit er a ture that reclaims the work of Black and white Americans in the 
long strugg le for freedom and equality. For  those readers wondering what 
happened to the allegedly benign or paternalistic racism that some his-
torians have portrayed among mid- nineteenth- century Northern whites, 
I hope to ofer persuasive evidence that racist ideas and actions do not exist 
without harm.

The racial proj ect of the Civil War was complex and contradictory. This 
book studies that history by focusing on the endeavors by white medical 
and scientific prac ti tion ers and researchers to master what they thought 
was knowable about Black bodies: what whites saw as their peculiarities, 
their distinctiveness, their possibilities, their limitations. In  these white 
Northerners’ war time eforts to create and possess exclusive bio medical and 
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scientific authority over African American bodies and to commodify that 
knowledge,  there is a deep correspondence with the commodification of 
Black bodies by slave traders and slave  owners. I approach  these war time 
developments as part of the enduring vio lence of slavery, even during the 
war that ultimately ended slavery. The medical and scientific endeavors 
documented  here show how racist ideology born out of slavery survived 
slavery’s destruction, securing an afterlife that we contend with  today in the 
killing abstractions that stretch from police brutality to the failure of white 
physicians to take seriously the pain reported by their African American 
patients.6
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The Civil War’s greatest achievement— the emancipation of four million Af-
rican Americans and all their descendants— was shadowed by another, 
largely unacknowledged outcome: Northern white Unionists’ deepened 
investment in medically and scientifically reinforced ideas about race and 
racial hierarchies. This venture was clearly evident in a host of develop-
ments, such as the provision of health care that presumed race- based dis-
ease vulnerabilities. It included the mistreatment of Black troops, evidenced 
in their exploitation as laborers, as well as in a wide range of medical abuses. 
It was also apparent in the Army and Sanitary Commission’s investments 
in research devoted to identifying and documenting indisputable racial 
characteristics in Black troops and civilians. Fi nally, it was also evident in 
the exploitation of the  human remains of African Americans, revealing one 
of the key contradictions of racial thought— that Black bodies, presumed to 
be so markedly dif er ent from  those of whites, could nonetheless be used 
as “stand- ins” for white bodies in studying anatomy and disease pathology.

For white medical prac ti tion ers, scientists, professionals, and aspiring lay-
people, their common familiarity with medical and scientific racism meant 
that they believed they could locate race in seemingly corporeal, indisput-
able, and quantifiable facts— facts that could be observed, mea sured, dis-
sected, weighed, tabulated, statistically averaged, and reported.1 Scientific 
racism gained professional and popu lar authority in the nineteenth  century 
 because of its alleged reliance on empirical data but also  because its po liti-
cal, social, and cultural conclusions appealed to white scholars, prac ti tion-
ers, and laypeople.2 The notion that race had scientific and clinical legitimacy 
as a means of ranking  human society was integral to midcentury develop-
ments in the nature and authority of scientific medical knowledge. It was 
interwoven with an emerging culture of science and professionalized medi-
cine that included medical education, popu lar periodicals, public lectures, 
local scientific and medical socie ties, museums, widely circulated reports 
of government- funded research, and the common role of scientists and 
physicians as popu lar public intellectuals. When the war time Army Medical 
Department rejected all but “regular” physicians for appointment, it con-
firmed the professional ascendancy of science- based medicine over 

Introduction
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 homeopaths (who relied on the idea that “like cures like” and used diluted 
preparations to create symptoms similar to  those created by disease), 
Thomsonians (who rejected more orthodox physicians and their medicines, 
relying instead on “nature’s apothecary” in the treatment of illness), and 
other prac ti tion ers using alternative medical approaches. That development 
contributed to the legitimacy and authority of (what was then) scientific 
knowledge, including assertions about the biology of race that  were already 
deeply interwoven within a number of fields of study, from gynecol ogy to 
ethnology.3

It is impor tant to note that some of the men and  women portrayed in 
this book  were opposed to slavery and wrote with sensitivity and even 
horror about what they learned about slavery during the war. They observed 
the physical impact of slaveholders’ vio lence and torture on the bodies 
of male and female refugees from slavery, and they condemned the system of 
slavery as immoral and inhumane. Nonetheless, they saw no contradiction 
in being antislavery and embracing the idea that science and natu ral law 
separated humanity into superior and inferior races. During the war, when 
opportunities arose or could be created, they put  those beliefs into action. 
As a result, the war destroyed slavery but emerged with white Northern 
commitments to racial hierarchies not only intact but also deeply entangled 
in the postwar turn  toward modernizing and professionalizing medicine 
and medical sciences.

White medical prac ti tion ers and enthusiasts for science— Union men, 
aiding in the efort to destroy the Confederacy and end slavery— were in this 
way strengthening the power and impact of racial ideologies so that during 
and  after the war anti- Black racism emerged with stronger rationales and 
more vocal advocates, and it was more closely tied to postwar medicine as 
well as the policies of the reconstructed nation- state. Neither emancipation 
nor the military defeat of the Confederacy liberated the Black body from the 
eforts of Northern white scientists, researchers, and other self- regarded 
“learned men” to reveal, cata log, analyze, and address the implications of 
the “physical character of the negro race.”4 As a result, an increasingly in-
transigent notion of biological race and racial essentialism  were among the 
outcomes of the war.

This book looks to the social and cultural history of medicine and science 
to help explain why the destruction of slavery failed to more fully undermine 
American anti- Black racism, especially among the white Northerners who 
 were willing to sacrifice so much in the Civil War. Its central concern is how 
and why the conditions of war and the Union’s war efort increased, rather 
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than reduced, Northern white investments in the utility and advancement 
of ideas about racial diference. The Union’s war time medical and scientific 
investments went well beyond the organ ization and delivery of health care 
and the development of new surgical techniques and treatments of injuries and 
disease; they also created specific and concrete opportunities to advance the 
ties between the making of race and the making of medicine and science.

Although  today’s scholars make a clear distinction between race medicine 
and race science, during the Civil War  those distinctions  were not especially 
clear and certainly  were not always relevant to the conglomerate approaches 
through which professional and lay prac ti tion ers attempted to not only to dif-
ferentiate  humans from each other, but more specifically to identify what 
separated out Black humanity from white.5 While we are learning much more 
about the lived experience of medical racism in Black regiments, contraband 
camps, and hospitals during the war, we know far less about how the war 
itself impacted the intellectual and cultural history of American racial ide-
ologies, and the agency of white Unionists in that pro cess.6

oNce it haD embraced emancipation as a war goal, the Union military fi-
nally permitted the wide- scale enlistment of African American men into the 
armed ser vices. Many Americans, white and African American, viewed Black 
military ser vice as a forceful assault on slavery and on racial discrimination 
as well as an opportunity for Black men to make an irrefutable claim to ex-
panded citizenship rights. As soldiers and as civilian military laborers, Black 
men and  women demonstrated their courage, their capabilities, and their 
determination to bring an end to slavery. Many whites who commanded 
them, employed them, and fought and worked along with them recognized 
Black men and  women’s enormous contributions to and sacrifices for the war 
efort. Concurrently, however, the war and Black enlistment was also used 
as an unpre ce dented occasion for the Union’s professional men in medicine, 
public health, and science to advance racial science— that is, their belief, as 
white men of science, that  people of African descent  were physiologically, 
anatomically, and so cio log i cally distinct and inferior to whites.

The bodies of Black soldiers—at the point of their enlistment, in hospi-
tals, on battlefields, during fatigue duty, and as cadavers— became fruitful 
sources of white inquiry into “racial knowledge” during the war. Rather than 
falling into irrelevance with war time emancipation, racialized medicine and 
science gained authority, popularity, and professional appeal among North-
ern whites. To many, racial science ofered a new logic for a new nation 
where Black subordination was no longer secured by the bonds of slavery. 
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To  others, expertise in racial science ofered a clear path  toward professional 
recognition and acclaim. Moreover, the war’s production of cadavers that 
could be disassembled without white reproach was a con ve nient and wel-
come development.

Medicine shouldered many new burdens during the war. The scale of car-
nage created unanticipated challenges to medical knowledge, medical 
practice, and military organ ization, and  these topics have been and continue 
to be well studied by Civil War historians and historians of medicine. Two re-
cent surveys of war time medical care and research have emphasized the many 
advancements in emergency care, wound treatment, and hospital design and 
care that resulted.7 New surgical techniques  were developed, new tools  were 
circulated to encourage medical research that might curtail the spread of dis-
ease, and medical research and experimentation  were encouraged to promote 
the development of more effective treatments of disease. Recent schol-
arship has also investigated the horrific failure of military, civilian, and 
Freedmen’s Bureau medical authorities to address the medical needs of 
Black soldiers and civilians during and immediately  after the war.8

Less understood is the war time recruitment of medicine and the allied sci-
ences by Northern whites in the ser vice of creating firmer, irrefutable racial 
ideologies based on characteristics that could be cata loged and enlisted to 
distinguish and rank  human races.  These war time developments formed an 
impor tant bridge. They linked the physicians whose antebellum education 
was steeped in medical racism, the natu ral scientists who debated polygen-
ism versus monogenism,  those who studied craniometry and placed  people 
of African descent outside of historical change and development, the “skull 
collectors” and craniologists of the postbellum Army Medical Museum and 
the Smithsonian, men like Frederick Hofman who argued an impending 
Black extinction, and the military racial anthropometry of World War I Eu-
rope and the United States.9 In addition, the commodification of African 
American  human remains for personal, professional, and national fame, 
which accompanied war time investigations of “racial science,” suggests an 
afterlife to Daina Ramey Berry’s revelations of the antebellum trade in cadav-
ers of enslaved  people.10 The “science of race” persisted despite robust chal-
lenges, both within and outside the field of medicine and science, at meetings 
of learned socie ties, from the pulpit, in the parlors and lecture rooms of Black 
communities across the nation, and in widespread print culture.

Black Northerners  were no strangers to science and medicine before or 
during the Civil War era, nor should they be viewed only as victims of the 
war time rise of medical and scientific advances. Skillful Black medical 
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prac ti tion ers and science educators had a loyal Black following in the North. 
Rebecca Lee Crumpler, the first African American  woman to gradu ate from 
a medical college in 1864, had learned healing at a young age from her aunt 
who raised her and worked as a nurse. Prior to her formal medical training, 
she worked as a nurse among Boston’s Black residents, and  after the war 
among Richmond’s former slaves as a physician with the Freedmen’s 
Bureau.11 Sarah Mapps Douglass, the abolitionist and advocate for Black 
 women’s leadership, taught anatomy, physiology, and natu ral sciences to 
Philadelphia Black schoolgirls for four de cades, prepared her own extensive 
collection of natu ral science specimens, took several courses at medical 
schools, and participated in the city’s several lyceums and Banneker Insti-
tute’s lectures and pre sen ta tions on science.12

African Americans  were not only popu lar medical prac ti tion ers and sci-
ence educators in their Northern communities but also used their expertise 
to challenge whites’ eforts to deploy science as a tool of racism. Douglass 
armed her students with the ability to challenge racist science and medicine 
and the par tic u lar objectification of Black  women’s bodies. Dr. James Mc-
Cune Smith (a Black physician who trained in Glasgow) challenged the 
racial environmentalism that appeared in a widely circulated report on 
the Colored Orphans Asylum in 1839 as well as in a wide range of writings; 
Frederick Douglass challenged the racist proponents of ethnology in his 
1854 commencement address at Western Reserve College; William Craft, 
born enslaved in the United States and living in Liverpool for many years, 
challenged the authors of two papers presented at the inaugural meetings 
of London’s Anthropological Society for their assertions about the biological 
basis of racial hierarchies.13

Historians including Gretchen Long, Mia Bay, Britt Rusert, Vanessa 
Northington  Gamble, and Melissa Stein have pointed to an impor tant Black 
response to the uses of science to support racial inequalities as well as the 
eforts of Black medical prac ti tion ers to gain formal training and professional 
status in a white- dominated profession.14 While this book provides addi-
tional insight into the experiences of African Americans as war time recipi-
ents of medical care and objects of scientific consumption as well as health 
care workers, its primary concern is with how and why white Northern sci-
entists and physicians created and used the opportunities presented by the 
war to more deeply invest in race medicine and race science. To the extent 
that this study considers “race” as a lived experience, readers  will find the 
work presented  here largely focuses on the emergence of whites’ aspirations 
to professional recognition and authority as  imagined experts on Blackness.
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It is impor tant to clarify that the white investigators studied  here  were not 
engaged in an open- ended search for something they understood as “race.” 
They did not seek to discover and cata log biological race in white bodies.15 
To them, white bodies— those of white men— were naturally and unremark-
ably superior to Black bodies. Although  there was some  limited interest in 
ranking the aptness of dif er ent national “stock” among whites for soldier-
ing,  those eforts largely understood “nation” as a subclass of whiteness, and 
more importantly,  those eforts lacked the scale, consistency, intention, 
and impact of their interest in Black bodies. In describing their approach to 
mea sur ing white soldiers, commission agents focused on a “race- neutral” 
accumulation of knowledge: “to ascertain the efect of climate, locality, & 
mode of life upon men, the diference in size of men from the States of 
Amer i ca & countries of Eu rope, also what form & weight of men are best 
adapted to the dif er ent branches of the Ser vice & which branch of the ser-
vice is the most unhealthy. Also to collect statistics relating to the habits & 
mode of life of soldiers previous to enlisting,  etc.  etc.”16

While far more white soldiers  were biometrically mea sured during the war 
than Black, investigators  were not concerned with proving white superior-
ity by studying white racial characteristics so much as they  were intent on 
identifying, mea sur ing, and confirming the inferiority of Black embodiment. 
Both while in pro gress and in the published version, Benjamin Apthorp 
Gould’s discussion of the compiled and tabulated mea sure ments of Black sol-
diers conducted  under his direction for the U.S. Sanitary Commission was 
consistently framed with rhe toric pointing to the deviation of  those mea sures 
from  those of whites— never are the “white” mea sures similarly rhetorically 
presented as a departure from “Black” mea sure ments. The same is true of 
the discussion of mea sure ments of the bodies of American Indian men. 
When Gould asserted the value of his volume as its cata log of information 
for  others to assess and interpret, he was disingenuous; his entire pre sen ta-
tion of data on Black men’s bodies was discussed in terms of their departure 
from the mea sure of presumably normative white bodies.17 Similarly,  there 
 were no parallel social surveys asking military medical staf or commanding 
officers  whether white men of varying nationalities or birth could succeed 
as soldiers, no queries into the race- based responses to army rations, disease 
re sis tances, or vulnerabilities, and no advice solicited on their special needs 
as dictated by their white “race.”

The  silent center of a nearly monolithic whiteness illuminated in the chap-
ters to follow was accompanied by a parallel centering of male bodies as 
stand- ins for humanity. Chapter 2 pays careful attention to the actions of 
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both men and  women in establishing the bureaucratic domains of white au-
thority and power during the Civil War, but in the chapters that follow both 
the agents of investigation and their subjects  were primarily men, involved 
as soldiers, volunteers, and employees in the Union war efort.  Women (as 
refugees from slavery during and shortly  after the war) did find their way to 
hospitals, and they became objects of interest as patients and as cadavers; 
surgeons, hospital employees, and other medical workers  were not especially 
discriminating when it came to the sex of the Black bodies they gained ac-
cess to. Still, it would be fair to approach this book as a study of men’s pur-
suit of race in other men; female physicians and hospital stewards  were 
exceptionally rare on the ground during the war. It is impor tant to acknowl-
edge the war time world of medical and scientific race- making as largely a 
world of white masculine authority.18 Even so, white  women  were impor tant 
actors in the war’s racial politics, as I discuss in chapter 2.

The war time advance of science-  and medicine- based anti- Black racism 
served many masters. As this book  will demonstrate, it sustained a racial hi-
erarchy that lost its key purpose and  legal mooring with emancipation. It 
enhanced the professional status of the white physicians, scientists, public 
health advocates, laypeople, and organ izations who claimed expertise in “ra-
cial science.” It would also rationalize war time and Reconstruction era po-
lices that sought to discipline freed  people as laborers while ignoring the 
material conditions that threatened their health. Science- based arguments 
about Black inferiority also ofered a rhetorical basis for criticizing the Re-
construction era extension of civil rights and citizenship. The war provided 
Northern white medical prac ti tion ers in par tic u lar with abundant opportu-
nities to assert their own professional identity and authority as racial scien-
tists, but also made the American state a more active participant in generating 
and circulating a racial science that was rooted in slavery— regardless of slav-
ery’s war time destruction. A racial logic that, before the war, had modern-
ized justifications for slavery by using the language and authority of science 
would endure well past slavery’s destruction— not only through the work of 
proslavery southern physicians but substantially through the investments 
and actions of Northern whites.

The war time devotion to and legitimation of racial science can be traced 
through the scientific racism that blossomed in the Gilded Age and Progres-
sive Era.19 Civil War anthropometry became a core feature of scientific 
theories about racial difference and was widely employed by  later 
nineteenth- century scientists and scholars to develop a vocabulary with 
which to describe racial diference. It gave legitimacy to racial science and 
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the validity of its conclusions about race and racial in equality.20 Darwin read 
and was influenced by Civil War anthropometry in writing The Descent of Man 
(1871).21 Frances Galton would link anthropometry and eugenics in his He-
reditary Genius (1869). Social scientist Joseph Alexander Tillinghast, author 
of “The Negro in Africa and Amer i ca” (1902), drew on the Sanitary Commis-
sion’s work. Edward Drinker Cope, zoologist, paleontologist, and for a 
period editor of the American Naturalist, not only relied on the Sanitary 
Commission’s anthropometric mea sure ments to support his own arguments 
about racial physiognomy but extended his argument to advocate for Black 
disfranchisement and forced migration.22 Rudolph Matas, a Tulane Univer-
sity professor of surgery, repeatedly referred to Gould’s statistics in his 1896 
book The Surgical Peculiarities of the American Negro.23 Frederick Hofman drew 
very heavi ly from Civil War race science and medicine in his 1896 statistical 
narrative (Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro), arguing that Afri-
can Americans  were racially predisposed to ill health and high mortality 
rates.24 The economist and anthropologist William Zebina Ripley gained 
widespread recognition for his 1899 book The Races of Eu rope: A So cio log i cal 
Study, which relied on both Gould and Baxter’s work to caricature Black anat-
omy and physiology.25

Anthropometry continued in research conducted by American physical 
educators, and the U.S. Army’s anthropometric study of World War I sol-
diers was initiated with Gould’s Civil War research in mind.26 Aleš Hrdlička, 
the prominent anthropologist and advocate of racial science, heralded 
Gould’s work in his 1927 essay, “Anthropology of the American Negro: His-
torical Notes.”27 Harvard physiologist Henry Pickering Bowditch and the an-
thropologist Franz Boaz (in the United States) and Rudolf Virchow (in 
Germany)  were among  those who followed the Sanitary Commission’s inno-
vation in conducting large- scale anthropometric surveys, aided by French 
anatomist and anthropologist Paul Broca’s many refinements to the instru-
mentation used in racial- science craniometrics and anthropometric stud-
ies.28 The pursuit of bodily proof of race led prominent American eugenicists 
Charles Davenport and Morris Steggerda to subject the bodies of Tuskegee 
Institute’s students to similar anthropometric mea sure ment from 1932 to 
1944.29

The war time monuments to racial science and medicine produced by the 
Sanitary Commission and the Union army also drew substantial and pointed 
refutations. The well- known Black mathematician, sociologist, Howard Uni-
versity faculty member, and editor of The Crisis, Kelly Miller, critiqued 
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Frederick Hofman’s use of Gould’s flawed data and Hunt’s assertions (which 
drew on Benjamin Woodward’s questionnaire) in Race Traits and Tendencies 
of the American Negro.30 The exhaustive anthropometric and anthropological 
study directed by W. E. B. Du Bois, The Health and Physique of the Negro Amer-
ican (1906), pointed to the many flaws in Gould’s work.31 However, as Du Bois 
scholar Maria Farland has pointed out, Du Bois lacked the “scientific capi-
tal” to gain wide ac cep tance for his refutation of racial ideologies.

Historicizing race— and making legible the policies, the atrocities, the hi-
erarchies and power relationships that ideas about race served in par tic u lar 
times and places— has curiously evaded the focused attention of many his-
torians of the American Civil War. War time racial discrimination, particu-
larly in soldiering and in employment, has long been accounted for, of 
course. And for good and impor tant reasons, studies of war time emancipa-
tion have focused on the pro cess, conditions, and experience of slavery’s 
final destruction and on postwar strugg les— political,  legal, social, cultural, 
and economic—by Black Americans to define the meaning and extent of 
Black freedom in the postwar, postslavery United States. Mindful of the im-
portance of this scholarship, and indeed as a contributor to it, I hope that 
by turning our focus more specifically to how Northern whites’ ideas about 
race mattered during and immediately  after the Civil War, we might gain 
greater insight into how and why ideas about racial diference and inferior-
ity survived slavery’s destruction.

Taking white Unionists’ ideas about race seriously as a subject of histori-
cal inquiry requires a careful distinction between ideas about slavery and 
emancipation, and ideas about race.  There has been much scholarly inter-
est in the evolution of Northern whites’ ideas about slavery— soldiers, offi-
cers, and civilians alike— over the course of the war. This work is impor tant 
to our ability to understand how Northern whites thought about slavery and 
the relationship of  those ideas to their understanding of the Civil War’s  causes 
and consequences. But Northern opposition to slavery was full of curious 
contradictions and illogic. Some whites opposed slavery  because they op-
posed the po liti cal and economic power wielded by the South’s planter elite; 
some feared economic competition with enslaved  labor; some believed 
slavery was immoral and a sin. All  these beliefs could be, and  were with 
some frequency, paired with anti- Black racism. As Elizabeth Blair Lee in-
sisted in 1862, she regarded herself as an abolitionist “for the sake of my 
own race— Contact with the African degenerates our white race.”32 In this 
book, white Unionists’ opposition to slavery is not at issue; instead, we explore 
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their  explicit investment in ideas about race and their willingness to act on 
 those ideas— whether in organ izing soldiers’ aid socie ties or deciding what 
to do with a cadaver.33

The army and the Sanitary Commission’s shared commitments to the proj-
ect of race- making capitalized on several intersecting cultural forces that 
had gained considerable momentum and legitimacy by the time of the war. 
First, medicine and its allied sciences had already identified clinical exper-
tise and empiricism as the definitive characteristic of medical science and as 
the path forward for professional uplift and authority. As John Harley War-
ner has noted, by the mid- nineteenth  century, the “clinic and the autopsy 
 table,” with their opportunities for firsthand observation and experience, had 
replaced the philosophical theories of humoral imbalance and other ratio-
nalistic systems of medical thought. The Civil War’s amassing of huge armies 
introduced an unpre ce dented medical and scientific opportunity (including 
personal professional advancement) for  those in a position to take advantage 
of it.34

Second, the history of American medicine and its allied sciences  were al-
ready deeply entangled with slavery. By the time of the Civil War, a familiar 
roster of scientists, naturalists, and medical prac ti tion ers from Jeferson to 
Agassiz had tied the pursuit of medical and scientific discovery to the exploi-
tation of Black  labor and Black bodies. On the eve of the war, they had cre-
ated and circulated a widely accepted, ranked, comparative, and corporeal 
language of race. Civil War research drew heavi ly on the technology and cul-
tural capital of this foundational work.

Third, the gathering and circulation of information about the American 
population— even undigested data— had become a function of the 
nineteenth- century modernizing state. The nineteenth  century saw an in-
crease in the creation, publication, and circulation of state- sponsored social 
and scientific investigations as official, often government- published reports. 
On the eve of the Civil War, one- fourth to one- third of the national bud get 
supported scientific enterprises that produced mountains of reports, and 
state- sponsored medical print culture ballooned during and  after the war.35 
In the arena of medical print culture, the U.S. Army’s Medical Department 
and the U.S. Sanitary Commission dominated, together publishing more 
than fifty major volumes in the twenty- five years that followed the start of 
the war. They competed for proprietary rights over the soldier’s body as a 
source of knowledge and for public recognition as the singular, premier, au-
thoritative source of the war’s medical history. Nevertheless, they shared a 
compelling common interest and engagement in advancing what we might 
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call “racial knowledge,” pursued in the form of social surveys, physical ex-
aminations, anatomized medical specimens, and postmortem examinations.

Fi nally, the commodification of the bodies of  people of African descent 
already had a long history in the United States at the time of war’s outbreak. 
It was not only the living enslaved body that was commodified; as historian 
Daina Ramey Berry has demonstrated, an elaborate trade in the  human re-
mains of the enslaved met the demands of anatomy classes at medical schools 
across the country. Private collectors and museums added to the demand for 
crania, skele tons, and fresh cadavers as well as photographic repre sen ta tions 
of living  people of African descent, as institutions competed to gain promi-
nence in the growing field of ethnography and comparative anatomy.36 
Museums, circuses, and other purveyors of commercial spectacle also 
commodified  people of African descent, including the P. T. Barnum’s displays 
of Joyce Heath and the unnamed man exhibited as “What Is It?” in his 1860 
display.37 Scholarship addressing this spectacle of race has helped us under-
stand why and how whites commodified the corpses of deceased African 
Americans.  Whether for the spectacle of public dissections, the supply of ca-
davers for medical schools (an extensive postdeath slave trade), or the 
increase of cranial and anatomical collections, whites had established elab-
orate systems for procuring, valuing, transporting, and supplying the cadav-
ers of African Americans for their own uses.38

Medicine, Science, and Making Race in Civil War Amer i ca excavates and 
analyzes the war time investments in race among Sanitary Commission 
and army medical personnel through five topical chapters, followed by a 
conclusion. Chapters 1 and 2 provide an overview of both agencies and the 
racist practices that established a foundation for their race work. Chapter 3 
explores the narrative and numerical construction of race through question-
naires, social surveys, and biometric mea sure ment. Chapter 4 explains the 
ways in which both agencies participated in the anatomization of race 
through the study and objectification of living African Americans and 
their  human remains. Chapter 5 follows the commodification of Black bod-
ies into death and the per sis tence of racialization in the disposition of  human 
remains. The book concludes by pointing to the afterlife of  these war time 
eforts to advance “racial knowledge” and white authority in the fields of 
racial medicine and racial science.
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Militarizing Race

The War Department and the U.S. Sanitary Commission (USSC) had a 
power ful and lasting impact on American ideas about race.1 The army and 
the USSC included abolitionists and advocates for racial equality in their 
ranks and  others whose ideas about slavery or race changed significantly over 
the course of the war. But members of both organ izations also acted to pro-
tect white supremacy with a profound impact on how they or ga nized and 
whom they identified as worthy of inclusion. A careful consideration of race 
in the formation and operations of both organ izations helps us understand 
how and why they became engaged in war time eforts to affirm and advance 
the notion of race as a biological and hierarchical construct. Even with their 
impor tant diferences,  these two organ izations shared more than a dedica-
tion to Union military victory: they shared a commitment to their own posi-
tion in American racial hierarchies and a corresponding view of African 
Americans as an immutably inferior  people. The Civil War provided both 
organ izations with the opportunity to enact and advance  those commit-
ments, and each organ ization endeavored to contribute to the premise that 
race was embodied in the  human form, character, and intellect.

Why and how did the two largest bureaucracies of the Union, the U.S. War 
Department and the U.S. Sanitary Commission, become power ful advocates 
for a definition of race that could be read in the  human body? Their civilian 
and military investments in the science of race  were nurtured and sustained 
by circulating ideas about the body, the anatomical and physiological loca-
tions of race, and its currency in explaining and predicting social structures 
and relationships. Race was not simply what they studied; it was also en-
dorsed by what they did. As the next two chapters demonstrate, both the 
army and the USSC perpetuated the everyday racism of the midcentury 
nation, which sustained the structures of white empowerment and Black 
exclusion.

In their membership, their leadership, their understanding of the mean-
ing of the war, and their approach to the work of war, the Union’s military 
bureaucracy as well as its largest civilian war relief organ ization held simi-
larly entrenched ideas and practices that ensured racial disparities in the an-
tebellum North. This proved foundational and complementary to their 
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medical and scientific work in pursuit of new racial knowledge during and 
 after the war. They replicated and extended the racial hierarchy that gov-
erned public life in the North first by excluding African Americans and then 
by circumscribing their participation, as soldiers and civilians, in the Union 
war efort—on the battlefield and beyond. In this and the following chap-
ters, we consider the centrality of race- based practices to how white Union-
ists and Northerners conceived and led the Union war efort in military and 
civilian settings.

Race and the U.S. Military: Black Soldiering

Early in the war, congress, the Lincoln administration, and the War Depart-
ment’s leadership first rejected then moved very cautiously  toward Black 
enlistment. By 1863, it was military necessity and the pro gress of the war, 
rather than a commitment to Black equality, that ultimately opened the door 
to Black enlistment.2 As historian John David Smith succinctly concluded, 
“The freeing and the mobilizing of Black troops  were consequences, not 
objectives, of the war.”3 With reason, Northern Blacks and radical aboli-
tionists within and outside the army understood that Black enlistment 
strengthened the war’s attack on slavery and their critique of racial discrim-
ination while reinforcing the long strugg le among Northern Blacks for full 
citizenship rights.4 At the same time, the War Department  limited the radi-
cal potential of Black enlistment through policies and practices that perpet-
uated a lasting structure of in equality for Black soldiers.5 Confining that 
radical potential in a web of racializing policies and actions amounted to an 
overwhelming devaluation of Black humanity, one that came at a very high 
 human cost.

Even with Black enlistment, the war time army was segregated and 
or ga nized around the premise of Black inferiority and white intolerance for 
Black authority. For the most part, neither the Lincoln administration nor 
the nation’s leading military commanders believed white soldiers could 
or would serve with African Americans;  until late in the war, many also 
doubted the ability of Black men to meet the rigors of soldiering, and cer-
tainly most whites refused the notion that white soldiers could be officered 
by Black men.

White prejudices immediately and lastingly  shaped Black military ser vice. 
For the first year of Black enlistment, the army paid Black soldiers at the same 
rate as Black military laborers rather than the same rate as white soldiers, 
evoking extensive protest and causing  great hardship among the soldiers who 
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refused to accept Jim Crow pay. Yet the pay controversy was only the open-
ing salvo in military racial discrimination. Throughout their ser vice, Black 
soldiers would be treated unequally. They  were conscripted into ser vice 
through vio lence or its threat by Union enlistment agents in the border states 
and occupied South. They  were denied commissioned office and  were forced 
to serve  under white commanders. They  were disproportionally assigned 
heavy fatigue duty, posted in the South’s most unhealthy regions, denied fur-
loughs, deprived of adequate rations, issued second- class weapons, sub-
jected to humiliating and abusive punishments— the list of disparaging and 
prejudicial treatment was long and costly to soldier morale, their families 
back home, and the survival rate in Black regiments.

“The color line circumscribed virtually  every aspect of Black military life,” 
one historian concluded.6 The white surgeon Benjamin Woodward, who 
served with the 22nd Illinois and  after the war as an investigator who inter-
viewed white commanders of Black troops about Black soldiering, ofered 
insight into the appalling conditions endured by the Union’s Black soldiers. 
“The  whole history of the negro in the South since the war began even his 
treatment by northern men has been one of cruelty and neglect. He has been 
trampled on and outraged in  every way, and though legally  free, it is but in 
name.” 7

Race and Military Medicine

Among the first white officers and military medical prac ti tion ers that Black 
soldiers encountered  were the examining surgeons who performed the req-
uisite physical examinations that determined the fitness of potential recruits 
and draftees for ser vice. When surveyed at the close of the war about 
their observations on the qualifications of Black men for military ser vice, 
62  percent of responding examining surgeons commented extensively on 
what they perceived as racial characteristics that marked the anatomy, phys-
iology, and mentality of African American men.8  Those surveys  will be dis-
cussed more fully in chapter 3, but it is impor tant to note that even as they 
ofered their lives to the Union war efort, Black enlistees  were viewed by 
white medical men as living proof of the bodily meaning and appearance of 
racialized anatomies.9

 There was considerable pressure on examining surgeons to overlook dis-
ability, ill health, or sufering in order to increase the number of successfully 
enlisted men. As observers of the recruitment of three Black regiments in 
Missouri noted:
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The examining surgeons  were instructed to examine the men as if they 
 were conscripts, taking it for granted that they [the Black men] would 
exaggerate all their physical defects. But the negroes  were generally 
anxious to enlist, and as a rule tried to pass themselves of as healthier 
than they  really  were. The rejection of a single recruit provoked 
censure from the General Commanding and the strongest pressure 
was employed to override their decisions. Rejected recruits  were 
ordered before a Medical board, and passed into the ser vice in defi-
ance of the judgement of the Regimental Surgeon. A vast amount of 
worthless material was thus incorporated into the Regiments. Some  
of the men thus sent have never done a days duty since enlistment. Of 
one squad of 11 thus passed contrary to the surgeon’s judgement, not a 
man survives.10

Examining surgeons also underestimated the punishing physical conse-
quences of the war time flight from slavery. The majority of Black troops 
enlisted  were from slave states: “fatigue and exposure”  were a constant threat 
to their ability to survive the flight from enslavement as well as their enlist-
ment experiences.11 Formerly enslaved soldiers sufered from the physical 
consequences of slavery, but many white commanders concurred with the 
anonymous major general who wrote in one of Washington’s newspapers 
that he was sure he could extract more physical exertion from Black soldiers 
than white.12

In a war where disease felled the majority of soldiers and a far higher pro-
portion of Black than white soldiers, access to medical care at the hands of 
skilled and knowledgeable physicians could be pivotal to a soldier’s ability 
to survive the war. When Black regiments  were fi nally authorized in the sum-
mer of 1863, the majority of white medical men  eager to serve had already 
found their places in white regiments. As historian Margaret Humphreys 
noted, the new regiments meant 138 new positions opened for regimental 
surgeons, but the pool of qualified candidates was very small (although now 
Black physicians had a chance to serve). Humphreys also has pointed out that 
white applicants for appointment as surgeons to Black regiments  were al-
lowed to meet lower standards; some applied simply for the opportunity of 
promotion—no empathy  toward African Americans or opposition to racial 
discrimination  were required from officers in Black regiments. As a result, 
many Black soldiers served in units with inept, hostile, or absent surgeons.13 
One sympathetic agent of the U.S. Sanitary Commission volunteering at City 
Point,  Virginia, reported in a  family letter, “We have had to almost fight the 
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doctors to get them to treat the colored men decently and to give them proper 
attention.”14

Black soldiers demanded better care; they protested that their regimen-
tal surgeons  were inept. As one soldier complained, “They do more harm 
than good for they Poison the Soldiers. They are called doctors but they are 
not. They are only students who knows nothing about issueing medicines.”15 
Even in the most celebrated Black regiments, white medical officers could 
be cruel and sadistic  toward their charges. Surgeon Charles E. Briggs, who 
served with the 54th  Mas sa chu setts (Colored Infantry), unhappy with a 
court- martial that found a soldier innocent of charges of bestiality, took it 
upon himself to punish the man in question. Briggs had the soldier brought 
to his tent  under guard, chained, partially stripped, and gagged so that Briggs 
could forcibly perform a circumcision on the soldier.16

John Allen, a member of the 60th U.S.C.I., explained of himself and his 
comrades that “we formed a kind of prejudice against the hospital.” He had 
gone once for treatment of his chronic diarrhea, but, as he explained, “the 
treatment was so bad that I had to get away.” Several fellow soldiers also 
noted their aversion to medical treatment at regimental hospitals.17 In an-
other regiment, a Black sergeant with sores on his penis was treated by the 
white surgeon who poured “a  bottle of nitric acid over the prone penis, in 
the presence and to the infinite delight of some of the officers.”18 Not only 
was this treatment intentionally, publically humiliating, it was harmful: di-
luted nitric acid was a common nineteenth- century treatment for syphilitic 
chancres, but full- strength acid was not.19 Tortured and mistreated for the 
entertainment of white officers, Black soldiers may have avoided white med-
ical staf not only  because of the specific therapies being used but also 
 because of similar examples of dehumanizing and racist encounters.

Certainly, some regimental surgeons identified as abolitionists. Seth 
Rogers, for example, was recommended to his post as surgeon of the 
33rd U.S.C.I. by Thomas W. Higginson, the notable commanding officer of 
South Carolina’s first Black regiment. Yet Rogers— whose subordinate hos-
pital steward wrapped up prescribed medicines in pieces of the abolitionist 
newspaper, the Liberator— described the men in his regiment as “ children 
of the tropics,” whose physiology was demonstrably dif er ent from and in-
ferior to that of whites, leading to racially diferentiated disease vulnera-
bility, which he hoped to prove through his attendance to the regiment’s 
medical needs. In addition, he commented on the “valuable information” 
he gathered from a proslavery surgeon about what he described as Black 
physiology.20
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White hospital nurses  were among the abolitionists who advocated for fair 
treatment for Black soldiers while also regarding the Black  women and 
 children they encountered as something less than  human. At Benton Bar-
racks Hospital, Emily Elizabeth Parsons wrote home to her  family asking if 
they wanted her to send them a “pretty” pickaninny: “I can have as many as 
I want,” she wrote, in a shocking disregard for  family ties among the formerly 
enslaved.21

Black phySiciaNS who  were able to gain appointment  were few in num-
ber. Fourteen African American surgeons are known to have applied and 
served during the war, but only two gained appointment to Black regiments; 
most of the  others  were hired as inferior civilian contract surgeons at hospi-
tals.22 They encountered harassment and vio lence both within the ser vice 
and from a white public that took ofense at Black men in uniforms with of-
ficer insignia. Alexander Augusta (as an examining surgeon he performed 
physicals on over 5,000 men and also had charge of a hospital) was the sub-
ject of protest by six white medical officers on discovering that Augusta’s ap-
pointment made them subordinate to a Black officer.23 He was also attacked 
by a white mob in Baltimore and his officer’s insignia torn off his uniform; 
in Washington, D.C., he was thrown of a whites- only streetcar.24 Cort-
landt V. R. Creed, an 1857 gradu ate of Yale, was repeatedly rebufed and 
ignored in his application for appointment as army surgeon  until early 1864.25 
Dr. Theodore J. Baker served in 54th Mas sa chu setts, but as a contract stew-
ard, even though the regiment needed an assistant surgeon at the time.26

The other Black surgeons included Anderson R. Abbott, Benjamin A. 
Boseman,27 John Van Surly DeGrasse, William Baldwin Ellis, J. D. Harris,28 
William P. Powell Jr., Charles Burliegh Purvis, John H. Rapier Jr., Willis R. 
Revels, Charles H. Taylor, and Alpheus W. Tucker. Only Augusta and De-
Grasse secured commissions as regimental surgeons, and the remaining 
 were hired as contract surgeons— employees, rather than officers, paid less 
than regimental surgeons and more easily dismissed.29 As historian Marga-
ret Humphreys noted, “It took exceptional bravery and resolution to brook 
the army’s racism and the barriers to practice it created.”30

Male physicians  were not the only Black medical workers who encoun-
tered institutional discrimination and other manifestations of racism as 
they served the Union cause. African American  women, who  were about 
10  percent of the more than 21,000 female Union hospital workers,  were em-
ployed in the lowest prestige and lowest paid jobs as cooks and laundresses; 
the highest status jobs (as nurses and matrons)  were 93 to 94  percent white.31 
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According to historian Jane E. Schultz, Black  women  were most likely to be 
employed if the work was especially difficult, demeaning, or if the patients 
 were Black soldiers. African American hospital workers endured insult and 
abuse from white soldiers, white female hospital workers, and white mili-
tary commanders who presumed that Black  women  were at best a burden to 
the army, at worst prostitutes threatening the moral and physical fitness of 
white soldiers.32

In other words, the majority of Union hospitals  were highly segregated 
and racialized spaces that reinforced white notions of Black incapacity and 
inferiority, regardless of the essential contributions of Black hospital work-
ers to the comfort and survival of Union troops. In their recollections of the 
work they performed in hospitals, it is easy to see how impor tant their  labor 
was to the comfort, cleanliness, and efficiency of war time hospitals.33

the military’S eNtreNcheD raciSm had a high  human cost. The short-
ages, inadequacies, and other challenges that plagued the entire army med-
ical system  were intensely manifested in the mistreatment of ill and wounded 
Black soldiers.34 When the newly or ga nized 60th U.S.C.I. arrived at Benton 
Barracks in St. Louis, with sixty men already ill, the white medical director 
refused to allow the sick men access to the empty hospital beds that  were only 
100 yards from the barracks.35 All along the Mississippi valley, hospitals serv-
ing Black soldiers  were more likely to be headed by hospital stewards (the 
equivalent of a pharmacist) rather than surgeons.36 Major General Nathan-
iel Banks, commanding the Department of the Gulf, was flooded with com-
plaints about the treatment of Black soldiers by unskilled white medical 
personnel.37 Medical inspectors reported, sometimes with alarm, the expo-
nentially higher mortality rate in hospitals that treated Black soldiers.38 
Historian Joseph Glatthaar has documented many instances of brutal mis-
treatment of Black soldiers in hospitals at the hands of white medical 
 officers.39 Soldiers themselves, along with officers of Black regiments, army 
medical inspectors, civilian volunteers, and observers, ofered extensive tes-
timony and protest about the filthy conditions and the mistreatment of hos-
pitalized African American men by incompetent and racist doctors, as well 
as the constant pressure that sick men be returned to duty.40

In addition to the issues of hospital conditions and the impact of racism 
on how white surgeons approached their patients, the hospital edifice itself 
was part of the army’s commitment to institutionalized segregation. Hospi-
tal directors had to conform to changing army policies about how segrega-
tion should be operationalized.  After Black enlistment, Benton Barracks 
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Hospital, for example, was required to shift from a post hospital with segre-
gated wards to a desegregated post hospital and then into a racially exclu-
sive hospital. Operationalizing segregation took time, resources, and efort 
away from patient care.41

Most mid- nineteenth- century Americans  were averse to hospitals  because 
of their association with the severely ill, but the formerly enslaved brought 
a distinct perspective to their encounter with military hospitals. Enslaved 
 people had known hospitals as places of forced confinement, torture, and 
discipline.42 As soldiers, their distrust of white surgeons, the crude and filthy 
arrangements that passed for hospitals, the types of therapies ofered, and 
the derision with which white physicians treated their Black charges left 
many soldiers averse to hospital care, just as they had been averse to white 
medical treatment  under slavery.43

Yet Black soldiers, far more than whites, found themselves in need of 
medical treatment. A number of diseases took a severe toll on Black troops, 
including pneumonia, malaria, diarrhea, measles, and the mumps. Black 
troops  were more likely than whites to contract smallpox, more likely to die 
from it, and in the Mississippi valley more likely to be injected with impure 
or in efec tive vaccine  matter as the army tried to curtail the disease as it swept 
through the troops.44 The Black regiments that gathered in St. Louis  were 
vaccinated with both. One regiment vaccinated with impure  matter was 
quickly infected with a serious Streptococcus infection, and smallpox subse-
quently spread throughout the unit; another regiment faced frightening con-
sequences when the soldiers  were vaccinated with  matter taken from a 
syphilitic donor. As one Black soldier reported, “We all was vaccinated, [and] 
that killed a good many of them”; his own arm was so swollen he could not 
wear a coat, and the ulcerations at the site of his vaccination persisted for so 
many months that the surgeon cauterized them several times; the soldier 
ended up with an atrophied, lame arm.45 George Kebo, vaccinated with 
 matter infected by syphilis, would sufer from syphilitic ophthalmia and ul-
cerations of his palate and throat.46 Hundreds of troops sufered similarly, 
along with the invisible victims of infection— wives and  children.

Although some soldiers reported good and decent hospital treatment, 
many soldiers and their families wrote to the president, the secretary of war, 
and other Union officials to expose the hospital conditions they and their 
comrades endured and to beg for and demand better treatment. White 
surgeons and hospital staf discredited the ability of Black soldiers to report 
their symptoms, made light of their pain and discomfort, and did  little to 
rectify the conditions soldiers encountered in hospitals.47
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It is nearly impossible to overestimate the radical challenge that Black mil-
itary ser vice posed to white presumptions about Black inferiority. Skeptical 
and contemptuous white officers as well as military and civilian observers 
weakened in their commitments to anti- Black racial ideologies by witness-
ing Black soldiers’ courage, sacrifice, and valor—as well as their humanity. 
Yet we cannot ignore the weight and gravity of military racism in inflicting 
considerable and unnecessary harm on the Black men who ofered their lives 
in defense of their nation.
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Commissioning Race

The U.S. Sanitary Commission (USSC hereafter) is perhaps best known as 
the federally authorized civilian organ ization that supported the health and 
comfort of Union soldiers. It solicited donations of cash and supplies worth 
at least $25 million from local soldiers’ aid socie ties or ga nized primarily by 
and among  women. The USSC also helped reform and modernize the army’s 
medical practices.1 Together, the USSC and the army became among the larg-
est bureaucracies the nation had ever formed, and both reflected the inter-
section of modernizing impulses with deep commitments to racial ideologies 
and practices.

Civil War and  women’s historians have closely studied the leadership, op-
erations, and legacy of the USSC, and most agree that elite class interests 
and gender conflict characterized the commission’s work. However, addi-
tional, impor tant, and unrecognized issues profoundly  shaped the work of 
the USSC. The USSC’s medical investigations and pursuit and application 
of “sanitary science,” along with its “relief work,” engaged thousands of 
white men and  women affiliated with the commission in implicit and ex-
plicit local and national pro cesses of making and remaking ideas about race 
and their relationship to social practice and citizenship. Through the USSC, 
scores of Northern white civilians participated in shaping the relationship 
between race and social citizenship during the Civil War.

The USSC produced and contributed to “racial knowledge” through a web 
of interconnected and mutually reinforcing be hav iors. The commission sus-
tained the racial beliefs of Northern white civilians in several ways. They 
did so by acts of inclusion and exclusion as they  imagined and negotiated 
their commission- related individual and corporate relationships with Afri-
can Americans— including Northern civilians, soldiers, and refugees from 
slavery. They did so in their decisions about whom to empower as providers 
of relief and which populations  were legitimate targets of relief. They also 
did this in their social conduct, including relationships with other whites and 
with African Americans. Fi nally, they sustained anti- Black racism in creat-
ing and circulating new kinds of race- based cultural and social authority.

The commission’s found ers had not envisioned  these developments when 
they first came together. But when slavery, the most power ful marker of 
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diference and hierarchy among Americans, was unraveled by war and 
when military service— one of the presumptive ave nues to citizenship 
rights— was opened to African American men, the nation was forced to re-
consider the po liti cal and social place of  people of African descent in the 
United States. The example of the USSC helps us see how and why North-
ern whites embraced the authority and logic of medicine and its allied sci-
ences to reinforce what they understood as the natu ral laws that supported 
and endorsed the nation’s racial hierarchies. Through their large- scale and 
quantifiable investigations of the  human form, the USSC intended to “dis-
cover the types of humanity, as well as the types of the several classes and 
races of man.”2 Their findings, discovered through medical and scientific 
study and reified as natu ral law, helped justify the racial stratification that 
would be woven into the new cloth of national citizenship.

Organ izing the Commission

As Northern men and  women gathered and or ga nized local soldiers’ relief 
socie ties— the precursor to the USSC— they claimed the conflict as a “ people’s 
war.” Barely a month  after the firing on Fort Sumter, loyal Northerners threw 
their “hearts and minds,” “bodies and souls” into the war efort; according to 
the USSC’s own historian, the “rush of volunteers to arms“ was equaled by the 
enthusiasm of  women to support them, but “in their ardor to contribute in 
some manner to the success of our noble and sacred cause,” civilian enthusi-
asm soon overwhelmed any efective or efficient efort to or ga nize them.3

The USSC saw themselves stepping in to bring “nationality of sentiment 
and influence,” method and direction, to the other wise undirected, and 
(some argued) counterproductive benevolence that threatened to overwhelm 
the War Department.4 An unpre ce dented scale of  human organ ization was 
needed on both the home front and the battlefront. It is not surprising, given 
the gendered politics of public life and citizenship, that men and  women 
clashed over who should direct and who would follow  those directions. Nei-
ther is it surprising, as historians have pointed out, that through their work 
with the USSC, elite and aspiring- elite white men and  women attempted to 
consolidate their public authority over philanthropy, benevolence, and pub-
lic health. What is rarely acknowledged, however, is the centrality of race 
to the USSC’s key activities and conflicts.

the  u.S. SaNitary commiSSioN originated in the April 1861 eforts of 
Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, the first  woman to receive a medical degree in the 
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United States, to launch and then bring organ ization and method to the flood 
of soldiers’ aid socie ties. Blackwell drew on her medical and social welfare 
expertise administering the New York Infirmary to propose a  women’s relief 
organ ization— the  Women’s Central Association for Relief (WCAR)— that 
would centralize and advocate for  women’s war time relief work and the train-
ing and placement of female nurses. Blackwell invited the Reverend Henry 
Whitney Bellows to preside over the second orga nizational meeting and to 
lead a group of three male physicians to visit Washington, D.C., in mid- May 
as the WCAR sought recognition and a direct relationship with the U.S. 
Army’s Medical Department.5

The recognition that did come, that June, was not for the WCAR or for a 
relief- centered efort, but instead for a dif er ent kind of organ ization: the 
male- led Sanitary Commission.6 Bellows, during his visits to poorly or ga-
nized encampments in the nation’s capital, apparently became convinced 
that a more ambitious organ ization was needed. Unsurprisingly, given mid-
century gender ideologies, the new USSC  imagined by Bellows would be 
led not by the  women of the WCAR but rather by elite male philanthropists 
and professionals who would lend their medical, sanitarian, investiga-
tional, and orga nizational expertise to the army’s Medical Department. It 
is this organ ization that received the approval of the Secretary of War on 
June 9, 1861 (see figure 2.1).7

The Work

According to the USSC’s own, premature history (published in 1864 before 
the end of the war), the “intelligent, scientific” members would “methodize” 
and “reduce to practical ser vice” the “undirected benevolence of the  people.” 
With powers of investigation and advice, they would bring “the “fullest and 
ripest teachings of Sanitary Science in its application to military life” to bear 
on the army.8 Despite what quickly became a conflicted relationship with the 
army’s Medical Department, the USSC became well known for its system-
atic support for soldiers and armies in the field. This included what historian 
William Maxwell noted as sending agents and stores to 500  battles; devel-
oping a relief corps for camps, battlefields, and hospitals; organ izing 7000–
10,000 local socie ties; establishing lodges for convalescing soldiers; organ izing 
and staffing feeding stations for soldiers en route to hospitals; and many 
more contributions to the Union war efort.9 The USSC would be credited 
with organ izing affiliated socie ties in soliciting, manufacturing, and dis-
tributing supplies and funds for the relief of soldiers and their families.
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By July 1861, the all- male executive board broadly outlined the commis-
sion’s work to include, in addition to the extensive vision of coordinated 
relief proposed by the WCAR, a host of activities.  These included sanitary 
inspections of the gathering armies in the eastern and western theaters; a 
Bureau of Sanitary and Vital Statistics; the  future publication of “an extended 
and most valuable series of monographs in medicine, surgery, and hygiene, 
for the use of Military Surgeons”; investigations into the hygienic and med-
ical condition of military hospitals; and proposals, directed at the Medical 
Department, for improvements in recruiting, organ izing camps, and provid-
ing for the comfort of soldiers. The USSC moved quickly to mobilize capital 
from merchants and corporations (mostly life insurance companies) as well 
as the cultural authority of “science” to enable their work. A month  later, they 
would also embrace providing relief for discharged invalid soldiers. The 
USSC’s founding association, the WCRA, was brought  under the USSC’s 
male administration.10 Although Northern  women would or ga nize in 
unpre ce dented numbers, raise astonishing amounts of money, collect and 
forward to the armies an overwhelming amount of food, clothing, and other 
goods, they would never regain the primary leadership position that Black-
well and  others had proposed as their duty and their right.

The USSC’s work expanded as their membership grew and the war pro-
ceeded. With characteristic immodesty, the commission regarded itself 
as “one of the most shining monuments” of the nation’s “civilization.”11 
The commission opened offices to help soldiers with back pay, bounties, 
and pensions. They developed a directory of names and locations of hos-
pital patients. They also solicited, funded, published, and circulated 
dozens of medical tracts, investigations, and reports, and published 
periodicals for popu lar audiences.12  Women would establish a number 
of subordinate central “branches” along with the WCAR, the  Women’s 
Pennsylvania Branch, and the New  England  Women’s Auxiliary Associa-
tion (NEWAA).

Despite the impor tant work of historians in capturing the extensive work 
of the commission, a central part of its work has remained unexplored. All 
the USSC’s key goals— its endeavor to modernize American benevolence, to 
reor ga nize the army’s Medical Department, and to advance the state of med-
ical knowledge— mobilized the dynamic, multilayered social practices of 
racial segregation and exclusion. By ignoring the critical role and significant 
impact the USSC had on the popularity and circulation of war time and post-
bellum racial practices and ideas, historians have disregarded the impor-
tant and consequential ways in which bureaucracy and knowledge  were 
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leveraged by white Northern war time actors to sustain white supremacy in 
a complex and changing landscape of racial in equality.

Race and the Privilege of Commission Work

Much of the work of the USSC, reductively coined “relief work,” was carried 
out by its volunteers in local socie ties and or ga nized  under the leadership of 
 women in the semiautonomous regional “branches” in New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia, Bufalo, Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Detroit (sometimes along-
side separate male- led branches).  There  were additional male- led regional 
branches in the nation’s capital, in California, and in  England, as well as in 
the eastern and western theaters of war. Other branches or ga nized around 
specific objectives such as compiling hospital directories, conducting sani-
tary inspections and medical investigations, aiding veterans and their fami-
lies with bounties, back pay, and pension benefits, and compiling the history 
of the USSC. The commission’s national leadership consisted exclusively of 
white philanthropic and professional men, including a general secretary, as-
sociate secretaries in the East and the West, and an executive board ( later 
known as the Standing Committee).

“Relief ” encompassed a very large category of activities, connecting the 
work of local socie ties to the regional and national supply chain of USSC of-
fices, distribution networks, and field agents. Food items, clothing, and 
other supplies (especially  those needed for medical care, from ban dages to 
brandies)  were donated, purchased, handmade, or contracted out as char-
ity work among soldiers’ wives and forwarded from local socie ties to branch 
headquarters. From  there the goods  were repackaged and forwarded for dis-
tribution to soldiers in hospitals, soldiers’ homes and lodges, and to sol-
diers and agents serving in the field. Cash donations  were solicited (through 
vari ous activities, most notably the spectacular and popu lar sanitary fairs, 
but also lectures, entertainments, and other public events) and forwarded 
to branch offices for the purchase of necessary items and to support the work 
of USSC employees and volunteer agents. Nearly all of the USSC’s employed 
agents and workers— some 450 by 1864, according to historian Robert 
Bremner— were male whereas the tens of thousands of volunteers affiliated 
with USSC work  were overwhelmingly female.13

Race and the Commission

Race—as an idea, as a social relationship, and as a rationale to justify hier-
archy, inclusion, and exclusion in social practice and policy— shaped the 
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USSC’s work both explic itly and implicitly. Commission members asserted 
racial privileges, shaping policy and practice. They  were not the only white 
Northerners anxious about the war’s potential to undermine existing racial 
hierarchies. Whites opposed Black soldiering during the war  because they 
believed that idealized manhood could only be embodied by whites and that 
men of African descent could not adequately perform the duties of soldiers— 
and certainly  were not entitled to the privileges and recognition that ac-
companied the per for mance of military duty to the nation. White  women’s 
claims over relief work  were similarly racially charged— and  were more 
successful in excluding African Americans. Just as Civil War enlistment and 
ser vice confirmed a specifically gendered exercise of citizenship and con-
ferred an idealized masculinity on the veteran, so too the participation in 
the work of the USSC became an opportunity to claim a dif er ent but also 
highly politicized social citizenship for U.S.  women. As L. P. Brockett noted 
in his popu lar 1867 book exalting  women’s work during the war,  these vol-
unteers “won for themselves eternal honor” as key participants in “the na-
tion’s defense.”14 Whites laid claim to  those honors as theirs alone.

White  women  were substantially empowered by their work with the 
USSC. As historian Judith Giesberg has noted, USSC  women “protected 
the autonomy of  women’s benevolence work,” “kept local- community re-
form from being absorbed into a men’s organ ization,” and “asserted their 
right” to determine the best uses of vast sums of money raised by  women’s 
organ izations. They assumed leadership roles, “expected to be treated like 
professionals,” and in so  doing challenged the gender conventions of white 
middle- class and elite men’s po liti cal culture.15 The empowerment of 
white  women through their sanitary work (as they challenged eforts by 
men to contain, lead, and “discipline” them) reinforced the equation of 
 women’s exuberant, gendered nationalism with whiteness. Through the 
 women’s branches of the USSC, white  women also gained access to some of 
the po liti cal and cultural power wielded by elite white men. As Giesberg 
noted, “The young  women who ran the commission branches learned to 
work with men and the male po liti cal pro cess in ways that would further 
their own interests and that prepared many of them for  careers as profes-
sional reformers and agitators in the po liti cally charged environment of 
the postwar years”— but they gained this experience at the cost of cross- 
racial alliances.16

White  women excluded Black  women from nearly  every level of USSC- 
affiliated work: from joining white socie ties, from affiliating their own Black- 
led relief socie ties with the USSC, and from leadership positions in the 
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 women’s branches. The November 1862 and January 1864 “ Women’s Coun-
cil” meetings in Washington, D.C., of delegates invited from the most prom-
inent  women’s auxiliaries, excluded representatives from African American 
relief work. Among  those excluded  were Elizabeth Keckley, who started the 
Contraband Relief Association in Washington, D.C., in 1862 and quickly ex-
panded it into a prominent, well- recognized national organ ization.17 Black 
 women  were also denied the protective shelter of USSC lodging while trav-
eling as volunteers or paid agents.18 Even when simply visiting USSC lodges 
as inquisitive fellow aid workers and in the com pany of white workers, Black 
 women encountered “sneers and side- looks” for trespassing across the color 
line of war time relief.19 And, when contacted by Black  women who sought 
assistance in forwarding donated items to the  battle front, white commis-
sion  women made  little efort to recruit or sustain Black  women’s relation-
ship with the USSC. White USSC work, then, was integral to the war time 
and post- emancipation pro cess of white racial formation and the racializa-
tion of “modernity.”

The racially exclusive work of the USSC extended to its exacting rec ord 
keeping and its carefully crafted and widely circulated printed reports, which 
provided public recognition for  women involved in war work. The commis-
sion maintained lists of donating socie ties, noting when local socie ties 
wished to be considered “auxiliary” to the USSC, naming “associate man ag-
ers” presiding over local or regional socie ties, and generally keeping elabo-
rate rec ords of collaborating organ izations and donors. Neither individuals 
or local socie ties  were ever denoted with the traditional “col.,” which would 
have identified them as African American. With the exceptions in Philadel-
phia and Cleveland noted  here, none of the Black  women leading or belong-
ing to notable socie ties are listed in USSC rec ords. And despite the affiliation 
of African American  women’s sanitary associations in Philadelphia, none of 
the officers of  those associations are listed among the members or officers 
of the  Women’s Pennsylvania Branch.20

The spectacular sanitary fairs produced by  women’s committees and at-
tended by hundreds of thousands from California to Long Island also pro-
duced a race- based vision of national ser vice and citizenship. Although some 
African Americans or ga nized benefits for the fairs, donated goods and cash, 
ofered professional per for mances, and joined the regimental parades that 
opened some of the fairs,  there  were several instances where white organiz-
ers excluded or  limited Black participation and attendance.21 This was the 
case in Baltimore and Philadelphia’s 1864 fairs; it was also true for Cincin-
nati’s  Great Western Sanitary Fair of December 1863. St. Louis fair organiz-
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ers reported that although “many” African Americans attended,  there  were 
“one or two manifestations of the old prejudice” (but “the prevailing senti-
ment,” they insisted, “was liberal, humane and tolerant”).22 Organizers of 
Philadelphia’s 1864 fair rejected an appeal that Black  women be allowed to 
join the organ izing committees or staf and supply their own  table. The color 
line was so rigidly enforced in Philadelphia that even handi work prepared 
by African American  women was excluded from display.23 White feminist 
and freedmen’s aid worker Frances Gage criticized New York’s 1864 Metro-
politan Fair for entirely excluding “a few of the four million poor souls who 
have been compelled to be the cause of all this need for aid for the soldiers.”24 
Occasionally, white commission fairs invited Black regiments to perform 
drill, but refused to serve Black clergymen and  others who wished to attend 
or be served at the temporary cafés set up at the fairs.25

Sanitary fairs also capitalized on the commodification of racist caricature in 
Northern popu lar culture— the same fair targeted for criticism by Frances 
Gage sold, as a fundraiser, a collection of illustrated limericks, The Book of 
 Bubbles, which used African Americans and ideas about race as a rich source of 
satire and caricature.26 In one sketch, Anglo- Saxon radicals dined with carica-
tured Black men (a soldier and a civilian) and an Irish man on a meal that fea-
tured a “sauce made from Sambo,” suggesting that eastern abolitionists  were 
so taken with Black Americans they wished to consume them (see figure 2.2). 
The meal also included dishes of “Blarney Stone,” “Plymouth Rock,” and “Nig-
ger Head” (a popu lar brand of canned oysters), with a dose of “Black Draught” 
(a laxative) to drink. The room includes artwork such as a classical bust of a 
Black man’s head and a painting alluding to interracial courtship. The image 
seems to satirize Northern whites whose commitments to abolitionism led to 
a complete abandonment of appropriate social bound aries between Black 
and white Americans. “Arcades Ambo” is used  here in a pejorative sense: “both 
fools alike,” two  people of like tastes, two rascals.

The white Cincinnati board of man ag ers of the  Great Western Sanitary 
Fair (December 1863) resolved the potentially explosive question of  whether 
Black Ohioans would be permitted to staf a  table at the fair, or even attend 
it, by suggesting that they hold their own fair somewhere  else and donate 
the proceeds to the  Great Western.27  Later, in writing the history of their fair, 
white USSC members failed to acknowledge what Black Cincinnatians clearly 
understood as a flagrant act of racial exclusion. In Albany, New York, one 
observer chided that it was an “unexpected honor” for the white Army Re-
lief Association to invite Black  women to participate.28 Black  women knew 
the diference between organ izing a fair and being allowed to help. As the 
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Detroit Ladies’ Freedmen’s Relief and Educational Society noted, the Chicago 
freedmen’s fair had “originated with the white ladies assisted by the colored”; 
they, by contrast, proposed a fair that would “originate with ourselves, and 
we  will be assisted by some of the first white ladies of this city” (my empha-
sis).29 In  these and nearly  every form of participation in USSC work, white 
 women’s exclusion of Black  women was very rarely acknowledged or openly 
discussed, obscuring their exclusion of Black  women in the historical 
rec ord.

It is not surprising that white  women’s soldiers’ aid socie ties and the fairs 
they or ga nized  were very rarely integrated. The only secular venues where 

figure 2.2  One of several cartoons focused on the racial politics of the war 
included in a collection sold for the benefit of a U.S. Sanitary Commission fair. 
With Charles Sumner at the head of the  table, it appears to poke fun at the allegedly 
radical racial politics of eastern Republicans— from whom the commission drew 
several members. “ There  were certain wise men of the East. Who from stirring 
 things up never ceased,  They’d a sauce made of Sambo, Arcades Ambo. Which 
they served with each dish at their feast.” Illustration by William Emlen Cresson, 
from The Book of  Bubbles, A Contribution to the New York Fair, in Aid of the Sanitary 
Commission, New York, March, 1864 (New York: Endicott & Co., 1864), 52. 
Courtesy of the University of Florida Digital Collections.
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white and African American  women socialized before the war would have 
been at meetings of radical abolitionists and  women’s rights advocates, 
whose po liti cal work and commitments brought them together. Indeed, the 
“amalgamationist” reputation of abolitionists inspired caution among some 
white  women as they contemplated the growth and expansion of USSC work 
as well as the reputation of  those associated with it.30 The color line was par-
ticularly sharp in domestic spaces; local aid socie ties frequently met in pri-
vate homes, and most white  women would not have wanted or dared to 
invite Black  women into their homes— except as servants.

The most impor tant departure from a color line in war time relief work oc-
curred in the freedmen’s aid movement. The movement originated with the 
Union occupation of the South Carolina Sea Islands late in 1861 and the ar-
my’s call on missionaries, abolitionists, and philanthropists for assistance 
and donations to aid former slaves  there. From  there, the aid movement 
quickly took of, particularly among Northern white abolitionists, sympa-
thetic denominations, and among African Americans across the Union. The 
Western Sanitary Commission (WSC), or ga nized in the summer of 1861 in 
St. Louis, evolved into a major source of support for troops in the western 
theater of war. The WSC rejected the USSC’s eforts to subsume them  under 
the national organ ization, and they  were far quicker to embrace the im-
perative of aid to Black soldiers and refugees from slavery. By late 1862, 
“contraband relief ” became a central focus of their work.31 The relationship 
between the USSC and freedmen’s aid was complicated; even as USSC 
 women excluded African Americans from membership, USSC workers at 
home and in the field  were quick to call on freedmen’s aid socie ties— white, 
African American, and integrated— for donations in instances where com-
mission aid could not be expected.32

At the conclusion of the war and the USSC’s work in the South, it was com-
mission  women who most strongly advocated for transferring remaining 
USSC goods and funds to the freedmen’s aid movement. Still,  there  were 
points of conflict in relationships between  these two arenas of war time 
relief work, as noted by historian Carol Faulkner. Mrs. Sarah Tilmon was 
one of several African Americans working during the war to help secure 
Northern employment for recent refugees from slavery. Tilmon, a minister’s 
 widow who lived with her formerly enslaved  father, had supported herself 
at least since 1860 through the fees she earned by helping African Ameri-
cans find jobs in New York. Ellen Collins, a white founding member of 
WCAR (and  later active in freedmen’s relief work), was critical of the federal 
policy endorsing Black migration northward, and she was especially critical 
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of what Faulkner recognizes as “African American entrepreneurship.” Re-
lief work, Collins felt, was properly voluntary— the domain of elite  women 
who could aford to be charitable  toward  others. She was particularly criti-
cal of Tilmon’s work (and likely her advocacy of African American self- help 
and in de pen dence) and made a complaint to the Freedmen’s Bureau in 
Washington, D.C. Tilmon, on learning that a complaint had been made, 
ofered to open her office and her rec ords for inspection and challenged 
Collin’s presumed authority, asking who and where Collins was. Collins— 
whose name was imprinted on the WCAR letterhead— might have been sur-
prised to learn that  there  were significant arenas of war time relief work in 
which neither her authority nor her reputation held sway.33

 There  were both immediate and long- term consequences to white  women’s 
insistence on a color line in USSC work. They refused to include African 
American  women in the Union’s “ imagined community” that connected 
white  women across class and across urban/rural communities, which had 
profound implications for the civil rights,  women’s rights, and suffrage move-
ments during and  after Reconstruction.34 Popu lar and historical memoirs 
of the war, written by or about white  women, would exclude the rec ord of 
local, state, and nationally networked relief work conducted by and among 
African American  women. The personal connections nurtured among USSC 
members served to empower only white  women, who ignored the strug-
gles that African American  women encountered and engaged with during 
and  after the war.35 As Carol Faulkner noted in her study of the freed-
men’s aid movement, many white  women active in war time relief work 
of all sorts viewed the value and competence of their own work as tied to 
their presumption of dependence and incapacity among African American 
 women.36

Black  Women’s Sanitary Work

Yet Black  women  were undeniably both in de pen dent and capable. They or-
ga nized in large and small groups and participated in a wide range of war-
time relief activities. Still, the USSC held on to its color line. More than 
thirty- five African American  women’s Union or soldiers’ relief associations 
 were or ga nized during the war in ten Northern and border states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia; only three of  these  were ever officially associated with the 
USSC.37 Two of the latter  were in Philadelphia: the Ladies’ Sanitary Commis-
sion of African Episcopal Church of St.  Thomas (an elite institution, re-
flected in the membership of this auxiliary) as well as that city’s Colored 
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figure 2.3  Poster, Sanitary Fair or ga nized by the Ladies of St. Thomas Episcopal 
Church, December 19, 1864. The St. Thomas organ ization was one of the very few 
Black female sanitary organ izations officially recognized by the U.S. Sanitary 
Commission. Courtesy of the Library Com pany of Philadelphia.

 Women’s Loyal League (see figure 2.3).38 Besides forwarding goods and do-
nations directly to Black regiments, they donated money and goods to the 
USSC based on their understanding that the USSC dealt with “colored and 
white soldiers as men and citizens, entitled to equal consideration and re-
spect.”39 The third officially recognized Black auxiliary was or ga nized in 
Cleveland as part of a statewide  union of local, other wise white soldiers’ re-
lief socie ties.40 Some African Americans took the “Sanitary Commission” 
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name as their own; Baltimore and Boston both had such groups, the latter 
even identifying its work as part of a national, or ga nized efort (yet not 
affiliated with the USSC).41

Of  these Black (and female- led) Sanitary Commissions, both of the Phil-
adelphia organ izations repeatedly and publically asserted their status as 
officially recognized USSC auxiliaries. Members of the St. Thomas auxiliary 
noted that they  were “solicited by the ladies of the U.S. Sanitary Commis-
sion to become an auxiliary,” and along with donations they made directly 
to Black soldiers and their families they forwarded donations to the  Women’s 
Pennsylvania Branch of the USSC, which the branch enthusiastically and 
publically acknowledged.42 But the meaning of their auxiliary status remains 
unclear. Certainly none of the African American  women who served as of-
ficers of Black auxiliaries ever appeared on membership lists published 
by the  Women’s Pennsylvania Branch.43 Most Northern Blacks or ga nized lo-
cally (rather than as part of the USSC’s much- vaunted national directive), but 
they, too, created and participated in a national network of relief— visiting 
associations, fairs, and institutions located in other cities, publishing their 
minutes in nationally circulated Black newspapers, and forwarding dona-
tions to other Black socie ties.44

Among African Americans, freedmen’s aid events and socie ties signifi-
cantly outnumbered the more generic soldiers’ aid and Union socie ties. 
Some cross- racial activism occurred among aid socie ties or ga nized on 
behalf of Black refugees and freed  people, and in antislavery socie ties that 
continued meeting during the war.  Until the end of the war, the freedmen’s 
aid movement and the USSC remained separate and distinct, and African 
American  women  were far more active in the former than the latter, a de-
velopment discussed more fully  later. Moreover, African American  women 
 were not always interested in working alongside whites, given the risk of 
insult and interference with the work at hand. As historian Janette Greenwood 
noted, in Worcester, Mas sa chu setts, white  women organ izing aid socie ties 
welcomed African Americans as members— but “Black  women ultimately 
chose to establish their own.”45 In other locations, like St.  Louis, white 
 women involved in commission work could prove themselves staunch de-
fenders of their privileges as white  women. When the city’s Black  women or-
ga nized their own soldiers’ aid organ ization and traveled to the city’s military 
hospitals, their members— among the city’s elite— were forced by streetcar 
operators to  ride on the outside of the streetcars. When they protested and 
secured the right to travel inside the cars on Saturdays, white aid workers still 
met them with re sis tance, hostility, and “deliberate insult.”46
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In some ways, the work of Black relief socie ties was very similar to that 
of USSC socie ties: members met regularly, solicited donations of cash and 
needed articles from friends and the greater public, made goods for sale 
and donation, and forwarded donations to  those in need at home and on the 
battlefield.47 Prior to Black enlistment, they made donations to support 
white regiments.48 Some socie ties purchased newspaper subscriptions (to 
the Anglo- African, for example) for Black regiments.49 They stafed diet 
kitchens for hospitalized Black soldiers and solicited clothing for  children 
and  women among the Black refugees from slavery.50 They forwarded dona-
tions to other Black  women’s fairs and to relief associations located near 
the front or to where Black soldiers and freed  people  were hospitalized 
(the Norfolk,  Virginia, Ladies Aid Association requested and received nu-
merous donations in this manner).51 The majority of their war time relief 
work was aimed at two objectives: providing for refugees from slavery 
(both  those who migrated northward during the war and  those who re-
mained in the Union- occupied South and border states) and providing for 
Black regiments and the families of Black soldiers. But that work also some-
times required that they critique segregation and discrimination in war relief 
activities. The (Black) Philadelphia’s Ladies Union Association, unaffiliated 
with the USSC, used the proceeds of their own soldiers’ fair as leverage to 
persuade the city’s white Sanitary Commission  women to admit Black sol-
diers to the soldiers’ home.52 Black commission workers in Philadelphia  were 
joined by Black  women in St. Louis and Washington, D.C., in protesting 
streetcar segregation and its deleterious impact on their relief work, and in 
commenting on the refusal of the Sanitary Commission’s Relief Branch to 
assist the families of Black soldiers as they did for whites.53

With the Emancipation Proclamation and the enlistment of Black men be-
ginning in 1863, the public war work of Northern Blacks expanded. African 
American communities or ga nized and attended what the Black press de-
scribed as “war meetings,” where Black communities gathered for po liti cal 
speeches and discussion, and encouraged Black men to enlist and Black 
 women to provide support for Black regiments.54 In addition, African Amer-
ican  women increasingly or ga nized around singular events, including fairs, 
per for mances, and lectures, where they solicited donations for the aid of 
freed  people and soldiers.55 Black  women or ga nized at least sixteen fairs dur-
ing the war. More than sixty African American  women from Brooklyn, Wil-
liamsburg, and New York, for example, or ga nized a fair to benefit freed 
 people and Black soldiers, and this was followed by additional fairs or ga nized 
by other Black  women’s organ izations in the city; one African American 
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auxiliary in Philadelphia or ga nized a large and successful fair, as did the 
Boston Ladies’ Sanitary Commission (unaffiliated) (and in an in ter est ing re-
versal, white  women  were permitted to staf  tables  there).  Women in New 
Bedford or ga nized to ofer two “Literary and Musical Entertainments” to 
support the Black soldiers of Mas sa chu setts.56 All  these war time activities 
 were in addition to the rather significant level of ongoing  women’s commu-
nity relief and charity work that kept churches, schools, newspapers, and 
benevolent work afloat in peacetime.57

From early in its organ ization, the white executives of the USSC asserted 
that in order for relief work to be modern, efficient, and truly nation- building, 
local socie ties had to work for the good of the corporate army rather than 
for local companies or state regiments. Clearly implicit in their view of mod-
ern nation- building was a belief that whites would be the architects and 
beneficiaries of the new nation. African Americans,  women and men, chal-
lenged  these definitions of modernity and nationhood. They insisted on their 
ability and obligation to meet new demands of Black citizenship but also un-
derstood that their citizenship was best expressed by enlisting civilian and 
soldier alike for the Black community’s specific contributions to the war. 
When the revolutionary pre sent (of emancipation and Black war eforts) be-
came the memorialized past, African American  women wanted to be able to 
“look back upon what we have accomplished” and “feel proud of the part we 
have enacted.”58 Neither white exclusion nor segregation kept them from “the 
front ranks of usefulness and benevolence.”59

The Commission and Black Soldiers

Black enlistment, beginning in 1863, forced a revision to USSC policies. Hav-
ing committed itself to comprehensive support for an idealized and implic-
itly white soldier, the commission announced it would now “furnish our 
troops without re spect to color.”60 Agents and workers in the South volun-
teered to nurse wounded and ill Black soldiers and helped staf the army’s 
segregated hospitals. They donated food and supplies to Black regiments. 
That work, in turn, led some USSC workers to make fuller commitments to 
serving the relief needs of Black civilians. Black enlistment meant that Black 
civilians could make a stronger claim as the relatives of soldiers, not simply 
as government employees.61 But the overall success of the USSC’s pledge to 
provide equally for African American troops was  limited by both internal and 
external  factors. Commission work occurred in tandem with a military struc-
ture that was both segregated and unequal. The USSC could not and did not 
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circumvent the army’s practices of segregation in field, regimental, or gen-
eral hospitals; nor  were they responsible for the army’s failure to appoint 
skilled medical men as regimental surgeons for Black regiments. But as close 
collaborators with the medical officers and regimental surgeons who treated 
Black soldiers, USSC agents  were sometimes vocal reporters (and critics) of 
discriminatory medical treatment by the army.

It must be noted that some USSC workers  were fierce advocates for the 
Black soldiers they cared for. Helen Gilson, who helped establish a hospital 
for the Black ill and wounded at City Point,  Virginia, and directed a squad 
of USSC relief workers who tended African American patients, was well 
known during and  after the war for the generosity and rigor of her care and 
her willingness and ability to circumvent the discriminatory practices of the 
army. She also quietly worked contrary to USSC policy when she appealed 
directly to freedmen’s aid socie ties in the North for donations to aid the freed 
 women who gathered at City Point.62 Gilson was not alone: at New Berne, 
North Carolina, Dr. J. W. Page and other USSC agents distributed relief to 
Black refugees in direct contradiction to policy.63 Yet for  every Gilson and 
Page  there  were many more USSC agents like Samuel Jayne, who worked on 
behalf of Black soldiers and civilian refugees along with Gilson. He privately 
worried about the mistreatment Black patients received at the hands of white 
surgeons but also commented extensively and pejoratively on what he per-
ceived to be the racial characteristics and inferiority of  people of African 
descent compared with whites (see figure 2.4).64

The USSC very quickly expanded its work from providing advice and prac-
tical knowledge to the military and relief to the soldier and the army, to 
providing for soldiers in transit to and from enlistment camps, mustering-
in stations, and the battlefront, as well the needs of soldiers’  family mem-
bers traveling to assist the ill and wounded. Dubbed “Special Relief,” this 
branch of USSC work employed male as well as female agents in the South 
and on the Northern home front.65 The commission expanded relief work to 
include creating and updating hospital directories, appointing hospital visi-
tors, staffing the office that assisted veterans and their families in obtaining 
their bounties and pensions, operating lodges for visiting  family, providing 
relief for the impoverished families of soldiers, and assisting veterans in their 
pursuit of peacetime employment. The travel of troops (healthy, wounded, 
and sick) through the major cities of the East Coast demanded par tic u lar at-
tention. As the Pennsylvania Branch  women noted in 1866, over one and a 
half million soldiers had traveled through the city on their way to and back 
from the war. Supporting hospitals, training grounds for regiments, discharge 
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figure 2.4  Pencil sketch captioned “For this are we Doctors,” drawn by “Roberts,” 
a friend of Samuel F. Jayne, in camp at City Point,  Virginia, August 1864. The artist 
appears to propose that the nobility of white physicians was denigrated by the 
expectation that they treat Black soldiers. Courtesy of the William L. Clements 
Library, University of Michigan.

camps, barracks, and lodges for  family members as well as soldiers in tran-
sit all placed heavy demands on the commission.

In the South, the USSC’s expanding work of building and renting, staffing, 
and supplying soldiers’ homes, lodges, and parlors (for in- transit sol-
diers and USSC workers)  adopted practices of exclusion and segregation. 
This meant, for example, that Black soldiers passing through Brashear, Lou-
isiana,  were accommodated at the city’s Soldiers’ Rest but in the rear of the 
building where they shared their rooms with “colored help.”66
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 Here, too, we see the formative impact of ideas about race on relation-
ships of charity and benevolence. White commission  women  were now, 
more than ever, empowered to determine who the USSC would regard as a 
legitimate recipient of relief— especially as the Northern public became 
somewhat suspicious of the potential of waste, fraud, and malfeasance in the 
operations (and substantial cash reserves) of the USSC.67

Black regiments  were or ga nized in each of the three major cities where 
the USSC’s presence was particularly notable and where white  women led 
semiautonomous branches: New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. In New 
York, home of the largest and most power ful (white)  women’s branch (the 
WCAR), African American  women,  under the leadership of Mrs. Julia W. 
Garnet, took charge of organ izing to meet the needs of sick soldiers from the 
26th Regiment, U.S.C.T., at Rikers Island. In January 1864, with the permis-
sion of the white commanding general, a donation from the white Sanitary 
Commission, and the “sanction” of the city’s all- white Union League, Gar-
net’s group established a special diet kitchen and cared for some sixty sol-
diers.68 Although apparently happy to be relieved of the work of providing 
intimate care for Black soldiers, the WCAR and the New York City Branch 
both distributed aid to the families of Black soldiers and to disabled Black 
veterans during and  after the war. In Indianapolis, where local USSC work-
ers  were apparently slow to recognize or respond to the needs of the fami-
lies of Black soldiers, the Reverend William Revels—an active recruiter for 
Indiana’s 28th U.S. Colored Infantry— efectively challenged the white or-
ganizers to share sanitary funds among the wives of Black soldiers.69

Although the extant rec ord makes it impossible to determine what kind 
of negotiations over Black agency and the politics of segregation may have 
been at play in New York City and Boston, a unique rec ord emerges in Phila-
delphia.  There, Black  women formed at least four dif er ent soldiers’ aid 
socie ties, two of them officially recognized Sanitary Commission auxiliaries. 
Not only did they support USSC work with donations, but they also chal-
lenged the white  women of the Pennsylvania Branch for failing to provide 
for the families of Black soldiers in the same way it provided for whites. In 
response, by March 1864 the  women’s board of man ag ers of the Pennsylva-
nia Branch put into place a unique plan: “It has been ascertained,” they noted 
in meeting minutes, “that one  fourteenth of the men entering the army from 
Philadelphia are colored”; consequently, “one- fourteenth of the time and 
money of the ‘Relief ’ ” would be appropriated to the needs of  those soldiers’ 
families.70 When local Black activists (and husbands of African American 
commission members) also challenged the USSC’s exclusive control over 
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governmental contract work— through which the commission ofered char-
itable employment for needy soldiers’ families— they won a concession 
that government contracts would, in the  future, also be awarded to African 
Americans.71 The branch also agreed at this time to arrange with charitable 
associations to find work for  those in need, although applicants would have 
to undergo a home visit and investigation by the white agents to assess the 
applicant’s circumstances.72 Indeed, within the year nearly 10   percent of 
the  women employed by the branch ( either making goods for shipment 
to the South or working as subcontract laborers on government jobs)  were 
 widows and wives of Black soldiers, who  were assigned the par tic u lar  labor 
of making garments and bedding for freed  people in Nashville, Tennessee. 
 There was an impor tant advantage to gaining employment through the 
Pennsylvania Branch: they paid  women twice the rate provided by govern-
ment contractors.73 No other USSC branch developed a policy explic itly 
committing to include African Americans among its constituents.

white racial aSSumptioNS aND DeBateS about the USSC’s obligations 
 toward Black soldiers, their families, and refugees from slavery  were also 
prominent in the western theater of war. In St. Louis, white Unionists, men 
and  women, began organ izing to care for soldiers in the aftermath of a  battle 
near Springfield, Missouri, in the summer of 1861. By September, they had 
or ga nized the WSC.74 Although the WSC would reject proposals to merge 
with the USSC  because of their concern that the USSC’s eastern focus left 
the West’s demands misunderstood and unmet, the WSC would also 
confront the question of its obligations to Black civilians and soldiers.

The equivalent of its (white) female branch, the Ladies Union Aid Asso-
ciation, worked closely with the WSC and by January  1863 had already 
received a number of requests to assist the thousands of Black refugees 
from slavery in and around St. Louis. When they de cided they would not use 
funds donated for soldier relief for this purpose, several members, joined 
by additional new members, or ga nized the Contraband Relief Society to 
provide for the refugees from slavery temporarily  housed in camps between 
Cairo, Illinois, and Memphis, Tennessee.75

By November 1863, however, local  free Black  women (“well- educated and 
wealthy; lady- like in manners and conversation,” according to a white ob-
server) or ga nized their own Union society, to assist the refugees but also to 
visit and care for the Black troops in camp and hospitalized in and around 
the city. Unsurprisingly, their work sometimes brought them into contact 
with white aid workers,  women among them, who ofered “deliberate” in-
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sult. Like their counter parts in Philadelphia, Black  women found the enforce-
ment of streetcar segregation a detriment to their work and an affront to 
their patriotism. They obtained the right to travel unrestricted  after filing 
complaints, but only on Saturdays.76

Despite the challenges of relief work in such segregated environs and the 
publically announced decision by the local white WSC  women that the needs 
of Black civilians  were not a proper target of their work, by the spring of 1864 
the WSC claimed to be engaged promptly and “with characteristic human-
ity” in freedmen’s relief work.77 This was a significant departure from the 
practice in eastern auxiliaries of strictly separating freedmen’s aid from San-
itary Commission work.78

The Commission and Refugees from Slavery

The race- based prerogatives and status accrued by white  women of the USSC 
came not only from the power to exclude African Americans as suitable col-
leagues and peers in war relief work. White  women (like white men) enlarged 
their dominion when they assumed the authority to determine  whether, and 
in what circumstances, they would regard African Americans— North 
and South—as legitimate recipients of USSC- funded war time relief. With 
generations of experience in the business of benevolence, many USSC mem-
bers  were not new to positions of authority in client relationships; however, 
their USSC work allowed them to create a very specific relationship to Af-
rican Americans, one framed in a racialized hierarchy of provider authority 
and client need.79 Even in their annual reports, USSC  women emphasized 
the social distance they claimed from  those to whom they provided assis-
tance. They referred to white female commissioners as “ladies” and to their 
female clients as “ women.” 80

In the early months of the war, USSC policymakers insisted on the ineli-
gibility of enslaved or freedom- seeking  people for commission support. 
However, as they discovered, the war could not be fought without disrupting 
slavery, without enslaved African Americans seizing their opportunities for 
freedom, and without the invaluable contributions of Black civilian labor-
ers (see figure 2.5). Despite hesitant and contradictory military policy, the 
Union war efort hungrily incorporated Black  labor in the South. “Colored 
female servants in the capacity of cooks, washerwomen, and laundresses,” 
noted one USSC hospital worker from Nashville, “are  doing a  great ser vice 
to our wounded soldiers, and through them to our country, but . . .  for 
some cause are greatly neglected.” 81 White USSC workers— onboard 
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hospital transport boats, as part of the supply train of donations to the army 
in the South, and in regimental and battlefield hospitals and camps— 
were among  those who proved glad to employ former slaves.82 As historian 
Jane Schultz has noted, not only  were female refugees from slavery hired to 
do work that the elite white  women of the USSC deigned beneath them, they 
also performed work (such as vegetable gardening and laundry) that USSC 
workers understood to be valuable and cost- saving while freeing white 
agents to lend more personal attention to white patients.83 Freed  people em-
ployed by the USSC not only gained remuneration (and more reliable 
wages than  those provided by army employment) but also joined the small 

figure 2.5  “Special Diet” sketch, illustrating the use of Black hospital workers by 
the U.S. Sanitary Commission. Drawn by “Roberts,” a friend of Samuel F. Jayne, in 
camp at City Point,  Virginia, August 1864. Courtesy of the William L. Clements 
Library, University of Michigan.
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number of Black civilians that the USSC felt obligated to support with rations 
and other forms of relief.

the uSSc’S firSt executive Secretary, Frederick Law Olmsted, ap-
pointed in the early summer of 1861, saw the need for government oversight 
on the status of refugees from slavery. From the summer of 1861 into early 
1862, Olmsted could imagine no man better situated than himself to direct 
federal policy pertaining to the slave’s transition to freedom. Olmsted claimed 
his authority on two grounds: his administrative experience supervising 
15,000 laborers and a multi- million- dollar bud get as architect- in- chief and 
superintendent of Central Park in New York; and his belief that he had given 
more thought to the “special question of the proper management of 
negroes . . .  than anyone  else in the country,” a reference to his time spent 
traveling in the South and his three widely read travelogues describing slav-
ery and Southern society.84

Even  after accepting his appointment as executive secretary of the USSC 
in June 1861, Olmsted continued to pursue a position as a superintendent 
over Southern freed  people. He proposed a plan for this position to Union 
General George B. McClellan in August 1861 and he pressed Secretary of the 
Trea sury Salmon Chase for an appointment over the South Carolina Sea Is-
lands  after their November 1861 occupation by Union forces. He also ordered 
Dr.  Robert Ware, a USSC medical inspector, to prepare a report on the 
condition of refugees from slavery at Fortress Monroe for his use; and he 
even drew up a bill outlining a system for federal oversight, which he had 
introduced to the U.S. Senate (and worked hard to gain public support for). 
Olmsted also attempted to persuade Secretary of War Edwin Stanton of 
the unique efficiency and economy of his proposal to coordinate the gov-
ernment’s economic interest in a superintendency over former slaves with 
the religious and educational interests of the freedmen’s aid movement 
in the North. Although Secretary Chase would tentatively ofer the position 
to Olmsted, they  were unable to come to agreement on the scope of the 
 position; instead, Chase appointed Brigadier General Rufus Saxton in 
the summer of 1862.85

Olmsted’s interest in the transition from slavery to freedom never centered 
on humanitarian relief (although he certainly made note of the illness and 
starvation that afected Black refugees  behind Union lines). Instead, he 
sought to prove three  things to the nation. First, that  free  labor was superior 
to the slave  labor economy of the South. Second, that conditions in South 
Carolina (and other places occupied by Union forces)  were an unavoidable 
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consequence of war. Third, that a “true republican plan” of action must be 
based on an understanding of the “peculiarities . . .  of the class in question.” 
To Olmsted,  those “peculiarities” meant that “the negro is not a gentleman 
and a Christian. . . .  He is  little better than a cunning idiot and a cowed sav-
age.” Olmsted believed that former slaves themselves recognized that their 
dependence on white supervision was so substantial that they “would rather 
have an owner than no guardianship.” 86 He firmly believed that it was not 
benevolence, charity, or philanthropy so much as efficient and forceful white 
governance that the formerly enslaved, so marked by “ mental and moral pe-
culiarities” as well as “congenital idiosyncrasy,” most needed.87

When he failed to secure the federal superintendency he sought, 
 Olmsted turned his attention and energy elsewhere, and left the USSC in 
1863. However, it is worth noting that despite his intense if brief interest 
in assuming a position of authority over the disposition of former slaves, it 
appears he never proposed that the USSC intervene in or absorb Black civil-
ian relief as an additional target of its work. Instead, he saw the “field” of 
humanitarian aid in the South as the responsibility of the government and 
of the freedman’s aid movement. Certainly, his view held influence over the 
USSC and especially the men in executive, policymaking positions. This 
might be why the first history of the USSC, written and published by nurse 
Katharine Prescott Wormeley, makes no mention of slavery or African 
Americans among the Union forces served by USSC workers.88 Prior to 1863 
and Lincoln’s shift to embracing slavery’s destruction as a war aim, the USSC 
rejected most requests for aid to Black civilians in the South, even as its pub-
lications, the widely circulated Bulletin and Reporter, openly and frequently 
criticized the failures of the military to provide for Black civilians, noting the 
high mortality and morbidity confronting that population.89

Although scattered evidence shows some USSC agents distributing relief to 
fugitives from slavery as they saw fit, the closest that USSC executives came to a 
general policy arose from a May 1863 appeal made by commission workers in 
New Berne, North Carolina, for “supplemental relief ” for Black refugees hos-
pitalized  there.90  After consulting with USSC executives, Bellows approved 
medical assistance for the Black laborers employed by the government  because 
the commission should address “ every source of disease,”  whether among 
the soldiers “or the communities in which they may be quartered.”91 Even 
then, Bellows also asserted that  there should be clear limits to the USSC’s duty: 
“We do not wish to commit ourselves to the princi ple of including the Contra-
bands in our care, but when common humanity is sufering, we do not  under 
any circumstances wish to hoard our stores. . . .  The needy Black can only have 
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a very fortuitous claim, on us, though they have a very certain one on the Gov-
ernment. Would to God that it  were met.”92 The commission also applied this 
policy in Norfolk, where it had “given satisfaction.”93

A year  later, the New Berne correspondence would be recirculated when 
questions arose again about  whether medical care should be provided to Af-
rican Americans. In this instance, a request had been made for food and 
clothing for a smallpox hospital for New Berne freed  people (see figure 2.6); 
once again, USSC executives tried to distinguish between aid to Black civilians 
generally and eforts to prevent the spread of disease to white soldiers. 
“The commission does not feel justified in assuming general care of civil 
Hospitals for the Contraband,” asserted the general secretary of the USSC.94 

figure 2.6  Illustration captioned “The Old Nurse,” portraying an aged Black 
 woman at New Bern who nursed a Black smallpox patient when no white 
physician or attendant was willing. The drawing was included in Vincent Colyer 
[Superintendent of the Poor  under General Burnside], Report of the Ser vices Rendered 
by the Freed  People to the United States Army, in North Carolina, in the Spring of 1862, 
 after the  Battle of Newbern (New York: Vincent Colyer, 1864), 41.
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Bellows— who spoke frequently to freedmen’s relief meetings— was sympa-
thetic to the humanitarian needs of refugees from slavery, but as USSC 
head he was unwilling to affirm any specific duty or obligation on the part of 
the USSC to Black refugees from war.95 The WSC  women in St. Louis fol-
lowed a similar path.96

The commission may have  imagined it could maintain a clear line between 
aid to soldiers (which it defined as central to the organ ization’s existence) 
and aid to civilians, but substantial amounts of aid  were already provided to 
the families of white soldiers without generating policy debates, so this was 
not clearly a debate about the exclusive centrality of soldier relief to USSC 
work. Furthermore, it was a rare occurrence for the USSC to back away 
from an opportunity to expand its arena of authority and action. It is pos si-
ble, and even probable, that Bellows and the larger executive committee 
 were concerned about alienating a white public that was not wholly sym-
pathetic  toward  either emancipation or African Americans in general. The 
executive members of the USSC  were notoriously concerned with avoiding 
anything that might interrupt the flow of donations from a supportive 
Northern populace, particularly when, in the fall of 1862, the USSC came 
 under fire with charges of corruption and malfeasance.97 At the least, their 
failure to address the medical crisis experienced by African Americans in 
the South suggests a failure to acknowledge the medical real ity of a civil 
war, a failure to comprehend the consequences of slavery’s war time de-
mise, and a failure to understand the centrality of Black civilian  labor to 
the Union army and the war efort.

By the eND of the war, the USSC’s convoluted war time negotiations over 
race and relief eased, as white Union troops mustered out and the need for 
USSC donations ended. Several Black regiments  were kept on as occupying 
forces in some of the most dangerous locations in the postwar South, and 
they continued to sufer enormously from disease and malnutrition. Nev-
ertheless, the USSC wound down its work supporting soldiers in the field. 
Several of the leading white  women of the USSC— Ellen Collins, Abby 
May, and Louisa Schuyler among them— imagined a new unity between 
freedmen’s aid and commission work, and they proposed that what was left 
of USSC stores and property be donated to the Freedmen’s Bureau.98

Indeed, the new Freedmen’s Bureau as well as freedmen’s aid socie ties be-
came recipients of the USSC’s remaining donated cash and goods as well as 
the buildings and rooms in USSC control. The Washington, Boston, New 
York, and North Carolina branches made repeated donations and transfers 
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of property to the bureau, and the Pennsylvania Branch transferred supplies 
 housed in its lodge to the American Freedmen’s Aid Society.99  These dona-
tions made sense— transporting goods north to soldiers’ homes, for exam-
ple, would have likely cost more than their worth— but the ease of this 
decision stands in notable contrast to the USSC’s careful racial policing of 
its war time relief work. It suggests that one of the principal motivations 
 behind the USSC’s color line in war time relief work was their belief that sup-
port and donations would dry up if the white public understood they  were 
aiding refugees from slavery. This conclusion is strengthened when we rec-
ognize that the USSC’s core postwar work— assisting veterans and their fam-
ilies in securing bounties, back pay, and pensions— brought impor tant 
benefits to thousands of African American military families. Their work 
with Black veterans was consonant with the USSC’s explicit focus on sol-
diers, but it also occurred largely  after the war when the USSC had  stopped 
fund rais ing.

However, the USSC’s interactions with Black soldiers included far more 
than supplying fresh vegetables or hospital care. As the next chapter reveals, 
USSC officials, along with military health care workers, viewed Black soldiers 
as racial specimens worthy of study. How and why they engaged in race stud-
ies makes sense when we understand that race thinking saturated  every as-
pect of their organ izations— who was included, who was excluded, who 
could lead, who could only “help”— and their understanding of the Civil War 
as a military conflict rather than a revolutionary assault on the system of 
slavery.
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chapter three

Narrating and Enumerating Race

During the war, white prac ti tion ers recruited medicine and its allied sciences 
(which, according to one nineteenth- century participant, included “Anat-
omy, Physiology, Psy chol ogy, Ethnography, Ethnology, Philology, History, 
Archaeology, and Palaentology [sic]”) in the ser vice of advancing more 
certain, irrefutable racial ideologies.1  Those ideologies— based on the pre-
sumption of mea sur able, stable, observable characteristics that could be 
cata loged and enlisted to distinguish and rank  human races— not only sur-
vived the end of slavery but also fueled opposition to the extension of civil 
and citizenship rights to African Americans.

Of course, the elaboration of racial ideology using medical science was 
not new to the Civil War era. Historians have closely documented how ra-
cialized medicine and science predated the war. Men like J. Marion Sims, 
Josiah Nott, George Gliddon, Samuel Morton, Louis Agassiz, and Samuel 
Cartwright— scientists, naturalists, public intellectuals, and medical prac-
ti tion ers— had participated in the growth of racialized science (such as the 
“American School” of ethnology). Their ideas, research, writing, and public 
pronouncements had been crucial to proslavery ideology and beliefs about 
race as an immutable feature of  human life with natu ral hierarchies.2 Ante-
bellum physicians and scientists looked to natu ral history, craniology, 
Linnaean taxonomy, comparative anatomy, and observations and experi-
mentation using enslaved and  free Black subjects as well as their cadavers to 
elaborate, rationalize, and justify racial hierarchies in Amer i ca.3

The war saw Northern whites making even deeper investments in the 
“scientific and historical researches . . .  on this vital question.”4 The U.S. 
Sanitary Commission (USSC), as well as the Smithsonian Institution, the 
U.S. Surgeon General, the army’s Medical Department, the Army Medical 
Museum, and the Provost Marshal, contributed to the interdisciplinary 
study of the racialized  human body, often described as the “science of 
man.” In so  doing, they committed substantial efort and resources to the 
scientific and medical knowledge that was capable of sustaining the racial 
hierarchies threatened by emancipation and Black enlistment. The re-
sults of their work— whether in the skull collections of the Smithsonian 
Institution, the vast displays of anatomical specimens at the Army Medical 
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Museum, or in the prolific and widely circulated war- related medical and 
scientific print culture— received popu lar and professional acclaim.5

The medical print culture of the war was notably diverse in form and ex-
traordinarily prodigious, as more than a thousand physicians prepared pa-
pers and letters that they submitted to the USSC with hopes of joining the 
ranks of published authorities on the war’s medical events.6 The army and 
the USSC saw the soldier’s body as a source of knowledge, and the two com-
peted for public recognition as the premier source of the war’s medical 
history. They competed in the realm of medical print culture for authors, 
audiences, reviews, and readers. Both organ izations saw authorship as a 
means of asserting a new public professional authority in the postwar period, 
reinforced by the view of many medical prac ti tion ers that authorship carried 
considerable professional and cultural capital. Executive Secretary Henry 
Bellows called the commission’s publications “our only chance for being 
valued by men of mark in time to come.” 7 The museum and print archive of 
race- related research produced during the war was substantial, well re-
ceived, and eagerly circulated among popu lar and learned readers— and it 
was also long- lived.8 The cumulative impact was  great enough that de cades 
 later the young social scientist W. E. B. Du Bois directed his early  career 
 toward a refutation of  those data and the conclusions based on them.9

A careful exploration of the enterprise of creating and circulating medi-
cally based “racial knowledge” helps us historicize the war time pro cess of 
race- making. It allows us to trace how white Unionists employed medicine 
and its allied sciences as potent tools for crafting their opinions about racial 
hierarchy into bodies of knowledge. When white war time medical prac ti-
tion ers, observers, and investigators pursued the “facts” of race in the bod-
ies, illnesses, wounds, and deaths of African American  people, they did so 
 because they already believed that documenting the somatization of race was 
relevant to therapeutic practice and scientific knowledge.10 They  were also 
participating in the establishment and exercise of new forms of medical au-
thority and expertise. In pursuing “racial knowledge” with the tools of med-
icine and science, surgeons, physicians, and aspiring prac ti tion ers  were able 
to profit from new ave nues of professional advancement and sources of pro-
fessional authority.11

Prior to Black enlistment, the USSC had already recognized the scale of 
information and potential for new knowledge presented by the war and em-
braced the fact- finding investigation as one of its primary means of contrib-
uting to and influencing war time medicine.12 The commission also devised 
and used statistical data in assessing the medical condition of the armies, 
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 beginning with an 1862 report on mortality and sickness, and in the ongo-
ing work of the commission’s Bureau of Sanitary and Vital Statistics. By 1862 
the commission had also endeavored to send inspectors to visit  every re-
cruiting station, camp, hospital, fort, and location through which soldiers 
passed to assess what improvements might promote a healthier army.

Commission men in the medical profession (female physicians  were ex-
cluded from this entire arena of work) brought their “rich and abundant” pro-
fessional experience and authority to bear on studies of camp disease and 
sanitation as well as medical and surgical treatments. They published 
and circulated thousands of copies of nearly 100 brief tracts to instruct and 
aid army surgeons in their work (“The Value of Vaccination in Armies,” “Re-
port of the Associate Medical Members of the Sanitary Commission on the 
Subject of Venereal Diseases,” “Report . . .  on the Subject of Amputa-
tions,” “Hints for the Control and Prevention of Infectious Diseases,” 
 etc.).13 The commission also introduced the technology and repre sen ta-
tional power of social investigation into the war efort, using narrative 
questionnaires and reports collected by physicians and cooperating exam-
iners of life insurance companies (“accustomed to an exact and searching 
method of inquiry”) to investigate the conditions leading to Union defeat at 
the  Battle of Bull Run in September 1861.14

The commission formally merged politics and medicine in the winter and 
spring of 1862 as it lobbied members of Congress to secure the passage of a 
bill that reor ga nized the army’s Medical Department, increased the number 
of medical employees as well as the rank conferred on them, and secured a 
new appointee as surgeon general who was an active collaborator with 
USSC work.15 Another major arena of medical work was in developing bet-
ter transportation of the wounded (via ambulance and boat) and more effi-
cient hospital design. The commission sponsored the first substantial 
proposal for a system of veteran’s pension benefits and care for disabled vet-
erans. Fi nally, the USSC also created a Bureau of Vital Statistics.16

As a result of two developments that  were central to emancipation— the 
enlistment of 200,000 African American men into the military and the arrival 
of hundreds of thousands of enslaved  people to Union lines— thousands of 
sick and injured African Americans  were examined and treated by the Union’s 
military and civilian medical professionals and volunteers. White military 
medical prac ti tion ers and white civilian volunteers involved in health care 
and relief work brought to their encounters with African Americans an in-
tense interest in Black bodies as sources of study and a concern with Black 
bodies as perceived risks to public health. As case studies and as quantifiable 
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populations, African Americans in good and ill health  were subjected to 
investigation, mea sure ment, and speculation. Their severed limbs, tu-
mors, bones, blood, and tissue  were photographed, sketched, and taken as 
specimens. Their cadavers  were autopsied, their skulls cleaned and collected, 
and their brains and lungs weighed, all to substantiate whites’ belief that 
 people of African descent constituted an indisputably inferior race with phys-
iological and moral peculiarities that could be revealed using the modern 
and modernizing techniques of medical science.17 White medical prac ti tion-
ers and scientists seized on the war’s medical crisis as an opportunity to 
demonstrate their professional status in the form of their astute observations 
of the manifestation of race in the bodies of  people of African descent. Of-
ten, it was the male militarized body subjected to scrutiny while civilian ref-
ugee bodies  were more often (but not always) managed, discarded, and 
buried as “unknown contraband.”18

White Authority and the Social Survey

Of all the war time modalities of producing and circulating medical and sci-
entific knowledge, two— the gathering and use of anecdotal, narrative, qual-
itative data in the form of surveys and the creation and reporting of 
statistical data— would become most pertinent to the Sanitary Commission’s 
investment in and impact on the production of racial knowledge. When Black 
enlistment began, the army as well as the commission incorporated  these in-
novative modalities of gathering, analyzing, and circulating data. Like 
nineteenth- century social reform organ izations, the army and the commis-
sion also chose to embrace and deploy the cultural power of “numerical 
discourse,” the association of modernity and facticity with statistical 
thinking.19

The investigative survey stood out as a familiar, well- respected form of 
state- sponsored reportage, one that elevated the value and authority of per-
sonal observation in the economy of war time knowledge about African 
Americans. A wide range of observations by military and civilian whites of-
fered curious Northern readers war time eyewitness accounts of Black 
soldiers and Southern Blacks in newspapers, periodicals, pamphlets, lectures, 
and books.20 The USSC and the army, however, surveyed regimental sur-
geons, army engineers, and examining surgeons appointed to enrollment 
boards for their assessment of African American bodies and capabilities.

 These surveys accomplished a number of  things. They called into being 
the very part of society they studied: the mere fact of soliciting authoritative 
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commentary about Black soldiers created them as a scientific and medical 
class in need of study. They also created and reinforced an identity among 
white respondents as scientific and medical authorities on Black bodies. 
 Because  these surveys  were conducted on behalf of state or state- authorized 
bureaucracies, they  were identified with the work of governing, and their 
findings gained the imprimatur of state authority. Fi nally, they create a body 
of data that lived on well past the war in terms of utility to racial science.21

An army engineer, Major T. B. Brooks, who supervised the work of Black 
soldiers on entrenchments at Morris Island, South Carolina, was one of the 
first to use surveys to solicit and document racial characteristics.  Here and 
throughout the South engineer departments relied heavi ly on Black fugitives 
from slavery as well as Black soldiers for the hard  labor of digging and con-
structing defense works and entrenchments, often while  under fire. In Sep-
tember 1863, Brooks circulated a questionnaire among other officers in the 
engineering department, soliciting their observations of the relative fitness 
of African Americans for military ser vice, especially fatigue duty. “As the 
impor tant experiment which  will test the fitness of the American negro for 
the duties of a soldier is now being tried, it is desirable that facts bearing 
on the question be carefully observed and recorded,” Brooks noted. Six en-
gineers who supervised Black troops responded with reports on what they 
viewed as the physical,  mental, and psychological characteristics that 
distinguished African American men.22 They characterized the men as 
softer, more emotional, and more docile and obedient than whites, and 
as more enduring and less intelligent, less heroic, and less skilled than white 
soldiers. One posited that while white men could be likened to  horses (“of-
ten intractably and balky”), Black men  were more like the ox; another char-
acterized the white man as having “bull- dog courage” while the Black man 
was merely “a pitiful cur.” Respondents ofers two related conclusions: that 
racial characteristics rendered African American soldiers inferior in many 
ways to whites, but at the same time rendered African Americans uniquely— 
perhaps even more— qualified for difficult fatigue duty. None of the re-
spondents expressed any hesitation or equivocation in their responses; they 
ofered their assessments with rhetorical certainty, understanding from 
Brooks’s inquiry that their opinions and feelings would be received as facts.

The invitation to respond to Brooks’s circular and the conviction with 
which they answered appeared to reflect among  these white engineers not 
only a sense of their authority as astute observers and experts on racial char-
acteristics but also their confidence in the legitimacy of their observations.23 
Neither Brooks nor any of the officers who responded to his queries noted 
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the  human cost of the  labor performed by African American soldiers who 
worked on entrenchments and forts. A medical inspector reported that same 
month that the soldiers who performed this  labor did so while being shelled; 
the wounds produced  were so terrible that half of the injured would per-
ish. The inspector also regretted that “the bones are so shattered” that he 
could not prepare specimens to forward to the Army Medical Museum 
(more on this in chapter 4).24

Two related surveys  were conducted at the end of the war and in the 
months directly following the Confederate surrender. Benjamin R. Wood-
ward, a surgeon in the 22nd Illinois Infantry and a medical inspector in the 
Mississippi valley, devised and circulated a survey on behalf of the USSC in 
the last half of 1865. He targeted surgeons in Black regiments and other ex-
pert observers— including Southern physicians— for participation in his “sci-
entific” inquiry into “the Physiological Status of the negro as compared with 
white soldiers.”25 Woodward’s questionnaire was far more comprehensive 
than that of Brooks, asking respondents to comment on hunger, fatigue, ner-
vous diseases, disease re sis tance, and disease susceptibility. “You are re-
spectfully requested to give the results of your observation and experience 
on as many or all of the points indicated as may seem best to yourself.” Wood-
ward inquired, “Can the negro bear hunger & fatigue as well as the white 
man? What was the influence of nostalgia on the negro? Did he require a 
greater quantity of stimulating tonics than did white men? Did he display any 
instinctive or intelligent care in adding to his rations from what was avail-
able in the countryside?  Under what diseases does he most hopelessly sink?”

Woodward’s survey was also much more widely circulated. Two hundred 
sixty copies of his questionnaire  were printed and circulated, and the respon-
dents  were encouraged with a promise of  future publication.26 The responses 
reveal that white surgeons believed themselves to be authoritative, exact-
ing, and unimpeachable observers of racial characteristics in Black soldiers. 
Their confidence was unsurprising, given the rise of clinical empiricism 
among regular prac ti tion ers in antebellum medicine, which emphasized the 
value of direct experience and observation.27 The war permanently elevated 
the primacy of experience and close observation over rationalistic therapeu-
tic systems (such as homeopathy and Thomsonianism, which relied on a 
unified theory of disease origins and treatment, regardless of variation be-
tween diseases), in part by providing 12,000 army- appointed medical pro-
fessionals with unpre ce dented access to and authority over the clinical 
material of damaged and ill  human bodies. As John Harley Warner has noted, 
by the second quarter of the nineteenth  century, the “clinic and the autopsy 
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 table,” with their opportunities for firsthand observation and material expe-
rience, replaced the philosophical theories of humoral imbalance and other 
rationalistic systems of medical thought.28

At the same time, white medical prac ti tion ers also drew heavi ly on 
ethnological and other anthropological studies of race when they catego-
rized African Americans as a corporeal species, defined by bodies that  were 
marked by primitivism and inferiority.29 The responses to Woodward’s 
survey ofered detailed, descriptive, and contradictory accounts of racial 
diference manifest in musculature, flexibility, physiological pro cesses, 
strength, and vigor. One rare respondent insisted, “I find so few distinc-
tive sanitary traits between the negro and the white man, that I have less to 
say upon the subject than I anticipated,” but dozens of  others ofered de-
tailed, descriptive, and wildly contradictory accounts of how racial diference 
manifested, and what the unique characteristics of Blackness included.30 
They variously reported that the Black soldier’s muscles  were not as solid or 
substantial as  those of whites; his leg muscles  were less developed, he had 
no elasticity in his tread, and tended to slouch; he had a larger abdomen 
than the white soldier and his colon nearly twice as large. He was a  great 
feeder, and his digestion was rapid; he was more and also less susceptible to 
disease; by mixing with whites, he had gained  mental strength and vigor at 
the expense of physical power and endurance.31

Notably, several surgeons used the circulars as an opportunity to protest 
the overwork of Black troops and their abusive treatment by white officers. 
But even  those who protested the exploitation and mistreatment of Black 
troops  were firm in recording a host of racial characteristics. As one such re-
spondent noted, the Black soldier’s “want of vital energy and constitutional 
vigor has been made a scape goat for incompetency and neglect to a very  great 
degree.”32

A third survey was conducted at the close of the war by J. H. Baxter, the 
chief medical officer of the Provost Marshal- General’s Bureau; the results ap-
peared in 1875 as part of a major postwar U.S. government publication, Sta-
tistics, Medical and Anthropological, of the Provost Marshal General’s Bureau. In 
May 1865, Baxter sent a circular to all the surgeons who had served on boards 
of enlistment— that is, the medical men (the vast majority of them white) 
who had examined recruits, draftees, and substitutes for their physical fit-
ness for military ser vice. Baxter’s stated goal was to compile an authorita-
tive account of “the physical characteristics and the social and hygienic 
conditions of the inhabitants of the non- rebellious states.”33
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The circular inquired about the number of men examined, the range of 
disqualifying illnesses and disabilities they encountered, the character 
of their district’s geography and population, and the successes and failures of 
the examining pro cess. One of the ten questions asked surgeons to report 
on “your experience as to the Qualifications of the colored race for military 
ser vice.” This was not a question about how Black soldiers had performed 
 under fire or in carry ing out garrison or fatigue duty. This was a query that 
presumed the existence and significance of observable racial characteristics 
and took as a given the familiarity of examining surgeons with con temporary 
medical, ethnographic, and anthropometric lit er a ture that espoused the ex-
istence and nature of  those characteristics. Seventy- two of the 116 respon-
dents ofered substantial answers to this question. Twenty used nearly 
identical language explaining that, although they had examined very few Af-
rican American men, they nonetheless had extensive observations to ofer. 
Their confidence in expostulating on racial characteristics came from a wide 
range of sources. Some referred to “well- known facts.” Several asserted their 
observations  were based on historical or biblical fact. Some referred to what 
they described as “universal opinion.” Many used the rhe toric of “belief.” One 
referred to his experience as a physician treating enslaved  people in Guyana, 
and another drew extensively on the technical rhe toric of ethnography and 
anthropometry, demonstrating a deep familiarity with con temporary eth-
nological lit er a ture.34

Of course, their findings varied widely. They ofered a large cata logue of 
what they believed to be racial characteristics, from disease re sis tance and 
vulnerability to body morphology and gait. Many observed that, as enslaved 
laborers, Black men trained by servitude, drudgery, and privation func-
tioned well  under the conditions of war. One of the respondents ofered 
a detailed cata loguing of anatomical racism, citing racially unique facial 
 angles, buttocks and position of the anus, size and function of the genitals, 
and jaw, thighs, shoulders, bellies, and feet. One concluded, “ There is just 
enough animal about them to make good soldiers.” Several noted that the 
capability of African Americans for military ser vice depended on command 
by knowledgeable and skilled white officers; “while  there is  little doubt that 
 there is some capacity for military ser vice, similarly  there is no doubt about 
the usefulness of the  horse when subject to intelligent training.”  Here we 
see the same logic ofered by Southern slave  owners in the de cades leading 
to the war— that specialized racial knowledge of “negro peculiarities” was 
required to commodify the  limited capabilities of  people of African descent.35
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The majority of Baxter’s respondents found African American men suit-
able for soldiering, not  because of their equal manhood with whites but 
rather  because their bodies  were so evidently created for exploitation. Black 
men, they reported,  were notable for their muscularity. Like draft animals, 
they could perform  labor, endure, and be obedient. The parallels between 
 these descriptions and antebellum notions of “soundness” in the bodies 
of the enslaved are inescapable.36 In sum, Baxter’s respondents produced 
the consummate white vision of male- gendered Black “superbodies.” Histo-
rian Deirdre Cooper Owens, of course, has alerted us to the construction of 
the female equivalent in her study of the history of American gynecol ogy 
and its ste reo type of enslaved  women.37

During an era when anti- Catholic Protestants and Anglo- Saxon nativists 
targeted Irish immigrants with denigrating caricatures, when illustrators 
could rely on the legibility of  these caricatures in their visual repre sen ta tions 
of Irish Americans, and when anti- Irish discrimination in the workplace 
was increasingly evident, we might expect Baxter’s survey to reflect a racializa-
tion of the Irish in American culture and politics. However, Baxter’s survey 
firmly distinguished between the biological racialization of Black Americans 
and the ranking of white nationalities. Apart from querying his respondents 
about the racial characteristics that marked Black men, Baxter asked in a 
separate question, “Which nationality pre sents the greatest physical apti-
tude for military ser vice?” Far fewer respondents mention Irish men (51 of 
116, or 44  percent compared with 62  percent ofering opinions on African 
Americans). One respondent suggested excluding Irish men from the army, 
but most simply noted the Irish, among nationalities, as ranking typically 
below what they described as “Americans.”38 Following the language of 
Baxter’s query, descriptions of Irish diference by respondents  were more 
likely to label  those as “national” rather than “racial” diferences.

For Brooks, Woodward, and Baxter, and  those who answered their sur-
veys, cata loging what they believed to be the racial characteristics of Black 
men engaged them in a state- sponsored pro cess of race- making while affirm-
ing their own learned abilities to observe, identify, and report on what they 
believed race to mean in the era of emancipation. Even as Black soldiers dem-
onstrated their equal commitments to destroying slavery and defending the 
Union, and even as the War Department acknowledged their obligation to 
pay Black soldiers equal wages, many white observers saw Black enlistment 
as an opportunity to advance rather than challenge their ideas about race and 
racial in equality.
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Mea sur ing the Black Body

Although relief work gained the Sanitary Commission its large and devoted 
national constituency and secured a major portion of the USSC’s financial 
support, the commission’s self- aggrandizing, all- male executive board was 
never happy being characterized as a “mere relief association.” When relief 
and supply seemed to overtake both the work and public characterization of 
the USSC, its officers never failed to try to call it back on course. President 
Henry Bellows warned against the “decline of the scientific part of our  labors” 
 because “the truly scientific work we had assigned ourselves” was “our only 
chance for being valued as men of mark in time to come.”39

The USSC commitment to a major proj ect of  human mea sure ment capi-
talized on several intersecting cultural forces that had gained considerable 
momentum by the time of the war. During the nineteenth  century, the pop-
ularity of racial biometrics or anthropometry— the mea sure ment of  human 
anatomy— reflected the growing investments of medical science in the 
classification of humanity into a hierarchy of distinct races.  Under the in-
fluence of Lambert Adolphe Jacque Quetelet (a notable Belgian statisti-
cian, astronomer, and sociologist), scientists compiled quantifiable data 
from which they believed the ideal and average  human form could be ob-
tained. Before the war, anatomical mea sure ments and devices for obtain-
ing them  were the backbone of racial typology, what scientists argued  were 
observable and mea sur able physical traits. Facial  angles, the cephalic in-
dex, craniometry, lung capacity (or “vital capacity”), and bodily propor-
tions and dimensions  were mea sured with the goniometer, calipers, the 
craniograph, the spirometer, and the andrometer, inventing an inher-
ently comparative and corporeal language of race.40

In addition, as nineteenth- century social and anatomical investigators 
created what Ian Hacking described as “an avalanche of printed numbers,” 
that helped elevate the popularity of “po liti cal arithmetic,” or statistics.41 
James Cassedy describes statistics as “an essential part of the day- to- day con-
duct of government and business,” the rendering of “torrents of data” about 
the American population into information that could be mapped, classified, 
compared, and analyzed to guide public policy and efective governance.42 
Of course, statistics  were never simply neutral reports of fact; they created 
facts, par tic u lar in their utility as a mode of comparison and classification. 
(“The imperative to compare invaded  every facet of commission work,” Oz 
Frankel observed about state- produced knowledge.43)
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Fi nally, the nineteenth  century saw an increase in large- scale, state- 
sponsored social investigations circulated in nineteenth- century print as 
official, often government- published reports. An  eager public read the repre-
sen ta tion of the nation’s social body in the collected and unadorned facts of 
widely circulated published reports, blue books, large- scale social surveys, 
and expedition reports, which  were understood as both au then tic and 
authoritative. Furthermore, as Oz Frankel noted in his history of print stat-
ism, the Civil War marked a turning point in U.S. investments in state- 
sponsored investigation. The infrastructure was already in place to produce, 
circulate, and create a popu lar demand for such reports. On the eve of the 
Civil War, a substantial one- fourth to one- third of the national bud get sup-
ported the scientific enterprises that produced mountains of reports; the 
war, Frankel noted, further “triggered an unpre ce dented burst of investiga-
tive proj ects for Congress and the administration,” including congressional 
inquiries into the state of afairs in the South.44 Together,  these antebellum 
intellectual and material infrastructures provided a strong foundation for 
the race proj ects of the army and the USSC.

When Benjamin A. Gould, the nation’s foremost astronomer, accepted an 
appointment to direct the work of the commission’s Statistical Bureau in 
June 1864, he was surprised that no study of Black troops had yet been un-
dertaken. More than 8,000 white soldiers had already been mea sured, a proj-
ect to ascertain the “physical and social condition of our soldiers” that had 
begun  under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution.45 In May 1861, the 
president of the Smithsonian, Joseph Henry, indicated that he “thought that 
the mea sure ment of all the troops . . .  gathered in and about Washington, 
would be of value and I have accordingly made arrangements for this to be 
done,” a proj ect that included “a large number of mea sure ments of dif er-
ent parts of the body.”46 Sometime during 1862, Henry turned that proj ect 
over to Frederick Law Olmsted and the superior resources and staf of the 
USSC. The Smithsonian continued on in an advisory role.47

Once he gained his executive appointment to the Sanitary Commission, 
Olmsted pursued the mea sure ment proj ect with  great enthusiasm, drawing 
up a lengthy questionnaire (“Form E”) and devising two portable versions of 
the andrometer—an anthropometric mea sur ing device— with the goal of 
determining what the commission called ethnic taxonomies. Smithsonian 
president Henry had chosen an experienced, committed successor: in 1859, 
Olmsted had conducted anthropometric mea sure ments of some 1,000 white, 
largely immigrant workers employed in the construction of New York City’s 
Central Park. For this reason, Henry had good reason to place his confidence 
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in Olmsted as the USSC’s executive secretary to follow through with their 
shared interest in the “peculiarities of the dif er ent nationalities,” “stock,” 
or ethnic taxonomies, which Henry expected to find embodied in Union 
troops.48 Also, in 1862 Olmsted lobbied hard for the superintendency of ref-
ugees from slavery at Port Royal, South Carolina, in the pro cess revealing 
his deep intellectual commitments to white supremacy and Black inferior-
ity (see chapter 2).

Although USSC inspectors and physicians had relatively easy access to 
white troops for study, it was the bodies of what one commissioner referred 
to as the “three races of negroes,” as well as  those of Iroquois and other in-
digenous  people, that  were pursued most vigorously and energetically  under 
Gould’s leadership, especially during the closing months of the war.49 Gould 
explic itly recognized that some of the data collected “seemed capable of in-
fluence by ethnological agencies,” a clear indication that he understood the 
proj ect’s ethnological significance had risen greatly with his attention to 
Black and Native  people.50 His overriding goal was to follow in Quetelet’s 
footsteps in constructing the “typical” or “average” mea sure ments of men of 
dif er ent classes and races— classes, in Gould’s usage, referring to subcate-
gories within a single racial group.51

Although Gould felt that this endeavor was so obviously impor tant it 
needed no elaboration, other commissioners  were less hesitant to declare its 
value. The head of the commission’s Medical Bureau, Elisha Harris, described 
it as studying “the  future welfare of the colored  people & the usefulness of 
the colored soldier.”52 “The practical value of the branch of inquiries you are 
directing is readily appreciated by  every philosophical student of hygiene and 
the branches of knowledge on which science depends,” Harris asserted.53 
Ever in competition with the army’s Medical Department as the most author-
itative source for scientific investigations into the soldiers’ bodies, the com-
missioners also believed (mistakenly, as it turned out) that their investigations 
into Black bodies would set them apart— and ahead of— the army’s research 
and publishing agenda. “This field is exclusively ours,” declared Harris.54 The 
mea sure ment and observation of Black bodies was “worth more than all 
the rest that the Sanitary Commission was  doing.”55

An astronomer might seem like an unlikely candidate to oversee this proj-
ect, but Gould, as a precocious undergraduate at Harvard, had focused on 
mathe matics as well as physical science, and the USSC proj ect was deeply 
influenced by a belief that it was pos si ble to identify the expression of race 
in  human anatomy using statistical averages. In the 1850s,  after spending 
time in Eu rope where he established a reputation as a first- rate astronomer 
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and built a network of professional relationships with leading men of sci-
ence and medicine, Gould returned to the United States where he worked 
to advance American astronomy. He established and published  until 1861 
one of the first scientific journals devoted to the field, one he insisted was not 
a journal for citizen- scientists or philanthropists but rather for elevating the 
rigor of scientific endeavors. He also worked energetically if peripatetically 
for the U.S. Coast Guard Survey, and for a few months he directed the Dud-
ley Observatory in Albany, New York, only to be fired in a public, rancorous 
conflict over staffing, management, and the proper culture of science.

The death of his  father in 1859 forced Gould into the role of trying to sal-
vage his  father’s mercantile business. At the time of his appointment to the 
USSC proj ect, Gould brought with him a national and international reputa-
tion as a rigorous scientist, a large network of lifelong friends in the most 
elite scientific circles, deep commitments to the work of scientific publica-
tion and professionalization, and experience working with scientific bureau-
cracies and personnel management.56 Although his biographers tell us  little 
about his beliefs concerning race, Gould’s closest circle of friends and col-
leagues included scientists and public intellectuals who embraced and 
advocated science as a tool for affirming racial diference and racial hierar-
chy, such as Louis Agassiz and Joseph Henry.

With his appointment to the USSC, Gould immediately solicited twelve 
sets of mea sur ing apparatus (each set including an andrometer, a spirome-
ter, dynamometer, a goniometer, a platform balance, calipers, and a mea-
sur ing tape). He consulted with leading medical and anthropological 
professionals for their guidance, including Louis Agassiz, one of the lead-
ing proponents of ethnology and polygenesis at the time.57  Under their ad-
vice, he revised the printed form used by  earlier investigators with new kinds 
of mea sure ments he and his advisors thought appropriate to the Black body 
(figure  3.1), and he hired and trained inspectors to conduct exacting 
mea sure ments and questioning, as well as additional clerks to tabulate the 
results.58 Twenty- two of the thirty- eight items on the form required mea-
sure ments of feet, arms, legs, head, waist, and chest; respirations had to be 
counted, mechanical readings recorded, facial  angles ascertained, distance 
between nipples and around heels mea sured, and girth of neck noted. 
About half of the Black soldiers  were mea sured unclothed; less than a tenth 
of the white soldiers  were.59 Soldiers  were also asked about their ancestry, 
the current state of their health, their marital status,  whether they  were ac-
customed to athletic activities, their occupation, and if they knew the place 
of birth of their parents and grandparents. Inspectors  were also instructed 



figure 3.1  Commission Examiner William S. Baker’s notes on the mea sure ment 
of Alfred Richards, conducted at Elmira, New York, on November 12, 1864, and 
recorded in Form EE. Courtesy of the New York Public Library.
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to rec ord their observation of the subject’s intelligence (with the average 
white man’s intelligence as their norm), the color of their complexion (thus 
confirming or rejecting the subject’s own report of their ancestry), along with 
descriptions of the texture and amount of their hair.60

The examiners— a dozen men, supported by more than a dozen clerks— 
enthusiastically set about “obtaining the length & breadth & thickness of a 
few specimens of Ethiopians” as they traveled to encampments in both the 
eastern and western theaters of war.61 (One also pursued mea sure ments of 
several of the  human spectacles hired by P. T. Barnum for his museum, in-
cluding  giants, dwarves, “three huge fat  women, some albinos, one Circas-
sian girl and 10 Indians,” as well as some “wild Australian  children”; he also 
argued that mea sure ments should be obtained from Chinese men in Cali-
fornia.)62 As one examiner noted, “I like the work much— very much— To 
me—it is a Science of studying man as I never before have studied him I have 
almost a passion for mea sur ing naked men.”63 Another described peering, 
self- consciously, at hundreds of naked bathing soldiers in the  waters of the 
James River in his eforts to assess patterns of pilosity, understood at the time 
as a racial marker: greater pilosity among white men, especially fuller beards, 
was thought to indicate their fuller manliness.64

Among their many requests for clarification about proper and accurate 
methods of mea sure ment, the examiners especially puzzled over the slippery 
logic involved in determining soldiers’ racial classification: “Is  there no name 
for any grade between Full Black and Mulatto? He is a Mulatto if he is 1/8 
white and the same if he is 1/2 white.”65 Gould himself occasionally expressed 
his excitement with the proj ect’s goals. Writing to a field agent, Gould ex-
claimed, “My results on the relative length of arms  will do very well to go by 
the side of yours on the brain, though of course less new & in ter est ing.— In 
another month I hope to have some heel results!”66

The investigation’s objectification of the soldiers and their bodies met re-
sis tance from some soldiers. Several examiners inadvertently acknowledged 
how research subjects both asserted their humanity and  shaped the course 
of the investigation. Black soldiers at Camp Nelson resolutely refused to re-
port for mea sure ment on Saturdays, which they regarded as their holiday 
from work.67 Some men refused mea sure ment, fearing it was a prank, or an 
efort to select the best men for a standing army, or to prevent desertions, 
or some other suspect scheme. Some refused to give their names;  others 
thought better of it  after being mea sured and tried to steal or destroy the rec-
ords.68 Many refused to remove their clothing for the inspectors, and  others 
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submitted only when ordered to do so by their officers.69 Some would yield 
to mea sure ment only if they  were paid.70

Men who had been enslaved would have been familiar with the practices 
of whites in the slave markets and slave trade of the South, who prodded, 
inspected, and assessed the worth of enslaved men. Soldiers who resisted 
the investigators’ examinations may well have been defending their bodily 
dignity, their privacy, and their self- worth by rejecting the dehumanizing 
inspections that might have linked their experience of the slave market to 
the USSC’s inspections. Yet in the City Point,  Virginia, contraband camp, 
freedwomen apparently wondered why their capacities  were not being 
mea sured. Over the course of two weeks, eighty  women presented them-
selves to be tested with the spirometer, and half also tried their hand at the 
dynamometer, to the alarm of the inspector.71 Did they view the equipment 
as a source of entertainment, something sorely lacking in the lives of  people 
in refugee camps?  Were they pursuing what might be an opportunity to 
earn some small pay?  Were they insisting on their inclusion in a proj ect that 
excluded  women from the conception of Black bodies?

Gould’s proj ect and the pressure to gather as many mea sure ments of Black 
and Native troops as pos si ble before the regiments  were mustered out 
reached an anxious pace in the late summer and fall of 1865. Harris wrote 
repeatedly to Gould about his specific desire to have the soldiers of the 
20th and 81st U.S. Colored Troops mea sured. (Or ga nized in New York City, 
the 20th was “the pet of our N.Y. Loyal League— made up of negroes of 
northern birth”; the 81st U.S. Colored Troops “notwithstanding they  were 
plantation boys that regiment is the pride of all Cold. Troops.”)72

The examiners strugg led with time pressures, the conditions of their 
work, hostile army officers, and Gould’s criticisms of the inaccuracies that 
inevitably and per sis tently crept into the proj ect.73 Working in a surgeon’s 
busy office was not ideal, noted William Baker, due to the lack of space and 
the apparent unhappiness of the men who appeared  there for sick call.74 
 Others complained of crowded and unheated huts and tents.75  There  were 
frequent delays as equipment failed to arrive or arrived damaged. “I have had 
constant vexations delays and disappointments since I landed,” wrote one 
exasperated agent.76 One agent noted that “it takes rather more time to 
mea sure a negro than a white man.” 77 George W. Avery insisted, “It is not a 
work that I feel disposed to trifle with or hurry,” and he expressed deep con-
cern that his work on the proj ect be recognized “as having been accurate and 
reliable.” 78 Productivity varied greatly; one agent completed seventy- two 
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mea sure ments in one week and 100 the next.79 Supervisors harangued the 
agents when they slept late or when their productivity slipped.80

For  these reasons as well as  others, the body of mea sure ments collected 
by the USSC Statistical Bureau varied a  great deal in their consistency and 
exactness. Agents used the apparatus diferently; some positioned the cali-
pers incorrectly, and some missed mea sure ments. Wide variations in the 
work amassed by each of the agents pointed to worrisome deviations from 
the instructions provided by commission supervisors.81 Gould worked hard 
to develop correctional computations to account for  these variations, but he 
conceded that their findings sufered from  human error.

Yet the USSC regarded the work as a success. The commission gathered 
mea sure ments of nearly 16,000 soldiers; 10,876 of white soldiers, 517 of Na-
tive Americans, and 2,883 of “full- blooded Negroes and Mulattoes.” 82 Gould’s 
assembly and publication of the bodily mea sure ments presented each set of 
mea sure ments, first discussing white soldiers then Black, with considerable 
attention to variations among whites by nativity and among African Ameri-
cans who  were residents of  free or slave states. His reports on the mea sure-
ments of Black soldiers consistently referred to how much variance occurred 
from parallel mea sure ments of whites. His reports of averages frequently re-
ferred to  whether  there was any indication of what Gould described as “eth-
nological significance.” Gould repeatedly referred to his own minimal 
qualifications to assess the physiological and ethnological meaning of the 
mea sure ments, yet he was confident that ethnological value was  there.83 
Gould asserted that the mea sure ments of Black soldiers  were subjected to 
“strenuous endeavors” “using vari ous bases of classification.” He observed 
that “three or more distinct races of negroes are to be found in the Southern 
States,” without comment on the Northern Black soldiers his agents encoun-
tered. He hoped that  future researchers could investigate the efect of cli-
mate and soil “upon the blacks.” 84 Gould concluded, “The most marked 
characteristics of the races,  here manifested, appear to be— for the whites, 
the length of head and neck and short fore- arms; for the reds, the long fore- 
arms and the large lateral dimensions, excepting at the shoulders; for the 
blacks, the wide shoulders, long feet, and protruding heels.” 85 Gould’s proj-
ect, focused on collecting and circulating raw data and statistical averages 
but not interpretations of that data, helped lay the foundation for the ripen-
ing of anthropometry and craniometry, for the development of scientific 
and medical theories of racial diference and racial in equality, and for the 
development of both a technical language, as well as data sets, to support 
 these assertions.
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Within this proj ect, investigators only infrequently acknowledged the im-
pact of structural racism and discrimination within the army on Black 
troops. Elisha Harris, supervising the investigations in New Orleans in the 
summer and fall of 1865, predicted that the commission would ultimately 
report “some startling truths to the  people.” Army officials  were ignoring the 
influence of “overwork, exercise drilling, and . . .  absolute neglect of 
the colored soldiers’ health” on the high rates of mortality among Black 
troops. Harris concluded that mortality rate “pleases too many” of the army 
“regulars, the professionals who predated the war.” 86 The commission’s 
(and Harris’s) dedication to anthropometric research and the embodiment 
of race did not necessarily blind individuals to the impact of military racism 
on the health of Black soldiers.

The cultural power and scientific authority of the USSC investigations 
drew not only on the large constituency of  people involved as observers and 
investigators but also on circulation of their data and findings in the mar-
ketplace of war- related scientific lit er a ture. Gould’s Investigations in the Mili-
tary and Anthropological Statistics of American Soldiers, published in 1869 as part 
of the Sanitary Commission’s monographic series, The Sanitary Memoirs of the 
War of the Rebellion, ofered 650 pages of  tables relating circumferences, 
weights, lengths, statures, complexions, dimensions, and proportions. It was 
also the largest anthropometric study yet conducted. The prevailing rhe toric 
of statistics allowed Gould to assert that the volume’s mea sure ments and com-
putations  were pre- evaluative and noninterpretive; they also held the rhetori-
cal advantage of claiming both disinterest and objectivity.87 Gould insisted 
that he would leave the work of interpretation to his readers and the experts in 
anthropology and ethnology, but he was confident that the work would per-
mit a reliable comparison and determination of the position of the races.

Although the Sanitary Commission’s rec ords of the distribution of Gould’s 
volume are not extant, the distribution list for another commission publica-
tion, also compiled by Gould (Ages of U.S. Volunteer Soldiery), suggests how 
the commission viewed its network of influence as well as its audience.88 
Of the first 481 copies, most  were distributed domestically, although 
seventy- eight  were distributed to foreign recipients. The domestic distri-
bution list included learned and po liti cal clubs and organ izations (the 
Union League, the  Century Club); learned socie ties and organ izations (his-
torical, genealogical, philosophical, and ethnological as well as the Ameri-
can Acad emy of Arts & Sciences, the National Acad emy of Science, the Essex 
Institute, the Smithsonian Institution, and the American Philosophical As-
sociation); college and university libraries; municipal, state, and national 
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public offices; and numerous life insurance companies. The long list of indi-
viduals included legislators, army officials, medical prac ti tion ers, 
 lawyers, professors, civilian and military engineers, a wide range of elected 
and appointed public officials, bankers, and men associated with the com-
mission (one  woman was included on the list). The foreign distribution list 
was similar, including learned socie ties, college professors, medical prac ti-
tion ers, and public health officials in  England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, 
Denmark, France, and Switzerland. Nationally and internationally, fifty- two 
physicians  were slated to receive  free copies of the work.89

Commission president Henry Bellows was not content to await notice and 
review for commission volumes. He contacted potential reviewers and men 
associated with both national and regional publications, ofering payment 
for reviews which, as Bellows stated it, should ofer “thorough and complete” 
notices, the “attention and scrutiny” that would invite not only readers but 
also purchasers.90  Whether  because or in spite of Bellows’s eforts,  these 
USSC publications  were widely reviewed in the state, regional, and national 
medical and popu lar press.91

Importantly to Gould and the USSC, Investigations in the Military and An-
thropological Statistics of American Soldiers made it into print and circulation 
before the surgeon general’s multivolume Medical and Surgical History of the 
War of the Rebellion began to appear. A sharp competition had developed 
 toward the end of the war between the USSC and Surgeon General Joseph 
Barnes over who would provide the most authoritative medical and quan-
titative assessment of American soldiers. Using the army’s enlistment 
rec ords, muster rolls, rec ords of sickness and mortality, and question-
naires forwarded to surgeons, the commission’s Bureau of Vital Statistics 
engaged in wide- ranging research in search of “natu ral laws” that  shaped 
the efectiveness and health of the army. Initially, the commission envi-
sioned a number of publications to emerge from this research, including a 
medical history of the war, but in June 1865 Barnes blocked the commis-
sion’s access to army information; by October of that year the adjutant gen-
eral’s office closed of all further access to the army’s voluminous rec ords. 
The commission’s per sis tent critique of the army’s Medical Department had 
come home to roost, and the commission’s research for its medical history 
of the war ended.92 However, the research for Gould’s volume had already 
been completed, and when it was published in 1869 it would be the last vol-
ume printed by the commission.93

Woodward would never author a report based on his surveys, but com-
mission inspector and physician Sanford B. Hunt summarized the responses 
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to Woodward’s circular in his twenty- five- page article “The Negro as a Sol-
dier.” The article poses and answers the question of Black men’s capacity for 
military ser vice. Hunt’s report was not published by the commission as he 
originally intended (for reasons unknown); instead, it first appeared in 
1867 in the Quarterly Journal of Psychological Medicine, and was reprinted two 
years  later in the Anthropological Review, London’s premier venue for the ad-
vancement of racialized science.94 Hunt wrote his article  after the war, when 
the military ser vice of Black soldiers ofered a profound rebuke to anti- Black 
racism. But Hunt, arguing that African Americans played only a passive role 
in the war, instead relied on white authorities— that is, the surveys collected 
by Woodward along with racist anthropological and ethnographic research, 
including the work of Samuel Morton. He invested anthropological research 
with the weight of what he called “natu ral law,” but also suggested that edu-
cation and environment might impact brain size and brain weight, key indi-
ces in racist arguments about Black inferior intellectual capacity.

Although he endorsed the ability of Black men to serve as soldiers, Hunt 
also ofered a cata logue of the “physical facts” of racial characteristics in Af-
rican Americans.  These, he posited, included brain size and weight (as a 
“mea sure of intellectuality”), pulmonary capacity (“he has a tropical, or 
smaller, lung”), and liability to disease. He also pointed to their response to 
medical treatment: Black men’s suspicious and mistrusting responses 
to white medical providers “are not intrinsic to his race, but are to a  great 
extent educational, and may be expected to dis appear.” He also included 
their powers of digestion: Hunt describes African Americans as “heavy 
feeders” whose “instinctive fondness for fat bacon, opossum, and coon” 
could be attributed to their tropical origins. He ofered conflicting assess-
ments of Black men’s ability to endure fatigue and of the impact of his 
“large, flat, inelastic” feet, “large joints,” and “projecting apophyses of bone” 
on his ability to endure long marches. Hunt’s acknowl edgment of Black mili-
tary abilities and consideration that environmental  factors might impact en-
during racial characteristics might lead us to view him as a more moderate 
voice on racial hierarchies at the time, but his endorsement of the most 
radical advocates of racist science undermines that impression.

together,  theSe iNveStigatioNS did far more than simply document 
the deep interest of Sanitary Commission agents and military medical 
prac ti tion ers in (what they helped define as) the prob lem of race in the 
post- emancipation nation. The commission’s investigations seized from aboli-
tionists and slavery’s advocates, as well as African Americans themselves, the 
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power and authority to represent the social body of Black Americans to the 
nation. Together with other power ful organ izations (including the army, 
the Smithsonian, and the American Freedmen’s Inquiry Commission), the 
USSC work helped advance the relationship between modern governance 
and race- based medicine and science, and helped elevate the authority of 
state- sponsored knowledge in war time and Reconstruction era debates 
about the  future of American race relations and racial ideologies. Even 
the U.S. census was drawn into the endeavor. Although 1860 census enu-
merators  were instructed that it was “very desirable” that each individual’s 
race be “carefully observed,” by 1870 enumerators  were more forcefully ad-
vised that “impor tant scientific results depend upon the correct determina-
tion” of color.95

Sanitary Commission members used the conditions of war to confirm the 
meanings and consequences of race thinking when they rejected African 
Americans as their peers and relegated them instead to the status of clients 
and specimens, and when they reserved for themselves, as white men and 
 women, the expertise, authority, and social power to observe and interpret 
the meaning of race. Natu ral law, they argued, rather than presidential proc-
lamations and constitutional amendments, would be the ultimate arbiter of 
the par ameters of Black freedom.
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Anatomizing Race

It was not only the living Black body that Northern white medical men ap-
propriated in their war time pursuit of racial knowledge. The war’s vio lence—
as a military conflict, as a medical catastrophe, as an armed assault on a 
slaveholding republic— yielded a bounty of corpses. White medical person-
nel  eager to take advantage of the war time bounty of cadavers would claim, 
dissect, and disassemble thousands of Black war dead, both soldiers and 
 civilian refugees from slavery. Regimental and contract surgeons, hospital 
stewards, and other medical employees performed tens of thousands of post-
mortem examinations on soldiers and civilians, Black and white, who died 
from wounds and disease. The war abruptly expanded access to hands-on 
anatomical knowledge, regarded as the hallmark of medical professional-
ism.1 During the war as before it, surgeons and hospital workers made am-
ple and focused use of the  human remains of African Americans.

Prior to the war, dissection was central to the best medical training.2 As 
historians of medicine have noted, the medical autopsy was critical to the 
advance of medical knowledge, especially knowledge about anatomy and 
the disease pro cess. By the time of the war, both autopsy and dissection 
 were key research tools, not only for the anatomical knowledge and the ex-
perience gained in the technical disassembling of a cadaver, but also for the 
insight it allowed into pathological pro cesses.3 For this reason, before the war 
many aspiring American physicians traveled to Eu rope for training, where 
clinics and hospitals  were both more numerous and ofered freer access to 
cadavers. In the nineteenth- century United States, cadavers  were in short 
supply and therefore a commodified resource. They  were typically secured, 
usually illicitly, from among marginalized populations who could not 
demand the dignity of respectful repose in death— executed criminals, 
paupers, individuals buried in Black cemeteries, and the impoverished 
and unfortunate who  were unable to aford proper burial.

Southern anatomists relied primarily on cadavers of the enslaved, 
which  were also trafficked to Northern medical schools.4 Historian Daina 
Ramey Berry, more than any other scholar, has revealed the commodifica-
tion of enslaved  people’s  human remains, the “ghost value” that slave 
 owners and white medical prac ti tion ers extorted from the bodies of the 
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formerly  enslaved.5 Michael Sappol has similarly noted a commercial 
trade in Black cadavers shipped South from Northern cities.6 Antebellum 
whites, who viewed the desecration of white burial yards and  human re-
mains with horror, turned a blind eye  toward the targeted exploitation of 
Black  human remains and cemeteries by body- snatchers and medical 
colleges.

The war’s abundance of death tragically and dramatically transformed 
access to the single commodity that marked the authority and experience 
of the penultimate medical professional. However, the war time and post-
war drive to explore the bodies of deceased African American soldiers and 
refugees from slavery was about something more complicated. Before the 
war, comparative anatomy typically focused on the exterior surface and 
appearance of the  human body (with the exception of craniology). As the 
in de pen dent scholar Molly Rogers noted in her study of Louis Agassiz and 
his collection of “ethnological photo graphs” of African- born enslaved South 
Carolinians, “Looking, . . .  was more impor tant than cutting” when it 
came to the antebellum science of race.7 The war changed this. Some white 
medical prac ti tion ers appropriated and exploited African American bodies 
in pursuit of racial knowledge;  others  were motivated by opportunism— 
the availability of cadavers that whites deemed undeserving of dignity was 
an exploitable and valuable resource. However motivated (and motivations 
are rarely preserved in the archive), the disregard for Black  human dignity 
was predicated on long- standing and popu lar practices of whites exploiting, 
objectifying, exhibiting, commodifying, and displaying Black bodies, par-
ticularly as ethnological specimens.

The display of living  people and  human remains was popu lar in the 
nineteenth- century United States and in Eu rope, and a means by which white 
audiences— professional and lay— could imagine themselves as astute 
 observers of  human diference.8 It was also a source of spectacle, of white 
plea sure and entertainment that was popu lar and widely practiced in print, 
on the stage, at learned talks, and in museums, circuses, and other venues.9 
Britt Rusert argued that the visual archive of racial science was historically 
critical to its popularity. In the 1830s and 1840s, that archive was largely found 
in popu lar culture rather than in scientific texts: it appeared in joke books, 
broadsides, illustrated print forms, and ephemera emerging from the culture 
of minstrelsy.10 Rusert also has argued that shows— such as the freak show 
and the minstrel show— were “staging grounds for exhibiting  human difer-
ence and making the supposedly deep and essential diferences of African 
American bodies hypervisible on the antebellum stage.” This complemented 
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the popu lar anatomical lecture, the hospital operating theater dissections, 
and the display of specimens at fairs, museums, and zoos.11

Non- white  people  were used as objects of display. So, too,  were  people 
of any race perceived as “freaks”: the diseased, disabled, or disfigured.12 Black 
 women— African and African American— were particularly fascinating to the 
white gaze,  whether veiled in scientific authority or not. Joyce Heth, only one 
of P. T. Barnum’s many acts that exhibited Africans and African Americans 
as curiosities, was displayed by Barnum both as an unusually aged living per-
son but also  after her death. Like Saartjie Baartman, Heth would be dis-
sected and anatomized, her  human dignity rendered insignificant in light of 
the entertainment value that could be extracted from her  human remains, 
at the crossroads of racist science and racial spectacle.13 According to histo-
rian Benjamin Reiss, 1,500  people paid fifty cents each to attend the autopsy 
performed on Heth, an audience that included medical students, newspa-
per editors, and clergymen, among  others.14 The display of living  people and 
their  human remains was popu lar in the nineteenth- century United States 
and in Eu rope as a means by which white audiences— professional and 
civilian— trained themselves as astute observers of  human diference and the 
racist ideologies that transformed diference into ranking and hierarchy.

The antebellum commodification of medical specimens, created without 
consent and used for personal or professional profit, played a role  here as 
well.15 By the eve of the war, the visual repre sen ta tion of what whites viewed 
as racialized bodies began to serve not only a white visual culture of amuse-
ment, repulsion, and entertainment, but also as a scientific endeavor that 
was increasingly comparative and dedicated to validating the role of science 
in defining race and illuminating racial hierarchy.16 The bodies of the en-
slaved had long been commodified,  whether alive or dead; we cannot expect 
white medical prac ti tion ers to have divorced themselves from the practices 
they had participated in and been accustomed to once the war began.17

 These practices fueled the war time developments explored in this chap-
ter. In his Circular No. 2, issued in 1862, Surgeon General William Hammond 
encouraged all Union surgeons to forward specimens for the newly created 
Army Medical Museum in an endeavor to document the medical history of 
the war and advance medical knowledge in the nation. Autopsy reports, 
specimens, and artifacts  were all encouraged with the surgeon general’s as-
surances that the donor would be publically acknowledged both in museum 
displays and the museum’s printed cata logues. Just as survey respondents 
gained authority as experts in pursuit of racial knowledge, so did  those who 
contributed to the museum’s collections.
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In this context of racialized spectacle, vulnerability, and the commodifi-
cation of Black bodies, this chapter considers military body- snatching, the 
anatomization of Black soldiers and civilians during and immediately  after 
the war, and the dif er ent purposes associated with the dissection and anat-
omization of Black  human remains.

Race and the Exploitation of the War Dead: Soldiers

The war time interest in and commodification of the  human remains of Black 
soldiers suggests a blurring of the distinction between autopsies (performed 
on subjects to ascertain cause of death) and dissection (performed on objects 
to gain anatomical knowledge).18 It also set apart the interests of the U.S. 
Sanitary Commission (USSC) (concerned with the living bodies of Black sol-
diers) from  those of the army (which quickly became as interested in the 
dead as in the living). The surgeon general requested careful case notes from 
military surgeons detailing medical treatments as well as postmortem re-
ports from autopsies in the efort to document the unique medical history 
of the war— especially the carnage created by modern weaponry. Historian 
Shauna Devine has argued that the war’s creation of unpre ce dented oppor-
tunities for postmortem examinations represented “the apex of war time 
medical science.” It helped launch the centrality of research, new knowledge, 
and refined practices in American medicine.19 Military medical prac ti tion-
ers understood that their unpre ce dented access to the war dead not only 
could increase their knowledge and expertise but also, through their contri-
butions to the surgeon general, could enhance their professional authority 
and standing.20

What the surgeon general could not have predicted was the way in which 
his order and the creation of the Army Medical Museum emboldened mili-
tary surgeons to pursue opportunities for anatomical dissection. Union nurse 
Cornelia Hancock described surgeons practicing on amputated limbs they 
retained from postmortems and embalming cadavers to keep them for con-
sultation purposes.21 Burt Green Wilder (a comparative anatomist who would 
eventually serve as surgeon of the African American regiment, the 55th Mas-
sa chu setts Infantry), while a medical cadet at Judiciary Square Hospital in 
Washington, D.C., spent hours in the hospital’s dead  house studying arte-
rial systems to aid his familiarity with surgical anatomy and his goal of qual-
ifying as a contract surgeon.22

The war may have launched American medicine  toward scientific 
 models in the pursuit of medical knowledge, but it also drew deeply on 
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long- established white practices of dismembering and commodifying 
Black bodies. War time medical research authorized and incentivized the 
dismemberment of the remains of fallen soldiers, but it also empowered 
some white prac ti tion ers to particularly target the remains of Black sol-
diers and civilians— either as cadavers that could be dissected without the 
same social costs associated with similar treatments of the white dead or 
 because the remains  were available in abundance.

In 1864, William Chester Minor—an 1863 gradu ate of Yale Medical School 
with an interest in comparative anatomy— privately published a pamphlet 
containing thirty- five autopsy case reports from postmortem examinations 
he conducted as an acting assistant (contract) surgeon in the U.S. Army at 
New Haven’s Knight U.S. General Hospital.23 More than 23,000 patients  were 
admitted to Knight Hospital over the course of the war, some of them mem-
bers of the two Black regiments or ga nized in Connecticut. Just over 200 
deaths  were recorded at the hospital.24 The significant number of deaths 
among soldiers, even as they mustered into their regiments, enhanced Mi-
nor’s medical education. Minor is best remembered for his postwar life: his 
 mental illness, the murder he committed, his incarceration in insane asy-
lums, and his contributions to the Oxford En glish Dictionary while an asylum 
inmate.25 But during the war at Knight Hospital, he exemplified the young 
physician on the make. His war time supervisors— well- known military 
surgeons— took  great interest in his professional development, one describ-
ing him as “a skillful physician, an excellent operator, and an efficient 
scholar.”26 In 1865, one of his former professors described him as having 
“thorough knowledge” of  human anatomy as well as a thorough acquaintance 
with comparative anatomy. He gained the latter “not from books alone, but 
also from extensive personal research.”27 During his time in Washington, 
D.C., hospitals, he prepared several specimens from dissections of Black 
soldiers and civilians, which he submitted to the Army Medical Museum. 
Minor’s decision to publish his autopsy reports from Knight Hospital sug-
gests a medical man with an eye to professional reputation and esteem. 
Assembling and publishing  these case reports indicates that Minor under-
stood  there was an audience for such publications and that authorship was 
of value to his  career and reputation.28

Minor’s autopsy reports are technical, detailed, precise, and reflect in one 
par tic u lar way his interest in comparative anatomy. Of thirty- five case 
reports, twenty- four cases involved Black soldiers, and eleven involved 
whites— a disproportionate ratio that did not reflect the balance between 
Black and white patients at Knight Hospital. In five of his reports on Black 
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soldiers and only one on whites, Minor commented on the subject’s genitals. 
In the instance of the white soldier, he commented on a discoloration. In his 
reports on Black soldiers, he noted large size, color, evidence of a sexually 
transmitted disease, and a scrotal hernia. Minor’s attention to disease, color, 
and size of genitals was unusual among published autopsy case reports, in-
cluding  those he would  later write while posted at L’Ouverture and Slough 
General Hospitals, both in Alexandria,  Virginia, where he conducted many 
more autopsies on Black soldiers, and from their remains, donated some 
sixty specimens to the Army Medical Museum.29 Minor’s observations sug-
gest that a sexualization of Black men may have been part of the allure of se-
curing cadavers to examine.

Ira Russell, who earned his medical degree from the University of New 
York in 1844, was already a well- respected physician when he enlisted in Au-
gust 1861 as a Union surgeon.30 By the spring of 1862, his military medical 
 career accelerated as he began a series of postings at Union army hospitals. 
In addition to his work organ izing and directing Union hospitals, Russell 
maintained a very active research program throughout the war. In his own 
words, he conducted a host of “pathological investigations,” “in the wards 
and . . .  in the dead  house.” He published widely, in USSC and surgeon gen-
eral volumes, in Austin Flint’s 1876 Textbook of  Human Physiology, and he 
also wrote “Observations and Post- Mortem Results in Cerebro- Spinal Men-
ingitis” as well as two other articles for the St. Louis Medical and Surgical 
Journal.31  These investigations drew on several hundred dissections he con-
ducted or supervised, the majority of them on the bodies of Black soldiers.32 
Russell kept detailed case summaries and tabular assessments of the pro-
gress of disease; he also anatomized, mea sured, and weighed the brains, 
lungs, livers, bowels, and other internal organs of the men whose bodies he 
opened.

An abolitionist, Russell supported the Emancipation Proclamation, gladly 
employed refugees from slavery in the hospitals he directed, and fought for 
the timely payment of their wages. He was a strong and public critic of the 
discrimination and maltreatment that African American soldiers experi-
enced, and he was very interested in the status, health, and physiology of 
Black troops.33 Several Black regiments or ga nized and trained at Benton Bar-
racks while he was posted  there, which was also a refuge for the formerly 
enslaved as well as white civilians fleeing the Confederacy and the vio lence 
of war. Tens of thousands came  under his care and supervision while he was 
on duty in Missouri. Experiencing an upward  career trajectory thanks to the 
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war, Russell did not hesitate to create and extract personal professional value 
out of the multitude of deaths that occurred  under his charge.

Russell was an iconoclast when it came to the beliefs about race, suscep-
tibility to disease, and ideas about the biology of race that  were held by most 
white medical workers. He emphasized context when reporting his findings 
about the higher rates of infection and mortality in pulmonary infections in 
Black troops. He noted the exhaustion and exposure experienced by enlisted 
men when they first fled slavery; the severe winter conditions in 1863–1864; 
the denial of adequate shelter, heat sources, and hospital provisions for ill 
Black soldiers; and the arrival of white troops infected with measles, small-
pox, and other diseases which then quickly spread to the Black troops. Slav-
ery, severe weather, the conditions of war, and discriminatory treatment by 
white medical directors and surgeons ranked highest in Russell’s account-
ing for Black illness and death.34

Yet among his findings, Russell also focused on what he understood to be 
physiological diferences between Black and white bodies. He did not find 
Black troops more vulnerable to tuberculosis than whites, “a fact difering I 
believe from the commonly received opinion upon that subject,” he noted. 
Russell did assert what he believed was evidence of a greater vulnerability 
to inflammatory pulmonary disease among African Americans. He found a 
greater occurrence of scarring on the lungs of the cadavers of Black men than 
among whites, and also that the lungs of African American men  were on av-
erage four ounces lighter than  those of whites. Russell wondered if this 
might explain what he described as the proven inability of Black soldiers to 
endure forced marches as well as whites. Even with his insistent attention 
to the material impact of slavery, racism, and discrimination on the health 
and survival of Black troops, Russell was nonetheless willing to seek out and 
accept the common argument that race was embodied, a biological fact, 
rather than an ideological justification for race- based slavery.35

We  will return to Russell’s medical investigations in the following chap-
ter’s attention to the care and disposal of the dead, but one additional point 
should be noted. Knowledge of Russell’s extensive practice of postmortem 
examinations and dismemberment of the Black war dead must surely have 
circulated among the Black troops stationed at Benton Barracks. This raises 
impor tant questions: how did the soldiers and civilians at Benton Barracks 
respond to Russell’s disassembling of the dead? Former slaves and Northern 
Blacks alike must have been well aware of their unique vulnerability to white 
medical interest. Did this likely knowledge afect the willingness of Black 
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 soldiers to seek medical care or hospitalization?  There is evidence that 
white officers of Black regiments felt that the practice of dissecting Black 
bodies had to be hidden from Black soldiers to prevent unrest and erosion 
of discipline among the troops.36 Again, current sources only allow us to 
raise  these questions, not answer them.

iN march 1865, Surgeon George J. Potts, serving with the 23rd U.S.C.I., 
was court- martialed and dishonorably discharged for “unjustifiably mutilat-
ing the body of a deceased soldier in the presence of enlisted men of that 
command.”37  Because of the extant court- martial rec ord, we have a much 
fuller rec ord of the complex attitudes and motivations concerning the army’s 
and Pott’s individual views on the autopsy and dismemberment of Black sol-
diers. In this instance, the deceased soldier, Private Benjamin Anderson, 
had escaped slavery and enlisted in the 23rd U.S.C.I. during the war. He had 
much to live for, including his wife Sarah and his toddler son, James.38 An-
derson’s unit saw a  great deal of action in the eastern theater, including the 
 Battle of the Crater, yet Anderson survived  until an unknown illness struck 
him down as his regiment approached Richmond in March 1865. When he 
became ill, the regiment’s assistant surgeons diagnosed at least three dif er-
ent illnesses and prescribed a number of dif er ent treatments. Nothing 
seemed to help; Anderson could not perform his duty for several days. He 
died very suddenly, collapsing outside his tent and  dying within an hour.

Bennett Bethel, the acting assistant surgeon who had last treated Ander-
son, asked Potts  whether a postmortem should be made  because the cause of 
death was unclear. Potts went to Anderson’s quarters, conducted a brief phys-
ical examination, and read his case files, quickly confirming that  there was no 
clear diagnosis. Anderson’s was the third sudden and similarly inexplicable 
death in the regiment; in consultation with the regiment’s commanding offi-
cer, Lt. Col. Dempsey, Potts de cided that an autopsy was necessary. He or-
dered the hospital steward to bring the body to the dispensary, an improvised 
log hut and tent shelter to the rear of the regiment’s encampment, where 
Potts conducted the postmortem  later that eve ning by candlelight. Helping Potts 
was Private Leonard Gant, a Black soldier who served as an aid to the hospital 
steward and who had assisted with two other postmortems.39

At that point, Potts directed Acting Assistant Surgeon Bethel to perform 
the autopsy, but Bethel refused, insisting that he had never performed one 
himself and, in fact, had never even seen a corpse opened— despite the fact 
that he had completed a medical degree at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Bethel remained, however, as an observer. Dempsey, the commanding officer 
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of the regiment, had expressed a desire to observe— according to Potts, he 
“had never seen a man opened and was anxious to see the case,” but 
Dempsey did not appear when Potts sent for him. Potts— who had before 
the war conducted over 100 postmortem examinations as a coroner— 
therefore conducted the autopsy. According to his narrative account of the 
procedure, it was thorough and typical— the opening incision, the removal 
and examination of organs, of arteries, of swollen glands.  There is no sug-
gestion in the surviving rec ords that Potts was in pursuit of anatomical evi-
dence of racial characteristics. However, it soon became clear that Potts’s 
interest was not  limited to understanding the cause of Anderson’s death but 
also in securing medical specimens that he could forward to the Army Med-
ical Museum. Potts remarked to Bethel he considered the case “of the great-
est importance,” so he intended to “send all the viscera, including the Brain to 
the Surgeon General at Washington D.C.  either . . .  for microscopic examina-
tion or to be placed in the Medical Museum.” Potts insisted he was guided 
purely by “the elevation of our science,” to which he was sure he could make 
an impor tant contribution (while also gaining professional recognition) from 
Anderson’s anatomized  human remains.40

Almost five hours into the dissection, the dispensary was besieged by rain 
coming in through the roof and flooding the floor, and Potts felt “perfectly 
exhausted” but still wanted to dissect Anderson’s brain. He sewed up the 
torso and then removed Anderson’s head from his torso with the brain in-
tact. Aware that the body now had an “unsightly appearance,” Potts inserted 
a quart  bottle and some canvas in place of the removed head. He de cided that 
the body was now of sufficiently “normal” appearance that Anderson’s re-
mains could be readied for interment. With the removed organs stored in 
the dispensary, Potts ofered Private Gant a dollar to sleep in the hut and 
guard the remains while Potts retired to his quarters. During the night Potts 
grew anxious that the valuable specimens might be discovered by the 
dogs that ran through the camp and so he returned, retrieved the sack of 
organs, and brought them to his own quarters for safe keeping.41

But Acting Assistant Surgeon Bethel was shocked by what he had observed 
during the examination. What Potts insisted as a “creditable autopsy” was 
represented by Bethel, in the court- martial that followed, as something very 
dif er ent— a “horrible mutilation” that left Anderson’s corpse in “a bloody and 
shameful condition.” Bethel testified that Potts had removed Anderson’s or-
gans without properly ligating the blood vessels, so blood flowed freely over 
the scene.42 Bethel had complained immediately  after the autopsy and dis-
section to the lieutenant col o nel, who went to Potts’s quarters and demanded 
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the return of the organs and the head, which Potts reluctantly agreed to. An-
derson was fi nally interred.43

Bethel’s complaint made its way up the chain of command, and it was 
agreed that rather than an autopsy Potts had conducted a dissection “for the 
purposes of practice rather than scientific information,” which threatened 
the army’s Medical Department with disrepute. At the court- martial, Bethel 
alleged that the “dissection” was improperly conducted in the presence of 
“several” enlisted men from the regiment (in fact, only the hospital steward 
and Private Gant observed the procedure). Bethel and the commanding of-
ficer of the regiment further asserted that “such actions as  these upon being 
known to enlisted men of such a superstitious cast of mind as colored sol-
diers,  will utterly demoralize and destroy all confidence and discipline among 
them.” No testimony was ofered by enlisted men to support that allegation, 
but certainly word had spread about the treatment of Anderson’s remains 
throughout the regiment.44

Potts accused his critics of describing his work in the “the very worst light” 
and asserted that “non- medical men, especially illiterate men cannot under-
stand  these  things.” The “ordinary horror with which a  simple Post- Mortem 
is looked at by the vulgar” had led to exaggerated accounts. Potts was none-
theless convicted and dishonorably discharged from the ser vice in April 1865. 
He appealed to the adjutant general, and the secretary of war approved a 
 reversal of the charges and Potts returned to his position a month  later.45 
Lurking  behind Potts’s story as it emerged in the documentary evidence is a 
harder- to- reach story of race, military medicine, and designs on professional 
advancement. As noted  earlier in this chapter, surgeon general William 
Hammond had issued a call for medical officers to forward specimens for 
study and display at the new Army Medical Museum in Washington, D.C. 
Hammond also announced that the name of each contributor would be ap-
pended to specimens. This would have been regarded at the time as a mark 
of professional achievement, and it certainly helped account for the flood of 
specimens to arrive in Washington over the course of the war and  after.

Potts’s desire to participate in this form of personal and professional ad-
vancement was viewed skeptically by his fellow white officers. The charges 
they leveled against him portrayed the anatomization of Anderson as a per-
sonal indulgence rather than a professional exercise. Neither Potts nor his 
accusers spoke to the fact that Anderson was African American, and Potts 
ofered no commentary that he was motivated by any desire to document ra-
cial characteristics. But his accusers  were incensed that the dissection was 
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carried out in front of Black soldiers, who might have responded by creating 
disarray and discontent in the regiment— not  because Pott’s actions 
would be understood as yet another racially motivated indignity to which 
Black soldiers  were subjected, but  because African Americans  were “by na-
ture” “superstitious.”

White officers’ concerns with regimental discipline  were prob ably  shaped 
by the June 1864 execution of Private William Johnson, one of the regiment’s 
members, for his alleged attempted rape of a white  woman at Cold Harbor, 
 Virginia, and for desertion.46 Performative executions of Black soldiers 
 were, according to historian Jonathan Lande, often motivated by white 
officers’ presumption that Black soldiers who  violated or witnessed viola-
tions of military discipline required severe reminders of their obligations to 
the army.47 The white officers of the 23rd U.S.C.I. may have feared that An-
derson’s mutilation would inspire mutinous protest; certainly Anderson’s 
comrades, Henry Bush and Franklin Weaver, would attest to their knowl-
edge of his postmortem two years  later when Anderson’s wife applied for 
pension benefits.48 We cannot document the thoughts or feelings of his 
comrades or his  widow about Benjamin Anderson’s anatomization, and nei-
ther can we track how or if ideas about race motivated Potts. The recorded 
history of the event tracks only the  bitter exchange of arguments between 
white officers, men whom Potts had belittled and challenged on more than 
one occasion and who had grown to dislike him. Anderson, his  widow, and 
the men of the 23rd U.S.C.I. fall away from the rec ord. But Benjamin An-
derson was among tens of thousands of African American soldiers and civil-
ians whose cadavers came  under the investigatory and intrusive eyes of white 
medical authorities.

miNor, ruSSell, aND pottS  were unique figures in Civil War medicine, 
yet all three shared an investment in dissection as a key ele ment of profes-
sional per for mance. Historian Michael Sappol has described the medical 
anatomist as a charismatic figure, uniquely positioned to transgress rigid cul-
tural bound aries “between life and death, purity and contamination . . .  
and the sacred and profane.” In focusing their work on the remains of Black 
soldiers, white surgeons avoided the opprobrium and wrath of white com-
munities and survivors who would have challenged and decried similar use 
and abuse of their deceased racial kin.49 At the same time, their use of Black 
soldiers’  human remains was part of a larger pattern of racism in war time 
military medicine.
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Black Refugees as Medical Commodities

In December 1864, a white man passed over for appointment as superinten-
dent of the Green Heights contraband camp at Arlington,  Virginia, attempted 
to undermine his competitor by sending fraudulent complaints to President 
Lincoln. Writing two letters that purported to be from refugees from slav-
ery, he accused his competitor of tolerating abuse and mistreatment of the 
camp’s Black residents. Prominent among the charges he made in the voice 
of “Sally Brown” was that the residents “are sadly treated by the Doctors who 
sell us  after we are dead they put us into barrels and send us to the north for 
the New York and Philadelphia Docts to cut us up.”50

Although the letter was fraudulent, the charge gives us reason to pause. 
 After all, refugees from slavery died by the thousands in Washington, 
D.C., and neighboring  Virginia both during and  after the war.  Human re-
mains overwhelmed the hospitals, camps, and streets of the capitol city, 
but also provided medical prac ti tion ers with an abundance of a valued com-
modity: fresh cadavers, the source of essential professional experience and 
knowledge. Importantly, the made-up complaint had grounding in fact, ac-
cording to Julia Wilbur, who volunteered among the refugee camps and 
hospitals in Washington, D.C., and Alexandria and kept a diary of her ex-
perience. In April 1864 she wrote, “ There are deeds done at that Hos. that I 
think would not bear the light. In the Hos.  here the dead  were laid out de-
cently. Now they are rolled up in the clothes they [died] in taken out at once & 
that is the last that is seen or known of them. I presume  every  woman that 
has died in the new Hospital has been dissected. It is not certain that all 
have been buried. One coffin was taken to the graveyard with nothing but a 
 little dirt in it & it was brought back again!”51 In the nation’s capital, no less 
than in St. Louis, New Haven, Baltimore, as in Union army camps and hos-
pitals across the South, army surgeons, medical college faculty and students, 
hospital staf, and other medical prac ti tion ers found in the carnage of war a 
par tic u lar benefit: the unpre ce dented availability of fresh cadavers— male 
and female, civilian and soldier—on which they could perform postmortem 
examinations and dissections.

It was the  human remains of Black soldiers that white surgeons like Mi-
nor, Potts, and Russell eagerly exploited in their pursuit of professional 
knowledge, skill, and standing. However, in Washington, D.C., the sur-
geons, hospital stewards, and health care workers also found in the quickly 
expanding population of civilian refugees from slavery a ready source of 
 human remains to sharpen their skills on. The inclusion of so many civilian 
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postmortem examinations in the autopsy rec ords of the Army Medical Mu-
seum contradicts the surgeon general’s assertion that the museum’s goal was 
to document the war’s impact on soldiers.52

The war and its uncertain destruction of slavery created a vulnerable 
population, and medical employees and military officers  were not above 
exploiting their access to the African Americans who fell victim to the war. 
Many of the 35,000 to 40,000 men,  women, and  children who came into 
Washington, D.C., during the war  were voluntary refugees from slavery, 
seeking a place of safety (Congress ended slavery in the city in April 1862). 
The armies operating in the eastern theater of the war brought many more 
to Washington; for example, the army recruited refugees from Fortress 
Monroe,  Virginia, and New Bern, North Carolina, to meet the army’s ever- 
increasing need for laborers on Washington’s fortifications.53 As historian 
Katherine Chilton has noted, fortifying the nation’s capital against Confed-
erate assault created an extraordinary demand for  labor.54 One historian 
 estimates that 10,000  were employed in this efort.55 By the end of the war, 
sixty- eight forts surrounded Washington, D.C., and their construction and 
maintenance relied very heavi ly on the  labor of refugees from slavery. The 
more than two dozen military hospitals in the city also relied on their  labor; 
as many as a third of Washington’s hospital workers consisted of Black civil-
ian employees who waited on surgeons and other officers, carried  water and 
cleaned clothing, buried night soil and scrubbed privies, sawed wood 
and kept fires  going in laundries and kitchens, cooked, and dug graves for 
the  human and equine dead.56 Their  labor was essential, as one surgeon 
explained: “Some of  these duties require strong, vigorous men, and  others 
are so repugnant to the soldiers, that they  will not even imperfectly, per-
form them, except  under the fear of punishment.”57 The city itself was also 
a significant employer of refugees from slavery, for every thing from the 
most demeaning  labor of cleaning cesspools to building and maintaining 
the roads that  were necessary for both commerce and military defense.58

The formerly enslaved coming into Washington faced tremendous obsta-
cles in their strugg le to secure basic shelter, food, clothing, and fuel. As 
desperate as the city and the army  were for laborers, they made few prepa-
rations to  house or care for the workers they relied on, especially the ex-
hausted, ill, malnourished  people whose bodies bore the scars and injuries 
of abuse and torture at the hands of former masters and mistresses.  After 
temporarily housing refugees in the Old Capitol Prison, the city established 
its first camp for refugees from slavery early in 1862 in a group of tenements 
on Capitol Hill known as Duf Green’s Row.59 This and eventually all the 
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 area’s contraband camps— including  those established across the Potomac 
in nearby Alexandria and Arlington— were created to serve dual purposes: 
as employment depots as well as housing for the homeless.60 Overcrowding 
and epidemic smallpox led to the army’s June 1862 relocation of healthier 
refugees to Camp Barker, while they left the smallpox patients at Duf 
Green’s Row, which became a smallpox hospital. Although situated in a 
dismal and unhealthy location, Camp Barker— formerly a cemetery and 
brickyard— had the advantage of military- style barracks, including forty- 
eight small huts and two sex- segregated hospital buildings. It served largely 
as an employment depot, with nearly half the residents employed as mili-
tary or city laborers.61 Another camp, Mason’s Island, was established in 
1864, also as an employment depot.62

Camp Barker was quickly overcrowded and became the site of a deadly 
cholera outbreak; mortality among camp and hospital residents was se-
vere—700 out of about 5,000  people died between June 1862 and June 1864.63 
In December 1863 the army shut down Camp Barker’s barracks, and the resi-
dents  were forcibly relocated to Freedmen’s Village at Arlington; many, 
however, rejected the move and made their way deeper into the city to fend 
for themselves.64 In neighboring northern  Virginia, two buildings in Alex-
andria  were dedicated to sheltering refugees, and soon  after the construc-
tion of Alexandria’s L’Ouverture General Hospital (exclusively for Black 
soldiers and civilians), the army developed a contraband camp alongside. 
Five temporary camps  were created in Fairfax and Arlington (in addition to 
Freedman’s Village).65

Horrible mortality rates  were the result of the arrival of an impoverished 
population of refugees in a city that relied on their  labor but ofered inade-
quate shelter and support. Per sis tent delays in paying wages that  were des-
perately needed for food and shelter contributed to the precarity of life 
among refugees. Washington and neighboring northern  Virginia  were awash 
in death throughout the war, as evidenced by the flood of daily requests 
during and  after the war to the city’s quartermaster for the removal and in-
ternment of corpses from contraband camps, hospitals, and the homes, 
streets, and alleys of the nation’s capital.66

Daniel S. Lamb, Samuel S. Bond, and Adolphe J. Schafhirt exemplified 
the city’s white hospital workers who saw in this deadly consequence of 
war the opportunity to advance their personal and professional knowledge 
and standing. To a significant extent, they did so using the bodies of Black 
refugees who fell victim to the vio lence of war, to slavery’s violent collapse, 
or to the severe circumstances of refugee life and  labor in Washington, 
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D.C., and nearby  Virginia communities. Like many enlisted or contract 
medical workers during the war, they  were influenced by war time develop-
ments: an unpre ce dented access to  human remains (freed from the en-
cumbrance of  legal or ethical restrictions) and the creation of the Army 
Medical Museum, with its call for specimens and its promise of profes-
sionally advantageous acknowl edgment of  those who contributed case his-
tories and specimens. All three men shared employment ties to the museum 
as well. Their shared professional ambitions help us understand how and 
why they and so many  others chose the anatomization of Black civilian 
 human remains as a professional opportunity not to be missed.

Samuel S. Bond was born in 1835 in Pennsylvania; he joined a regiment 
of Pennsylvania cavalry in 1861 and served three years as a hospital steward. 
When his term of ser vice ended in 1864, he requested and received appoint-
ment as hospital steward in Washington and worked at Harewood Hospital.67 
A city directory from 1865 lists him as a clerk, but that year he completed his 
courses and earned his medical degree from Georgetown College. In 1866 
he operated a private medical practice. By 1870 his practice had already se-
cured him considerable financial success, and he continued working as a phy-
sician  until his death in 1900. Bond anticipated that his war time experience 
would be pivotal to his successful  career as a physician. In 1867 he had es-
tablished his medical practice in Washington, and he sought to increase his 
professional success with an advertisement in the Weekly Monitor (a Wash-
ington newspaper) announcing that he had served as a “late pathologist in 
the United States Army Medical Museum” and had “dissected and mounted 
most of the medical and pathological specimens” and “contributed a greater 
number of specimens to the museum than any one person.” He added that 
a “long experience in the army in postmortem examinations has given him 
superior advantages in that specialty.”68

Daniel S. Lamb also came from Philadelphia to Washington. Lamb, who 
would become a central figure in the Army Medical Museum in  later de cades, 
started as an enlisted hospital steward, working from 1862 to 1865  in an 
Alexandria military hospital.  There he observed autopsies and dissections 
conducted by a former Barbadian planter and slave- owner Thomas Bowen 
as well as by William Chester Minor (noted  earlier in this chapter).69 Lamb 
was encouraged by his supervising surgeon to pursue his college degree. He 
began working at the Army Medical Museum  after the war, organ izing and 
collecting medical specimens, including postmortem work. He worked as 
an acting assistant surgeon at the museum from 1868 to 1892, when he was 
promoted to chief pathologist. In addition, he was on the medical college 
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 faculty at Howard University and on the staf at Freedmen’s Hospital. An 
esteemed physician, Lamb was regarded as one of the city’s most skilled au-
topsy pathologists. From 1883  until 1917 he was crucial to the work of the 
museum, contributing over 1,500 specimens, and Lamb served as the chair 
of the anatomy department at Howard University from 1877 to 1923.70 He was 
regarded by some as an advocate for Black and female physicians in the Dis-
trict, but Lamb did not always act to support Black physicians: he failed to 
leave the white Medical Society of the District of Columbia when they re-
jected Black applicants for membership— who, in protest, formed the in-
terracial National Medical Society. Furthermore, in 1877 Lamb supplanted 
Dr. Alexander Augusta— the highest- ranking Black physician during the war 
and one of the found ers of Howard’s medical school—as head of anatomy at 
Howard University’s medical school. Augusta protested his replacement 
and left the faculty as a result.71

Adolph J. Schafhirt, who had emigrated as a child to Philadelphia from 
Germany, served as an enlisted hospital steward—as did his  brother Ernst 
and his  father Frederic. All three served in Washington, D.C.: Adolph and 
Ernst as hospital stewards, their  father Frederic at the Army Medical Museum 
from its very beginning. During and for a time  after the war Adolph and his 
 brother assisted their  father in his work as the leading anatomist at the mu-
seum. Adolph worked as an artist, preparing battlefield paintings as back-
drops to the specimens, as well as a “bone connoisseur.” 72 Following his 
December 1865 discharge, Adolph pursued a  career as a druggist, owning and 
operating his own pharmacy into the 1890s. Ernst would continue his work 
as an anatomist and clerk with the museum, and he made plaster and clay 
models for exhibits into the 1880s.73 Their  father Frederic, a German- trained 
anatomist who was opposed to slavery but also had an established pedigree 
in racist science, brought Adolph and his  brother into the museum work.74

Frederic Schafhirt had worked with two of the world’s leading racial the-
orists. In Eu rope, he worked with Johann Blumenbach, acknowledged now 
as a founder of race- focused craniometry;  after emigrating to Philadelphia, 
Frederic worked with the  father of the racist “American school” of ethnog-
raphy and advocate of polygenesis, Samuel Morton, assisting Morton in 
preparing Crania Americana, the 1839 text widely regarded as foundational 
to the development of scientific racism in the United States. Frederic also 
worked at the University of Pennsylvania  under the renowned paleontolo-
gist Dr. Joseph Leidy, who was committed to the notion of biodeterministic 
racial diference and was a close correspondent with the foremost advocate 
of polygenesis, Josiah Nott.75 Fredric moved to Washington intending to 
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 assume a position at Columbian College but found the medical faculty  there 
so divided by their Civil War politics that he began to look elsewhere; he 
asked his former associate Professor Leidy to secure him a position with Louis 
Agassiz, another prominent public intellectual, naturalist, and advocate of 
racist science. In Washington, Fredric found a new path: he became a cen-
tral figure in the early development of the collections at the Army Medical 
Museum. He was the museum’s first hospital steward, and he remained em-
ployed with the museum from 1862  until his death in 1880. His museum col-
leagues described Fredric as an admirable bone- cleaner and anatomist, and 
they admired his skill in preparing and organ izing the display of specimens.76 
He also lectured at the National Medical College and worked with the Smith-
sonian Institute.77 In addition, he created a personal collection of  human 
specimens, which he willed, with its glass cases, to Adolphe’s son.78

Lamb, Bond, and Adolphe Schafhirt, like many other white surgeons and 
hospital workers, found that the harvest of death among refugees from slav-
ery ofered the perfect opportunity to hone their professional skills. They 
consumed the war’s windfall— a grim abundance of corpses—to advance 
their study of  human anatomy, yet another example of the contradictory 
logic of medical racism that posited Black bodies as si mul ta neously racially 
dif er ent and neutrally  human. In 1865 and 1866, Freedmen’s Hospital— 
established in 1863 near the site of former Camp Barker— permitted the 
three hospital steward employees of the museum to perform autopsies on 
and dismember the hospital’s deceased patients.79 They gained invaluable 
anatomical experience, and their employer, the museum, gained 150 speci-
mens that the three created from the autopsies.80 Although Schafhirt and 
Bond listed themselves as the authors of the manuscript casebook they had 
prepared for the museum documenting the postmortem examinations, 
Schafhirt conducted only nine of the 100 autopsies. Bond and Lamb con-
ducted the vast majority.

It was more than fifty years  later before Lamb acknowledged in print that 
their exploitation of freed  people’s remains would not meet the ethical stan-
dards of the twentieth  century. Lamb would recall, “The time was that, at 
least in the hospitals, if we wanted a post mortem examination we simply 
made it without asking leave of anybody. That time has passed. The consent 
of relatives or friends must now be first obtained, and this consent is often 
refused.” 81 If we are to judge by the narrative case histories prepared by Bond, 
Schafhirt, and Lamb, Freedmen’s Hospital patients  were not merely the 
anonymous poor that medical professionals had exploited. Some of the post-
mortem reports included case histories, presumably obtained from the 
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 patient by the attending physician;  these antemortem histories some-
times included considerable personal detail (such as names, ages, history 
of ailments,  etc.). They also often indicated that a patient had been brought 
into the hospital by friends or  family. Among them was Cinta Howard, aged 
about eigh teen years old, who was very emaciated. Her friends had ex-
plained her symptoms to the attending physician: they had brought her to 
the hospital  after she lost the ability to speak and fell into a comatose state. 
 After she died, Adolph Schafhirt autopsied and anatomized her, forward-
ing a number of specimens from her remains. Like so many Black  women 
autopsied for the museum, the specimens prepared from Howard’s remains 
included several made from her reproductive organs.82 This, too, was con-
sistent with white ethnological fascination with the genitalia and reproduc-
tive organs of African and African American  women.83 The logbooks that 
noted the arrival of specimens during and  after the war and the accompany-
ing case histories reveal that Black female deceased patients frequently had 
their internal reproductive organs removed and turned into specimens.84

Although the case histories ofer a heartbreaking rec ord of the physical 
trauma of slavery, war, and war time  labor on Black  people, for the most part 
they do not reflect a systematic attempt to invent or document  imagined ra-
cial characteristics (with the exception of the attention to  women’s sexual 
organs already noted). Instead, the postmortem reports simply rec ord the 
operator’s observations during his disassembly of cadavers, including a 
narrative and tabular rec ord of the weight of fourteen major internal or-
gans. This suggests that most white medical workers  were not performing 
autopsies and dissections on African American  human remains in the ex-
plicit pursuit of racial science; rather, they regarded the remains of African 
Americans as exploitable objects, not  people entitled to a dignified burial. 
The combined efect of poverty and race, from the perspective of white sur-
geons, hospital, and museum employees, made the Black civilian war dead 
dispensable.

The rec ords of the Army Medical Museum reveal that Bond, Lamb and 
Schafhirt  were joined by dozens of additional surgeons and hospital stew-
ards in using the  human remains of refugees from slavery and, of course, 
Black soldiers to practice their skills at autopsy, dissection, and anatomy. The 
hospitals of Washington, D.C.,  were prominent among the contributors— 
due to the very large and concentrated population of former slaves as well 
as the ease of transferring rec ords and specimens to the museum— but post-
mortem rec ords and specimens came in from across the nation. The army’s 
medical officers and employees eagerly seized on their access to the war dead 
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to enhance their knowledge and authority in the profession.85 This included 
some of the few Black physicians enlisted and employed by the army. Alex-
ander Augusta, his pupil Anderson Abbott, Jerome Riley, William Powell, 
Charles Purvis, John Rapier, Willis Revels, and Alpheus Tucker all served 
during or  after the war at Freedman’s Hospital or the city’s vari ous contra-
band hospitals— the strictures of segregation meant they could not serve at 
hospitals for white soldiers.86 They also conducted postmortem examina-
tions, but if they prepared and submitted specimens to the museum, the 
surgeon general chose not to include them in the Medical and Surgical His-
tory of the War of the Rebellion.87

Making Specimens, Making the Army Medical Museum

Beyond the opportunity to practice dissection, white medical workers dis-
assembled the  human remains of Black soldiers and civilians to create spec-
imens for the growing collections held and displayed at the Army Medical 
Museum. Surgeon general Hammond’s 1862 Circular No. 2, establishing the 
Army Medical Museum to illustrate “the injuries and diseases that produce 
death or disability during war,” providing the opportunity to study and de-
velop methods for alleviating the medical challenges of war.88 Hammond en-
visioned the museum as a place where knowledge would be created and 
where a new kind of medical and scientific learning could take place.89 By 
collecting and exhibiting specimens that exemplified battlefield medicine and 
the  human damage of war, the museum would become the first nationally 
funded institution for medical research. Surgeon John Brinton, named by 
Hammond as the museum’s first curator, would clarify in  later months the 
exact procedures for preparing and forwarding specimens. They should only 
be roughly prepared, tagged, and submersed in a keg of whiskey, allowing 
the museum’s staf to do the precision work of preparing specimens. The mu-
seum also solicited detailed case reports to accompany each specimen as 
well as the name of the contributor, who would be acknowledged both at the 
museum and in  future publications.90 The museum covered the transporta-
tion costs.

The immediate flow of donations from surgeons and hospital stewards 
bore witness to the professional aspirations of medical officers and employ-
ees as well as their interest in contributing to war time knowledge produc-
tion. By the end of the museum’s first year, curator Brinton reported that the 
museum had already collected 1,349 objects, including 985 surgical speci-
mens, 106 medical specimens, and 133 missiles mostly extracted from the 
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body, including bullets, shot, canisters, shell fragments, and arrows.91 Some 
of  those specimens Brinton had collected himself from the aftermath of the 
 battle at Fredericksburg. Brinton was quick to point out that the museum eas-
ily surpassed the size and significance of similar collections in Britain and 
France, and he insisted it was not “a mere museum of curiosities” but rather 
“a collection which teaches.”92

The United States could fi nally claim international prestige in medical re-
search. By the end of 1864, the museum’s collection had grown to include 
3,500 surgical specimens, 500 medical specimens, 150 plaster casts and 
models, 100 drawings and paintings, and 1,100 microscopical prepara-
tions.93 Like the respondents to surveys described in chapter 3, the contrib-
utors understood that their participation in  these nation- building and 
professionalizing eforts would bring individual acknowl edgment and rec-
ognition. Many would have already been familiar with the “gift economy” 
that enhanced both private medical and anatomical collections as well as pub-
lic museums wherein specimens  were exchanged or donated with a view 
 toward  future reciprocation.94 And some, like surgeon Reed  B. Bontecou 
(among many  others), had already begun building private collections when 
they began forwarding specimens to the museum.

Bontecou was a well- known natu ral scientist, medical researcher, and 
physician when he enlisted in 1861 as a surgeon. Early in the war he had 
charge of Hygeia Hospital at Fort Monroe. From October 1863 to June 1866 
he was the surgeon in charge of Harewood Hospital at Washington, D.C., 
one of the largest hospitals of the war with a capacity of 3,000 beds. He be-
came known as one of the most prolific contributors to the Army Medical 
Museum and as a pioneering medical photographer, capturing preopera-
tive and postoperative views of wounded soldiers. Before as well as during 
the war Bontecou was also an avid collector of natu ral history specimens— 
whether flora and fauna from his antebellum trip up the Amazon River, or 
specimens taken from the hospitals and battlefields of the war. While he 
was posted in charge of Hygeia Hospital, Bontecou collected  human heads 
(not crania)— whether  these came from deceased refugees from slavery or 
from soldiers is unclear, but it seems unlikely he would have risked oppro-
brium by mutilating the remains of white soldiers. Bontecou was one of 
several military surgeons called upon by the curators of the museum to de-
liver to the museum the privately held specimens they had collected during 
their military ser vice. Bontecou had made a gift of the  human heads to an-
other physician, but curator Brinton demanded them as property of the 
army.95
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Hammond’s vision, the work of the museum’s curators and employees, 
and the enthusiastic responses of contributors accelerated the development 
of American medical science but did so as part of the development of scien-
tific racism and the medical objectification of non- white  people. It is impos-
sible to imagine that the museum’s work was isolated from the increasingly 
popu lar scientific racism that was central to American medical science and 
practices at the time, especially in light of Frederic Schafhirt’s central role 
at the museum. Popu lar anatomical museums had already been established 
in several leading cities by midcentury, and they participated in practices of 
commodifying, appropriating, and displaying Black and especially enslaved 
 human remains— along with  those of paupers, criminals, and other margin-
alized  people.96 Historians Stephen Kenny, Michael Sappol, Ann Fabian, and 
Samuel Redman agree that anatomy museums lent legitimacy and popu lar 
support to evolving notions about the biological determinism of race and 
racial hierarchies.97

However, the racial proj ect of the Army Medical Museum was inconsis-
tent. The published cata logues of the museum’s collection of specimens 
clearly demonstrate less interest ( either on the part of donors or museum 
curators) in Black bodies as exemplifying the  human cost of war. Alfred 
Woodhull’s Cata logue of Surgical Section of the U.S. Army Medical Museum (1866) 
included only 223 specimens from African Americans out of more than 4,700. 
Edward Curtis’s Cata logue of the Microscopial Section of the United States Army 
Medical Museum (1867) referred to only ten specimens from African Ameri-
cans out of 149; George Otis’s Cata logue of the Anatomical Section of the United 
States Army Medical Museum (1880) included only fourteen specimens from 
African Americans out of almost 7,000.98 Although the museum received 
hundreds of reports on postmortems and dissections conducted on African 
Americans, it would seem that most contributors to the museum’s collections 
 were  either not interested in taking specimens from African American bod-
ies or assumed such specimens  were not as useful or welcome as  those taken 
from whites. Certainly white soldiers sufered battlefield wounds more fre-
quently than African Americans, whose regiments  were less likely to be de-
ployed on the battlefield. Perhaps surgeons simply had greater access to white 
cadavers. Or, alternately, the curators may have preferred to display speci-
mens from white soldiers in representing the  human body; they could see 
Black bodies only as evidence of embodied race, not as examples of racially 
neutral consequences of war’s injuries and disease. What ever the cause and 
motivation, the donation and creation of specimens underrepresented the 
cost of warfare on Black soldiers and civilians.
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When and how the Army Medical Museum became more openly complicit 
in explicit scientific racism is part of the story of the war time production of 
medical and scientific racism, particularly the rooting of race in biology. 
While neither the surgeon general nor the museum’s curators appear to have 
explic itly solicited specimens for the purposes of documenting “racial char-
acteristics” in Black bodies during the war, at war’s end the museum charted 
a new path and purpose: What kinds of collections would they pursue? What 
would be the postwar  future of a museum founded to document and com-
memorate the medical crisis of warfare? The answer, as Ann Fabian explained 
in her study of museums and collectors and their pursuit of scientific foun-
dations for racial diference, was to turn to the army’s war on Native  people 
in the western plains and collect Indian skele tons, crania, and other “objects 
of ethnological or archaeological interest.”99

Military expeditions in the west and genocide against Native Americans 
generated a substantial wave of collecting, as did the looting of sacred 
mounds and burial sites.  After the war and  until the end of the nineteenth 
 century, the museum’s central work focused on ethnology and comparative 
anatomy, fueling the museum’s then- explicit investment in scientific and 
medical racism. This endeavor was complemented by an 1869 exchange with 
the Smithsonian Institution in which the museum transferred “objects illus-
trating the manners and customs of the Indians” in exchange for the “entire 
collection of crania” at the Smithsonian.100 It is less well known that the mu-
seum’s postwar curators also continued to collect African American crania— 
both actively soliciting donations and purchasing individual crania as well 
as crania collections from medical colleges, from Southern physicians, and 
from individual collectors.101 A circular issued to the medical officers of the 
Freedman’s Bureau in 1868 directed them to participate in the collection of 
specimens for the museum, further evidence that African American remains 
 were an impor tant target of the museum’s postbellum collecting.102

Samuel Morton’s influence—as the  great pop u lar izer of the notion that 
race had a biological basis— continued to shape the museum in the de-
cades to come.103 In 1869, curator George Otis was excited at the prospect 
of having created a collection of crania that “ will rival the famous Morto-
nian cabinet,” and by the mid-1870s the museum’s “Craniological Cabi-
net,” situated just of the main entrance, was arranged just as Morton 
arranged his, in an  imagined hierarchical order.104 By 1871 the museum 
had collected over 900 skulls.105 Morton’s influence also played out in the 
methods used to mea sure crania, volume being (incorrectly) associated 
with intellectual ability.
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 After the war, many specimens  were donated or purchased from nearby 
faculty and students at Washington- area hospitals and college dissecting 
rooms, including Columbia College, Georgetown College, and Howard Uni-
versity.106 Washington- area physicians  were similarly interested in contrib-
uting specimens that would advance the museum’s ethnological interests. An 
ophthalmologist, Dr. S. M. Burnett, donated twenty- three specimens of eyes 
from Black patients, asserting that  these specimens, too, could help the mu-
seum ascertain “how far this change in their condition has influenced their 
susceptibility to and immunity from certain diseases,” referring to the race 
work of Josiah Nott and George Glidden.107 Some contributions  were acci-
dental. Construction at the Washington, D.C., Soldiers Home apparently 
disturbed a Black burial ground  there, from which another U.S. officer ex-
tracted and donated crania to the museum. Large numbers of specimens also 
continued to be taken from deceased patients at Freedmen’s Hospital.

Autopsies by Bond, Schafhirt, and Lamb from 1866 to 1867 generated 
some 150 specimens, but hundreds more  were secured in the de cades to fol-
low.108 The museum continued to capitalize on the abundance of Black ill-
ness, injury, and death in postwar Washington. Late in the 1880s, even as the 
museum’s ethnological interest focused on Native Americans, the museum 
curator kept up a substantial correspondence with medical researchers and 
medical school professors in the South who  were anxious to ofer their vari-
ous specimen collections of Black crania and skeletal remains that, they and 
the curator both believed, revealed anatomical racial characteristics.109

The Army Medical Museum had a profound impact on American medi-
cine. Beyond the authority ofered to contributors and the  great popularity 
of its collections with the American public as well as medical researchers, 
the museum collections (both material and textual) became an impor tant 
source for the surgeon general’s second major proj ect about medicine and 
the war. The 1862 circular that announced the formation of the museum also 
indicated the surgeon general’s intent to publish an official medical history 
of the war, the Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion. Com-
posed of six volumes published between 1870 and 1888, the series ofered a 
comprehensive account of military medicine and surgery, including thou-
sands of case histories and autopsy reports. Like the volumes published by 
the U.S. Sanitary Commission, the surgeon general’s volumes would ulti-
mately cata log and describe, rather than analyze, the tens of thousands of 
cases describing treatments of disease, wounds, autopsy results, and speci-
mens that fueled the unpre ce dented number of dissections performed by 
medical prac ti tion ers at all ranks during and immediately  after the war.
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Like the work of the museum, the assembling of materials for the six- 
volume work would reveal the tensions inherent in a proj ect where race 
held both definitive and precarious meaning in the production of medical 
knowledge. The first volume opens by noting the “scientific and historical” 
“propriety” of arranging medical data by race, so obvious a ser vice to human-
ity that it needed no further explanation— silently affirming the centrality 
of whiteness to the proj ect and the relegation of Black bodies to peripheral 
studies of “race.”110 The surgeon general announced that the volumes would 
contribute “to our knowledge of the influence of race- peculiarities on dis-
ease,” but that influence proved difficult to determine. As noted in chapter 2, 
the results did not always conform to existing assumptions about racial 
diference.

The surgeon general found it even harder to locate the meaning of race 
in the case reports assembled for the surgical volumes. Reports of surgery 
performed on Black patients are scattered throughout, but  there  were no 
conclusions suggesting “race peculiarities” in surgical outcomes.111 This mir-
rored the Army Medical Museum’s cata logs of presurgical and postsurgical 
specimens and case reports. In both cata logs and Baxter’s medical history, 
Army Medical Museum curator Otis solicited additional case information in 
several instances of surgeries performed on Black soldiers and civilians, but 
his aim was to gather complete information on par tic u lar procedures rather 
than grist for the field of comparative anatomy.112 In other words, case 
reports and specimens from Black bodies  were si mul ta neously used as evi-
dence of racial diference that suffused anatomy and physiology, yet also 
they  were also used interchangeably with specimens and case reports from 
white bodies.113

Historian Katherine Cober has noted that on the eve of the Civil War an-
atomical illustration and modeling ofered and created the Caucasian male 
as the universal body.114 To the extent that anatomical illustrations and repre-
sen ta tions included non- whites, they  were most often used to exemplify 
deviation from the universal white norm. Yet medical students and physi-
cians, even the strongest advocates of biological racism, did not give a sec-
ond thought to their reliance on the cadavers of non- whites in gaining 
anatomical expertise. This core contradiction in the logic and science of race 
that should have troubled scientists and medical prac ti tion ers went unexam-
ined,  whether in the treatment of the ill and injured or, as we see in the next 
chapter, in the treatment of the dead.
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chapter five

The Afterlife of Race

 After white medical staff had their fill of observing, assessing, mea sur ing, 
probing, disarticulating, and anatomizing the bodies of African American 
soldiers and civilians who came to the army’s medical prac ti tion ers for care 
and healing, they treated the  human remains of the Black war dead without 
dignity or re spect. Some  were sent to segregated cemeteries, at best.  Others 
 were sent to unmarked or mass graves, and some to anonymous medical 
waste pits. For African Americans, war time death was often met with con-
tinued acts of discrimination and injustice. Many whites viewed the bodies 
of Black soldiers and civilians as both more exploitable than  those of whites 
and less deserving of the dignified burial that white soldiers and their survi-
vors hoped for. The war time culture of “A Good Death” pursued by so many 
white Unionists was distantly removed from the experiences and possibili-
ties that followed the passing and postmortem exploitation of Black soldiers 
and civilians, who had ofered their lives (or whose lives  were taken) in a war 
to end slavery.1

The war’s abundance of death came to soldiers and civilians, white and 
African American, but Black soldiers (and likely Black civilians) died at a far 
greater rate than did whites. Although it is the dramatic number of fallen 
soldiers on Civil War battlefields that drew the attention of the nation and 
most modern scholars  today, we should remember that the majority of war-
time mortality occurred ingloriously in camps and in hospitals from dis-
ease. Not only did disease take the life of most soldiers who died during the 
war, but also notably a much higher proportion of Black than white soldiers. 
Of the estimated 37,000 Black soldiers who died during the war, 30,000 died 
from disease in hospitals and camps. Black troops  were almost ten times as 
likely to die from disease as from combat; among white troops, death from 
disease was only twice as likely as death from combat injuries.2 Once sick, 
Black troops died about five times more frequently than white troops. Black 
soldiers  were more likely to die than whites from diarrheal diseases, pneu-
monia, scurvy, tuberculosis, smallpox, and malaria.3 In other words, the 
mortality “rate” among the United States Colored Troops in the Civil War was 
35  percent greater than that among other troops.4 This unpre ce dented mor-
tality (although not the racial disparity), led historian Drew Gilpin Faust to 
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describe the Civil War as creating a new national relationship to death.5 For 
African Americans— those who died and  those who survived to mourn— 
wartime death extended the impact of slavery as well as state racism in sig-
nificant ways, as this chapter  will reveal.

Additionally, African Americans  were disproportionately numbered 
among the unknown dead. More than 40  percent of all military war dead 
 were never identified, but among African American soldiers that proportion 
grew to 66  percent.6 Some of that diference might be accounted for by the 
Confederate practice of killing Black prisoners or refusing to allow the Union 
army to retrieve and bury its dead  after  battles had concluded. However, con-
sidering that the  great majority of Black deaths occurred in Union hospitals 
and in camps rather than in  battle, it would seem that the circumstances of 
Black soldiers’ deaths  were more likely to allow their proper identification. The 
commanding officer of the 62nd U.S.C.I., in his farewell speech to the regi-
ment at the conclusion of their ser vice, noted that “Death held high carni-
val day  after day for months. The four hundred graves— many of them 
nameless”— were witness to that fact.7 But why  were so many nameless? 
How and why so many died unnamed and unacknowledged demands 
explanation.

The chaos of war— especially on the battlefield— often forced the Union 
army to ignore its own regulations dictating ritual honoring and burial of the 
dead and instead to dispose of  human remains in improvised ways. White 
soldiers  were also left in unmarked and mass graves or never buried at all. 
However, for Black soldiers and civilians, white scientific and medical in-
vestigations further diminished the extent and meaning of their war time 
sacrifice, adding a final degradation to the war time indignities visited on 
them.8 As Black bodies  were removed from camps, from segregated hospi-
tals and hospital wards, from where they collapsed and died while at work 
on fortifications or in streets and alleyways, they  were often allotted a 
segregated and inferior resting place. In undercounting the extent and af-
termath of Black mortality and by failing to expose the legacy of racist mor-
tuary practices, historians have underestimated the extent to which racism 
 shaped and permeated the institutions of war and death.

Certainly, we can point to instances of dignified and notable burial 
practices claimed for some African American ser vicemen. Captain Andre 
Cailloux of the First Louisiana Native Guard was buried with full military 
and Catholic honors in New Orleans, witnessed by thousands of city resi-
dents who turned out to honor their native son.9 For many uncounted 
African Americans, however, war time burial occurred without ceremony, 
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in improvised and anonymous burial grounds. Even worse, particularly for 
comrades, their kin and friends, war time burial practices could not ensure 
that the integrity of the corpse was preserved. This was sometimes the 
result of war time conditions, but it was also the result of decisions by 
military surgeons and hospital workers to dissect, anatomize, and reduce 
soldiers’ remains to medical specimens. At contraband hospitals across the 
South, Black civilians met similar fates in death.

Whites’ war time pursuit of embodied race in living and recently deceased 
Black soldiers and civilians revealed their unwillingness and perhaps inca-
pacity to recognize the full personhood of  people of African descent. Using 
the bodies of Black soldiers for dissection and anatomization, often in search 
of biological justifications for social hierarchies and race- based privileges, 
turned  people into objects— objects that had no claim on funeral rites, a mil-
itary burial, notification of next of kin, or official registration. Even  those 
whose remains  were not exploited by medical investigators faced inequities. 
The medical and military context in which death occurred was steeped in rac-
ist practices that preceded the war, as well as the war time context noted 
 here. The story of the war dead, as historians have long emphasized, was cen-
tral to the experience, meaning, and memory of the war, for soldiers and 
noncombatants alike. Historians have far to go  toward understanding how 
the disparaging treatment of Black war dead  shaped the meaning of the war 
for whites and for African Americans.

Death outside the Reach of War

Outside the reach of the war, African Americans met the death of loved ones 
as their status (enslaved or  free), spiritual practices, cultural expectations, 
and resources demanded or allowed.10 On May 1, 1862, anyone who hap-
pened to be at the Arch Street Wharf in Philadelphia would have witnessed 
the large funeral pro cession for Mrs. Elizabeth A. Schureman, wife of an Af-
rican Methodist Episcopal (AME) pastor. Before the pro cession, Mrs. Sch-
ureman’s remains had been laid out “beautifully and appropriately” by 
Mrs. Sarah Williams, a Philadelphia shroudress. Her body had been carried 
on a bier from her home to the wharf, in a pro cession that included the 
 brothers and  sisters of her fraternal order, her congregation’s officiants, her 
church  women’s society members, her  family, and friends. The pro cession 
departed Philadelphia for Burlington, New Jersey, where they entered the 
AME church.  There, the choir sang, the congregants ofered hymns, and 
the pastor spoke from the book of Revelation.  After the benediction, her 
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 remains  were escorted to the cemetery, where her pastor and the male and 
female officers of her fraternal society performed final rituals. It was, by 
report, the largest funeral ever witnessed in Burlington.11

Elizabeth Schureman’s funeral rites  were  those of an elite member of her 
community, enmeshed in the religious, fraternal, and business life of her so-
cial circle. It was, in many re spects, a privileged passage and not typical of 
what the mostly working- class, military- aged Black men and their fami-
lies in the North would have encountered or experienced. The example of 
Schureman’s rites points to the layered meanings of a dignified death for 
the deceased, their  family, and their community. It highlights the impor-
tant social context of death and funeral rituals. However wealthy or poor, 
African Americans in the North would have hoped and expected that on 
their death (during peacetime), a  family member or a close friend would 
bathe their body, place it on a cooling board, drape it in a shroud or dress, in 
a new or at least clean suit of clothes, and that friends would join the  family 
in sitting up with the corpse while sharing food, hymns, and stories. A friend 
or a local carpenter would build a coffin, and the next day—if pos si ble— the 
deceased would be carried to their church for a funeral ser vice and then 
taken by wagon or pallbearers to a cemetery for final burial rites. At the very 
least, one hoped for close attendance to the body by loved ones and a digni-
fied (and undisturbed) burial, even if in a potter’s field.12

Prior to the Civil War, the nineteenth- century politics of race had mate-
rial consequences— dictating, for example, which burial grounds  were open 
to African Americans. In the context of segregation (whites frequently ex-
cluding African Americans from public, denominational, or municipal cem-
eteries, or relegating them to inferior sections), Northern African American 
congregations and communities established their own burial grounds and 
celebrated the successful founding of Black cemeteries. The Black press cov-
ered  these as especially noteworthy events. In reporting on the establish-
ment of a Black cemetery in Cincinnati, a reporter in Frederick Douglass’s 
paper, The North Star, described it as a “splendid acquisition,” “a most use-
ful institution,” equivalent to the importance of public halls and meeting 
places to the Black community.13 Similarly, the dedication of Olive Ceme-
tery in Philadelphia was attended by over 400 local African Americans, who 
understood it to be “an extraordinary occasion . . .  calculated to do us im-
perishable honor— for, amongst all civilized communities, an interest is al-
ways manifested for the proper sepulture of the dead.”14 From the pages of 
the Christian Recorder, the organ of the AME church, congregations that pur-
chased cemetery lots announced the achievement as a  great blessing.15 The 
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Recorder asserted that  these developments placed Black citizens on an equal 
footing with whites, but more importantly ensured dignity and re spect in 
death.16

When “resurrectionists” targeted Black burial grounds (as they frequently 
did), Black communities expressed outrage and trauma. In both the North 
and the South, Black Americans,  free and enslaved, often experienced insult 
to the burial places of their friends and  family. Grave robbers, in their end-
less pursuit of cadavers for anatomy instruction and practice, had a long 
history of violating and commodifying African Americans in death. Resur-
rectionists profited handily by exhuming and selling fresh corpses to medi-
cal schools and museums, and they haunted Northern Black cemeteries 
and slave cemeteries in the South to obtain “fresh” bodies for medical 
schools. African Americans in the North and South petitioned local author-
ities for protection of Black burial grounds against resurrectionists to no 
avail.17

Historians Daina Ramey Berry and Stephen Kenny have revealed the an-
tebellum traffic in the corpses of enslaved  people to be modeled on the 
slave trade itself, one that solicited and supplied both the  dying and the de-
ceased to Southern and Northern medical professionals, collectors, and 
museums. The violation and stolen dignity associated with exhuming 
 human remains and commodifying the corpses enlarged the scope and 
impact of racism to include the bodies of the dead as well as  those who 
mourned them.18 On the eve of the Civil War, white supremacy was often 
manifested in denying a dignified death and burial to African Americans, 
exemplifying the profound disregard with which so many white Americans 
viewed the personhood of Black  people, alive and dead.

This was especially the case in the antebellum South, where death was not 
only a commonplace feature of the torture and exploitation of the enslaved 
but also a promise for final liberation. In the enslaved communities of the 
1850s, community- based death rituals  were constrained by the demands of 
slave  owners on the time, mobility, and cultural practices of the enslaved. 
Funerals  were widely regarded by slave  owners as events too easily adapted 
to organ izing re sis tance and rebellion, which prompted white surveillance 
and eforts to prevent or curtail them. During the years and generations of 
American slavery, legislatures and municipalities strove to police and repress 
the funerals and burial ceremonies of enslaved communities— documented 
as early as 1680 in  Virginia.19 Enslaved and  free Blacks in Richmond protested 
a law passed in the aftermath of the 1831 Nat Turner rebellion that prohib-
ited religious assemblies  because it prevented them from conducting 
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 dignified burial ser vices.20 Whites often followed the execution of en-
slaved participants in rebellions by refusing a proper burial for  human re-
mains, intended as a further punishment and as a warning to the community 
of enslaved  people. Other executed rebels had their remains mutilated.21

Some former slaves reported hasty burials, sometimes in crude coffins, 
sometimes in no more than the clothes in which people died. The brusque and 
dishonoring treatment of the enslaved dead typically meant that if  there  were 
funeral ser vices ofered, they occurred days, weeks, even months  later.22 
Historian David Roediger has pointed to evidence, in both slave narratives 
and the Works Pro gress Administration (WPA) interviews, that enslaved 
 people deeply resented the callous disregard of slave  owners for the digni-
fied funerals and burials of the enslaved. Enslaved  people defied their  owners’ 
disregard and pursued their own rituals around death. Some survivors of 
slavery described tender rituals of bathing the deceased, dressing the corpse 
in  either a suit of clothes (men) or a clean winding sheet ( women), and care-
fully tending the deceased  until a well- fit coffin was built. The deceased would 
then be carried to the burial site, and a church ser vice would be held the next 
Sunday.23 Drumming and singing  were key in some enslaved communities; 
ring shouts accompanied burial rites in  others. One former slave recalled the 
“big time” that occurred at a ser vice, where survivors witnessed to the life 
of the deceased. Most who had experienced slavery, however, reported long 
delays before ser vices  were held for the deceased, a delay imposed by 
the endless work demands of slavery.24 Yet funeral rites  were also part of the 
 geography of re sis tance among the enslaved, especially in the plantation re-
gions of the South: vitally impor tant, deeply sacred, and, when pos si ble, 
hidden from white observation.25

Burial practices and burial grounds among enslaved communities varied 
widely, but Lynn Rainville’s impor tant study of African American cemeter-
ies in  Virginia explains that the frequent use of uninscribed fieldstones as 
markers likely reflected the context of proscribed illiteracy, inaccessible re-
sources, and reliance on oral history to identify gravesites, and practices that 
emphasized  family rather than individual burial sites. Yet she also found a 
tremendous variety of inscribed markers and decorative practices at burial 
sites.26 The burial places that  free and enslaved Black Southerners used  were 
always vulnerable to the authority and power of whites. In a typical example, 
white municipal authorities deemed a Black burial ground in Augusta, Geor-
gia, less impor tant than the expansion of a city wharf.27 Part of the campus 
of the University of Richmond was built over a burial ground of enslaved 
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 people.28 Several Black cemeteries and burial grounds in Washington, D.C. 
fell victim to changing city ordinances and city growth as well.29

Rites Worth Fighting For

Black Civil War troops brought their own ideas about and experiences with 
death to their war time ser vice. They also understood that their access to the 
honor of a military burial, the same ritual that white soldiers received in 
death, was worth fighting for and one of the ways in which the war accel-
erated their claims to racial equality and citizenship rights.30 Historian 
J. T. Roane reminds us that historically, burial grounds, like plantation pro-
vision grounds,  were sites of Black insurgency, challenging white social 
control both during and  after slavery. As such, they  were also sites of white 
assault.31 What historian Vincent Brown names as “mortuary politics”— 
the power strugg les reflected and revealed in contested treatments of the 
dead— were also clearly evident in the disposal of Black bodies by white mili-
tary and medical men during the war.32

Some white commanders fully embraced equitable burial rites as one of 
the earned privileges of Black military ser vice. A “regular military burial” was 
described by Thomas W. Higginson, commander of Black troops, including 
a military escort bearing a flag- draped coffin to an appropriate burial place 
“and three volleys fired over the grave.”33 Col o nel Samuel Armstrong de-
scribed the funeral of another Black soldier, formerly a slave: his coffin was 
draped in the U.S. flag, the pro cession included a dirge- playing brass band 
and a group of comrades who bore arms reversed, and the rite was attended 
by three commissioned officers.34 In coastal South Carolina, Black and white 
soldiers  under the command of Major General Rufus R. Saxton  were buried 
together in the Soldiers Cemetery near Beaufort.35 Saxton, military gover-
nor over the South Carolina coastal islands, instituted what Corporal James 
Henry Gooding of the 54th Mas sa chu setts proudly described as a “very impor-
tant and humane arrangement” that the brave soldier who died from dis-
ease or wound must be “decently buried.” Citing  orders from the provost 
marshal’s office (pertaining to the death of white soldiers), Saxton required 
that each corpse be provided with a “good, substantial” coffin, clean gar-
ments, and a white- painted board to identify his name, regiment, and age. 
Furthermore, Gooding noted, “The relatives and friends of the deceased are 
to receive an official notice of the facts, detailing the manner of death, or 
sickness before death, and  every item so far as known of the conduct of the 
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deceased in the field.” This, he noted, was an improvement on the “old or-
der of  things,” with no report of what  those previous practices had been.36 
Gooding, an advocate for Black enlistment, may have appreciated that de-
tailing the formerly egregious practices of burying Black soldiers in segre-
gated burial spots or in unmarked graves would not endear Northern Blacks 
to military ser vice.

Some army chaplains  were dedicated to providing honorable ser vices and 
burial for the Black soldiers with whom they served; the fourteen African 
Americans among the 133 chaplains who served during the war  were among 
them.37 Chaplain James Peet, stationed at Vicksburg with his regiment (the 
50th U.S.C.I.), in September 1864 noted, “The burial of the dead is properly 
attended with Religious Ser vices and Military Escort.”38 At Knight Hospital 
in New Haven, Chaplain James Crane reported accompanying to the grave 
and performing ser vices for Black soldiers who died in the hospital, ser vices 
that included an “address in each case.”39 Chauncey Leonard, assigned to 
L’Ouverture Hospital in Alexandria that served Black soldiers and civilians, 
reported committing Black soldiers to the grave with “appropriate religious 
ser vices.”40 Many more may have acted similarly; the extant rec ord, however, 
is very thin.

When Private John Cooley died in May 1864, his coffin received an escort 
to the cemetery and a graveside ser vice led by the Reverend Albert Gladwin 
(a Black Baptist minister and the government- appointed superintendent of 
contrabands at Alexandria).41 However, Gladwin made no mention of the 
war or of the Black soldiers defending the nation, and he included no mili-
tary honors. This was one of several indignities that prompted Black soldiers 
to protest.42 In December 1864, 443 Black soldiers in L’Ouverture Hospital 
petitioned Major Edwin Bentley, director over the area’s hospitals, to end 
Gladwin’s practice of burying Black soldiers with Alexandria’s civilian refu-
gees from slavery. For the last year, the “soldiers burying ground” (now Ar-
lington National Cemetery) had been undergoing major improvements, but 
the burial ground for the refugees from slavery was essentially a potter’s 
field where the bodies  were “packed away,” three or four to a grave.43 The 
soldiers  were furious: “We . . .  [feel] deeply interested in a  matter of so  great 
importance.”

As American citizens, we have a right to fight for the protection of her 
flag, that right is granted, and we are now sharing equally the dangers 
and hardships in this mighty contest, and should shair [sic] the same 
privileges and rights of burial in  every way with our fellow soldiers 
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who only difer from us in color. To crush this rebellion, and establish 
civil, religious & po liti cal freedom for our  children, is the height of 
our ambition. To this end we sufer, for this we fight, yea and mingle our 
blood with yours, to wash away a stain so black, and destroy a Plot so 
destructive to the interest and property of this nation, as soldiers in 
the U.S. Army.

They demanded “our bodies may find a resting place in the ground desig-
nated for the brave defenders of our countries flag.”44 Their carefully writ-
ten petition did not express any disdain for burial with Black civilians but 
rather directly protested the army’s refusal to recognize them as soldiers, due 
a soldier’s honor. Relief workers Harriet Jacobs and Julia Wilbur joined in the 
protests and outcry, and by the end of the month the quartermaster gener-
al’s  orders fi nally instructed that Black soldiers had earned the right to burial 
in the military cemetery along with white soldiers.45

Military racism continued to shape burial practices throughout and 
 after the war. In March 1864, at Helena, Arkansas, the commander of the 
56th U.S.C.I. noted that since “the dead of this Regiment having not been 
buried according to army regulations the following order  will be observed— A 
commissioned officer  will be required to be pre sent at any funeral connected 
with their respective companies and see that the graves are dug at least four 
feet deep and that the noncommissioned officers are properly instructed in 
the duties and forms connected with military funerals.”46 In July 1865, white 
abolitionist, journalist, and author James Redpath wrote to the National Anti- 
Slavery Standard and reported the burial of Black soldiers and civilians in 
the Charleston area in a potters’ field. In Tennessee, their interment occurred 
in “sloppy and slimy ground at the bottom of a hill,” away from white Union 
and Confederate burials. In Savannah, he reported, the commanding offi-
cer refused to bury Black and white soldiers in the same cemetery, despite 
protests from one of the chaplains assigned  there.47 At Camp William Penn, 
on the outskirts of Philadelphia, the men of the 32nd U.S.C.I. protested the 
mistreatment of a fallen comrade, when, in the spring of 1864, the regimen-
tal surgeon failed to attend to a soldier whose remains  were left, unburied, 
in the warm barracks.48

The Right to Know and to Mourn

 There was no official procedure in place to notify families of a soldier’s death 
during the war. Newspapers often printed casualty lists from  battles, but they 
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commonly included inaccurate or incomplete information. The Christian Re-
corder occasionally received and published reports of the dead from Black 
regiments. Comrades or sympathetic commanding officers or chaplains 
sometimes took it on themselves to notify survivors with reassuring notes 
about how a soldier had met his end. On the eve of  battle, the soldiers who 
served in the 28th U.S.C.I. asked their (Black) chaplain Garland H. White to 
notify their loved ones if they  were killed and to report they had died 
like men.49 They wanted the honor of their sacrifice recognized and 
acknowledged.

For Black families, information about a loved soldier’s death was often 
hard to come by. The many letters of inquiry sent by worried  family mem-
bers and survivors to the army for information about  whether a loved sol-
dier was living, injured, or dead tells us how difficult it was to access accurate 
and timely information.50 The eforts of the U.S. Sanitary Commission 
(USSC) and the Christian Commission to assist families who sought confir-
mation of the status of their loved ones helped some. But the majority of 
Black soldiers  were enlisted in the slave South and  were formerly enslaved; 
it would have been exceedingly difficult to get word to loved ones, many of 
them illiterate and still held as slaves. In addition, hundreds of thousands 
of  women,  children, and the el derly accompanied men when they fled slav-
ery for Union lines with the intent to enlist.  Those  family members would 
have faced uncertain destinations and destinies as refugees from slavery. 
Complicating the likelihood of kin notification was the fact that regimental 
rec ords of death sometimes noted not the names of survivors but the names 
of the slave  owners who had claimed the soldiers as their property— Unionist 
slave  owners who  were entitled to compensation for the loss of their  human 
property during the war.51

When the  widows of fallen Black soldiers applied for veteran’s pension 
benefits, they  were required to provide evidence of their husband’s death, 
and we therefore might expect their applications to include some insight into 
how families learned of the death of a loved one or how their regiment ac-
knowledged the death. The USSC’s Army and Navy Claim Agency, estab-
lished in 1864 to assist soldiers, their  widows, and surviving  family members 
apply for back pay, bounty, and pension benefits, registered a large number 
of pension applications that failed  because the  widows and survivors could 
not provide proof of death.52

The pension rec ords confirm that the  widows and survivors of African 
American soldiers  were infrequently provided with official notice, let alone 
thoughtful correspondence, relaying the death of their loved ones. In a 
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sample of 240 pension applications from the  widows of Black soldiers, only 
twenty- five of the  widows had anything besides the official ser vice rec ord that 
documented their husband’s death and burial.53  Widows appear to have only 
rarely received comforting words initiated by regimental chaplains, com-
manding officers (com pany captains or regimental commanders), or USSC 
or Christian Commission agents; only three of the 240 applications included 
this kind of communication (none from commission agents). Another three 
commanders responded only when prompted by a  widow’s inquiry about the 
details of her husband’s death. In eleven of  those pension applications, 
the  widow included informal testimony she had received from friends and 
comrades. They described attending or assisting in their comrade’s burial. 
Some of  these also witnessed their comrade’s death, noting that they held 
his hand as he died, or had administered his last dose of medicine, or had 
been assigned to nursing duty, which included preparing his body for burial 
and assisting with the burial detail.

Only four of 240 applications included testimony by comrades describing 
a funeral ser vice. Willis Johnston’s commanding officer reported that he was 
buried “by a platoon of his com pany in as respectable a way and place as cir-
cumstances would permit. All of his near friends  were with him and know 
the spot he was buried,” he reported. Elijah Cannon’s commanding officer 
reported he was “pre sent at his funeral and can assure you that he was bur-
ied as a soldier and a patriot should be, with all the honors of war and with 
appropriate religious ser vice.” Jane Tobia Purnell received word that her son 
was buried in the shade of a large elm tree and that “a very large number of 
the boys testified their re spects to the memory of your son by accompany-
ing him to the grave.”  These communications  were comforting but appar-
ently all too rare for the families of African American war dead.54

Many of the white war dead had families who worked to bring fallen 
soldiers’ bodies home. For Black families, this was far less likely, even 
among  those in the North. They rarely received timely notification and 
they lacked the resources to pay for the significant embalming and ship-
ping costs involved with reclaiming their dear ones.55 Augustus Wells, of 
the 28th U.S.C.I., prob ably died in the post hospital at Brownsville, Texas, 
but his grieving  mother, Martha Wells, sought assurance and the opportu-
nity to bring his body home to West  Virginia for reburial. Writing to the 
commander at Brownsville, she explained that she was unsure if the re-
ported death actually referred to her son, having heard from comrades that 
he was still alive. She urged that a careful search of the rec ords as to the 
deceased’s color, age, height, and other characteristics (which she assumed 
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the army kept careful and accurate rec ords of ) could yield an affirmative 
identification and “gratify a poor distressed  mother.” She would write to 
the hospital director if necessary. If an affirmative identification could be 
made, she explained,

I  will go to texas & Bring him Home: . . .  and let me know if I can get 
him[.] please let me know the distance to Texas and what it would 
cost[.] now dear Sir I hope you  will not consider me putting you too 
much trou ble in making  these inquiries about my son when you 
consider that I am a fond  mother and now a distressed  mother being 
in doubts about the death of my son[.] as I have said  there may be one 
of the same name in the same Regiment who has died at that time[,] if 
so you can soon find out and let me know. the Doctor of the Hospital 
I suppose can give full information[.] I  will be  under many obligations 
for any further information from you and this  will relieve a fond but 
distressed  mothers mind[.] please let me know if he died with a 
wound or natu ral sickness.56

Although Mrs. Wells was unsuccessful in her efort to bring her son’s body 
home,  there  were apparently a few, rare, exceptions. Sergeant John Bird of 
the 55th Mas sa chu setts died in January 1864, and his Black Masonic  brothers 
honored his last wish—to be sent home for burial—by paying for his body’s 
return home to Michigan for burial with Masonic honors.57 When Sergeant 
Major Robert Bridges Forten of the 43rd U.S.C.T., son of Philadelphia’s 
wealthiest and most prominent Black  couple, James and Charlotte Forten, 
died in Mary land, his remains  were shipped home to Philadelphia. He was 
the first African American to receive the full honors of a military funeral 
in the city— although 11,000 Black soldiers passed through Camp William 
Penn and nearly 1,000 of them died  there.58

Whose Death Counts?

Early in the war, the War Department recognized the importance of careful 
and accurate death rec ords. The unexpected number of battlefield deaths at 
Antietam, and the slow and haphazard pro cess of burials, put tremendous 
external and internal pressure on the army to establish clear procedures and 
regulations for registering and burying the dead.59 The chaos that met the 
disposal of the dead at Antietam appalled the public, and the army could not 
hope to sustain success at enlistment if families and likely enlistees believed 
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their mortal sacrifice would go unnamed and unacknowledged. In addition, 
strategic planning required the War Department to have up- to- date and ac-
curate rec ords of manpower and  human resources.

Nonetheless, the war time registration and regulation of death was unsys-
tematic, and battlefield chaos was not always to blame.60 The assignment of 
responsibilities— for moving bodies from the battlefield, hospital or camp 
to a burial site; for securing coffins, conducting rites, and preparing graves; 
for informing next of kin; for the registration of the dead and marking of 
burial sites— all relied on old, new, and piecemeal regulations and  orders. 
The unanticipated scale of war causalities stressed all eforts to regularize this 
pro cess. On September 11, 1861, General  Orders No. 75 assigned to the Quar-
termaster Department the responsibility for ensuring an accurate “mortu-
ary rec ord” by issuing the necessary forms for registering  those who died in 
hospitals and camps and providing materials for grave markers (but not 
burial locations). In the spring of 1862,  those  orders  were extended to bat-
tlefield deaths, stipulating that remains of the dead be interred.61 At the urg-
ing of the USSC, the War Department  adopted new, triplicate reports to be 
filled out registering each soldier’s death and burial, with copies retained at 
the hospital, the cemetery, and at the adjutant general’s office at Washing-
ton, D.C. This greatly improved the War Department’s rec ord keeping.62 The 
Christian Commission also kept rec ords, and printed and distributed iden-
tification tags to soldiers, listing  family contact information to avoid an anon-
ymous death.63 Commanding officers in charge of hospitals and posts bore 
the ultimate authority for the execution and retention of the requisite forms.64 
Yet the names of Black soldiers, who succumbed to wounds, or infectious 
disease, or workplace injuries,  were far too often lost, misplaced, or forgot-
ten. The names of the members of the 56th Mas sa chu setts Infantry (African 
Descent) who succumbed to cholera and  were buried on Quarantine Island 
(near St. Louis)  were recorded, but when their remains  were reinterred at 
nearby Jeferson National Cemetery, they  were placed in a mass grave with-
out markers or a rec ord of their names.65 At what became  Virginia’s City Point 
National Cemetery, 29  percent of white soldiers’ burials  were unknown, 
compared to 75  percent of Black soldiers’ burials.66

In April 1863, general  orders dictated the procedures for burial at the 
battlefield: marking of suitable locations for burial, interment, marking 
graves with wooden headboards and registering the interments, conducted 
by fatigue parties.67 As historian Drew Gilpin Faust has noted, the Union 
Army had “no regular burial details, no graves registration units, and  until 
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1864 no comprehensive ambulance ser vice.”68 The scale of battlefield as well 
as hospital causalities required improvised responses rather than well- 
organized rituals and procedures.69

The volunteers of the Sanitary and the Christian Commission also became 
involved in recording deaths and assisting survivors in locating and recov-
ering fallen soldiers. In an elaborate but highly efective “hospital directory” 
system, the USSC both compiled information on hospital patients and 
pursued  family inquiries about the status of individual soldiers through 
their network of agents and associates in Union hospitals.70 Through USSC 
agents in the North, wives and kin sought information about a soldier’s death. 
Word might reach a  family of a death, or a battlefield wound, or a hospital 
admittance, but without detailed information (hospital, chaplain, sur-
geon, cause).  Others heard about specific regiments being involved in 
deadly actions (Petersburg, Olustee,  etc.) and wrote to know if their kin 
had survived. Although the system was designed in 1862 prior to Black en-
listment, and therefore with white soldiers and their families in mind, 
some agents assisted Black  family members in their search for informa-
tion. Both commissions also assisted families who could aford it in locat-
ing and shipping bodies home for burial, in conveying descriptions of the 
soldier’s death, and in forwarding the efects of the dead.71 They widely 
publicized  these eforts, to increase white public support and successful 
war time fund rais ing.72 The Union army reported its battlefield success and 
failures in Northern newspapers and frequently noted the number of 
fallen  enemy they took the time to inter before leaving a battlefield, as if to 
claim their civilized conduct in war— and affirming the social significance 
of a decent burial.

Unrecorded burials and a failure to provide funeral rites and a recognized 
burial place  shaped the experience of Black soldiering. Despite military and 
civilian eforts to enumerate the dead, a large proportion of Black soldiers 
went to their death without a rec ord made. Some reasons for a high propor-
tion of unknown war dead afected white and Black war dead similarly. The 
vast majority of gravesite headboards quickly deteriorated  under the weather 
and other environmental conditions, and this was all the more the case in 
some places, like the Atlanta burial grounds, where fifteen hundred head-
boards had paper cards attached with identifying information— cards that 
 were entirely obliterated before the war was over.73 In addition, some of the 
Black soldiers buried at Quarantine Island (across from Benton Barracks) 
 were lost to flooding.74
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At St. Louis, where several Black regiments  were or ga nized, mustered in, 
and hospitalized, the recorded number of soldier deaths tell us that their 
burials went unmarked and unregistered. A U.S. Sanitary Commission re-
lief agent writing to USSC headquarters described the  great mortality asso-
ciated with the initial organ ization of the 62nd, 65th, and 67th  USCT at 
St. Louis. By the winter of 1863/64, with a year and a half of war to go, 1310 
newly enlisted soldiers in  these regiments had died— more than the total 
number of burial sites in the St. Louis area registered for fallen Black troops 
at the end of the war.75

Surgeon Ira Russell, noted in chapter four for conducting an estimated 
800 autopsies and dissections on Black soldiers and refugees from slavery, 
failed to register the death of more than half of the soldiers whom he 
 autopsied, dissected, and anatomized (in a sample of ninety- one named au-
topsies, only 48   percent of their deaths  were properly recorded in military 
ser vice rec ords).76 Many  were anonymously disposed of. Commanding of-
ficers of men stationed or hospitalized  under Russell’s care at Benton Bar-
racks complained of Russell’s failure to register the names of the deceased.77

Yet Russell, for all his concern with the discriminatory mistreatment of 
Black soldiers, failed to secure a proper burial for the Black men he autop-
sied and anatomized.78 He kept meticulous rec ords of their names, companies 
and regiments as he and his subordinate surgeons tracked the postmor-
tem examinations they carried out; but  there is no rec ord that the  human 
remains they handled  were transferred to registered graves at city ceme-
teries or the neighboring Jeferson National Cemetery. Incomplete mor-
tuary rec ords for the adjoining national cemetery list many Black soldiers, 
unknown, buried in numbered graves, but certainly not the number we 
would expect to see at a depot through which so many Black soldiers trav-
eled.79 Of the nineteen white soldiers Russell autopsied, however, all but 
three  were properly identified and buried.80

It is pos si ble, in the case of the  human remains generated by Russell’s dis-
sections, that many  were not buried in cemeteries but rather  were consigned 
to medical waste pits. Waste pits would have been necessarily a part of war-
time hospital complexes like that at St. Louis, and they rarely appear on maps 
or sketches, including  those of Benton Barracks.81 They certainly  were never 
designated in death registers as “burial” places for soldiers. But the greater 
likelihood that Black, rather than white, soldiers  were subjected to dissection 
and anatomization suggests this as one of the many reasons why Black sol-
diers who died at Benton Barracks cannot be traced to marked burial sites.82
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Burial Places: Soldiers

When it came to the mortality of Black soldiers, the considerable military 
bureaucracy that focused on an accurate rec ord and registration of death and 
the location of internment, often failed. Across the national cemetery sys-
tem, a disproportionate number of African American troops are among the 
“unknown,” interred in unmarked and mass graves, despite  orders from 
the War Department instructing both the Quartermaster Department and 
hospital and regimental surgeons to see to properly marked and recorded 
burials. Rec ords of hospitals at Baltimore; City Point,  Virginia; Camp Nel-
son, Kentucky; and Nashville also reveal apparent disregard for standard 
burial registration practices when it came to the remains of Black soldiers, 
anatomized or not.83

Where the army was much more successful, however, was in ensuring 
that the remains of Black soldiers who  were interred (or  after the war, rein-
terred),  were buried in segregated sections of cemeteries. Early in the war, 
private undertakers  were often engaged to remove and bury the dead, often 
in local, civilian cemeteries.84 By the time African Americans  were permit-
ted to enlist, the War Department had adapted to the demands of the war 
and established military rules and procedures for interring the dead. Four-
teen Union military cemeteries had been established by the end of 1862, and 
more would follow before the end of the war.85 The national cemetery sys-
tem that resulted maintained the practices of segregation that  shaped  every 
feature of military life and death during the Civil War.86 Both the maps and 
plans for new cemeteries and the extant rec ords of interments document seg-
regation both within and between cemeteries. Arlington National Ceme-
tery is perhaps the best known, segregated from its beginning.87 Lebanon 
Cemetery outside Philadelphia was established for Black soldiers only; as of 
1875, Woodlands, Glenwood, Odd Fellows, Bristol, Mechanics, Chester, La-
fayette, and Mount Moriah— the other Philadelphia cemeteries— admitted 
only white soldiers for burial. Whitehall held one Black soldier of sixty to-
tal.88 In Nashville, the rec ord of Union burials in 1864 and 1865 indicated the 
careful segregation of burial sites.89 At Jeferson National Cemetery, African 
Americans  were buried in a separate section, and as was typical, adjacent to 
Confederate prisoners of war— widely regarded by Union veterans and their 
families as the least favorable location in any national cemetery.90

Quartermaster General Montgomery Meigs, when queried  after the war 
about the reasons for past and continued segregation in national cemeteries 
like Arlington, was both duplicitous and evasive, refusing to concede that 
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segregation was practiced for the benefit of whites, rather than African 
Americans.91 According to historian Micki McElya, when the massive post-
war reburial program concluded in 1871, 30,000 of 300,000 Union soldiers 
reinterred in national cemeteries  were Black, and all buried in segregated 
sections.92 Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, even  today some 
representatives currently associated with the national cemeteries assert they 
 were “never segregated.”93 Yet we know that even rec ord keeping was segre-
gated. The Quartermaster General’s office used printed forms to keep track 
of deaths, interments and reinternments, and at least as late as 1875,  those 
printed forms listed white and Black soldiers separately.94 In their design, 
construction, and function,  these military cemeteries— eventually national 
cemeteries— reinforced the segregation and exclusion of Black Amer i ca from 
the Union’s national vision.95

Civilian Burials and Burying Grounds

Deep in the winter of 1864, a  mother and refugee from slavery approached a 
white captain at his office in the Quartermaster Department in Washington, 
D.C.96 Her baby had died, and she asked for help in securing a decent burial. 
The white officer in turn sent a note to the quartermaster in charge of 
burials in the city. The captain noted that she “represented herself ” as con-
traband but also noted that she was “not in our employ”— that is, not one of 
the hundreds then employed by the quartermaster office to  labor on defense 
works, or wharfs, or streets, or in hospitals. He seemed ambivalent about 
her eligibility for assistance but referred the case to his commanding officer 
and included the address where the  mother and child resided. In this and 
more than 1,600 similar requests that survive in the archives  today, local 
quartermasters’ depots took up what they prob ably understood to be a sig-
nificant public health concern and arranged for the dead to be picked up by 
ambulance or hearse, provided a coffin, and interred. As tens of thousands 
of refugees from slavery made their way to Washington, a new wave of mis-
ery hit that already burdened population as disease, hardship, and the lin-
gering consequences of slavery’s deep vio lence took their lives by the 
thousands. The April 1862 abolition of slavery in the capitol increased the pull 
of the city to refugees. The accounting of their deaths was scattered and in-
complete. In February 1863, one official estimated that twelve to fifteen ref-
ugees from slavery died each day; in December of that year, the estimate 
was twenty- five per week. By contrast, for one six- month period in 1864, 
fourteen white paupers died who  were buried by the city.97
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Importantly, the  mothers,  fathers, godparents, siblings, aunts,  uncles, 
spouses, and friends who showed up at quartermasters’ depots (or at a 
military hospital, at the East Capital Street Barracks, at the city’s police sta-
tion, or  after the war at a Freedman’s Bureau office) refused to allow their 
loved ones to be reduced to an abstract count of the dead. Their requests 
might have been made in desperation, or  because they believed the federal 
government had extended its protective arm over them, or  because they be-
lieved that in laboring on behalf of the Union war efort they  were entitled 
to the most basic decencies of life and death. Through their actions,  these 
survivors of the brutality of slavery and war time emancipation testified to 
the significance of a decent final resting place for their loved ones. The bod-
ies of the deceased mattered. They  were beloved, even in death. To the ex-
tent that they could, their survivors rejected the commodification and 
objectification that so many of the enslaved had experienced at the hands of 
their  owners and that the Black war dead experienced at the hands of some 
white Unionists.

 These requests, filed as “Unknown Contraband Negroes Also Known” in 
the quartermaster rec ords, tell us a number of impor tant  things. Many of the 
dead needing burial  were not, in fact, “unknown.” Hundreds of requests 
 were the result of a spouse or  family member or friend appealing to the quar-
termaster office for help in securing a decent burial for their loved ones. 
Their requests frequently included the age of the deceased, the name of the 
deceased and their survivors, the location from which they had come to se-
cure safety in Washington, and the cause of death. In many instances where 
no name of the deceased was recorded, the age was, and this suggests that 
someone who knew and cared about the deceased had a hand in making the 
request, and the clerk simply did not bother noting their name. Disturbingly, 
some refugee families without resources or shelter  were forced to simply 
leave their loved ones’ remains on the street to be collected and interred 
by the army while other refugees  were left in the streets and alleyways by 
white employers. Some appear to have simply died, exposed, where they 
walked or lay.  Others died on the job from injury.98

In response to the requests, coffins  were dispatched (some requests spec-
ified the length of the coffin required).99 Very rarely, requests indicated the 
time set for funeral rituals so that the coffin could be provided in a timely 
manner. But often the request for removal referred to an “unknown contra-
band.” Many of the requests  were for infants and  children (and  children’s 
ages  were most consistently reported); some  were for the el derly. Most rare 
 were indications of where the deceased would be interred. One of  those 
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 exceptions occurred with the report of the death of 104- year- old Esther 
Young, who succumbed to smallpox and was buried by the quartermaster at 
Black- owned Harmony Cemetery.100  After the war, the quartermaster re-
ported that his department had conducted 20,727 burials, 5,726 of them Af-
rican Americans.101

The requests also tell us that dif er ent officers varied in their response to 
the requests. Some— notably, African American physicians who worked in 
Washington- area military hospitals, such as Anderson Ruffin Abbott, Alex-
ander T. Augusta, William B. Powell Jr., Charles Purvis, John Rapier Jr., and 
Alpheus W. Tucker— ofered detailed notes, including names, ages, and cause 
of death.  Others— from Kalorama Hospital (for smallpox patients) in 
particular— made the briefest of requests, often omitting names and cause 
of death but carefully indicating the length of the coffin needed. Notably, the 
requests that  were made at hospitals  were not always about patients. Survi-
vors appear to have approached whichever office or institution was closest 
to their residence when making their requests, and sometimes that was a 
hospital. Fi nally, nomenclature also varied. Many of the white officers con-
tinued describing the deceased as “contraband” in the years  after the 
war, and one contract surgeon referred even to infants and  children as 
“freedmen.”102

The quartermaster office in Washington, D.C., was the heaviest employer 
of refugees from slavery; by 1863, they not only  were organ izing refugee 
 labor, but they had also been charged with responsibility for the removal 
and burial of refugees who died in the city and neighboring northern 
 Virginia— whether the deceased labored for the Union army or not.103 City 
authorities provided interment for white paupers, but passed the cost and 
responsibility for removing and interring deceased refugees to the army, 
which during the course of the war brought hundreds if not thousands of 
Black men,  women, and  children from Fort Monroe, New Berne, North Car-
olina, and other points in the eastern theater of war, to Washington, where 
the  labor of the able- bodied was urgently needed.104

 These refugees, along with thousands more who made their own way to 
the city, became critical laborers. They worked as stevedores, teamsters, 
laundresses, and servants; they built and maintained the ring of defense 
works that protected the city; they loaded and unloaded the Commissary De-
partment cargo carried by the many ships plying the Potomac River; they 
maintained the streets and ave nues that permitted both commercial and 
military traffic; they also “policed” the city— that is, shoveled up and carted 
away animal carcasses, night soil, manure, and other ofal that private 
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citizens, businesses, and the army tossed out onto the street. They also be-
came a third of the hospital workforce.105 Yielding to the advice of Chief 
Quartermaster Elias Greene, the War Department agreed that the laborers 
should be taxed from their wages for the support of unemployed refugees. 
 These funds, argued Greene, went  toward sheltering, feeding, and cloth-
ing the refugees— but they also went  toward the cost of removing and 
 interring the formerly enslaved  people who died in the city.106

The occurrence of death among Black refugees in the city met the illogi-
cal and contradictory impulses of racism. In all of the hospitals of the city— 
especially in what became Freedmen’s Hospital and Alexandria’s L’Ouverture 
Hospital (which served Black soldiers and civilians)— deceased Black patients 
 were considered exploitable resources on which white medical workers prac-
ticed their dissection and anatomical skills. As noted in chapter 3, this was 
not necessarily in pursuit of identifying anatomical racial characteristics but 
rather  because white medical prac ti tion ers did not approach the Black war 
dead as they did whites. No medical investigators set up shop in a hospital 
serving white soldiers or civilians to conduct hundreds or thousands of 
dissections— the white public would not have tolerated it. Race mattered in 
how the dead  were treated. Race mattered so much that the racially demar-
cated responsibilities for Washington’s civilian burials led to a standof when 
authorities could not determine the race of the deceased. Neighbors  were 
forced to bear the odor and threat of infection when the race of a  woman’s 
corpse, a smallpox victim, could not be firmly identified and therefore was 
left for several days.107

With the exception of the contraband camp at Mason’s Island, none of the 
requests that made their way to the quartermaster office came from the city’s 
contraband camps— they apparently had their own means of burying the 
dead  because we know refugees themselves  were employed as gravediggers 
by the army and assigned to hospitals and contraband camps.108 The camps 
had their own procedures, however crude, for gathering the dead in antici-
pation of removal and interment. Harriet Jacobs, in a letter written for pub-
lication in the Liberator, described the room at Duf Green’s Row reserved for 
the dead, a small room on the ground floor: “This room was covered with 
lime.  Here I would learn how many deaths had occurred in the last twenty- 
four hours. Men,  women and  children lie  here together, without a shadow 
of  those rites which we give our poorest dead.  There they lie, in the filthy 
rags they wore from the plantation. Nobody seems to give it a thought. It is 
an every- day occurrence, and the scenes have become familiar. One morn-
ing, as I looked in, I saw lying  there five  children.”109
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Jacobs’s eyewitness accounts of the mistreatment and exploitation of ref-
ugees from slavery draws a through- line from the treatment of the living to 
the treatment of the dead. Presumably, all of the area contraband camps had 
similar “dead rooms,” where survivors could bring their deceased  family 
members and friends, to await collection and burial by fellow refugees em-
ployed as grave diggers. When any of  those camps closed—as Camp Barker 
did in early 1864— the refugees from slavery faced greater obstacles in their 
eforts to secure the burial of kin. Relief worker Cornelia Hancock noted that 
Camp Barker’s closure meant that refugees had “no place to go to get them-
selves coffins for their friends,” and “sometimes they lay unburied for a week 
 because  there is no one to hunt up an order for them.”110

early iN the war the bodies of refugees from slavery might have been 
interred at the city’s potter’s field, on the grounds of the Old Soldiers’ Home, 
at one of the city’s five Black- owned cemeteries (Columbian Harmony, 
Payne’s, Mount Olivet, Mount Zion, and Mount Pleasant), or, in Alexandria, at 
the city’s potter’s field (Penny Hill), or at burial grounds associated with the 
military hospitals (Claremont, L’Ouverture, and Contraband Hospital). In 
January 1864, the depot quartermaster at Alexandria took charge of an acre 
and a half of abandoned land to establish a cemetery near L’Ouverture Hos-
pital. The quartermaster  there authorized the employment of gravediggers 
and provided for a hearse and driver; had extra coffins stored at the hospi-
tal; and established routine hours and days when burials, requested by 
the local superintendent of contraband, could take place.111 Beginning in 
July 1864, with the creation of Arlington Cemetery, and its segregated Sec-
tion 27 (which became known as Contraband Cemetery), more than 3,600 
Black civilians would be buried  there.112 Only 20   percent of them  were 
brought from hospitals; 76  percent came from contraband camps and city 
streets and alleyways. Four  percent came from barracks, likely employees 
laboring for the army. Fifty- eight  percent  were men, and 42   percent 
 women.113 Freedman’s Village, established on the Union- confiscated Lee- 
Custis estate in Arlington, had its own burial ground at Arlington.114

Wherever their final resting place, interment meant the deceased  were 
laid in coffins, carried by a hearse or ambulance to a cemetery, and buried 
in marked graves. This stood in sharp contrast to other war time locations 
where refugees from slavery gathered. As relief worker Maria Mann observed 
at Helena, Arkansas, deceased contraband  were buried in pits with dead 
mules and  horses.115 John Williams, a North Carolina Black soldier at New 
Berne, wrote to both military and medical authorities to declaim the 
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practice where Black smallpox victims who died “have A hole dug and put 
them in without a coffin.” “I think this is A most horrible treatment,” he 
wrote, and demanded better treatment.116

The uncounted Black war dead— men and  women whose remains  were 
exploited, scavenged by white medical prac ti tion ers, and discarded in 
waste pits, mass graves, or the least desirable acreage of burial grounds— 
became part of the material afterlife of an idea that  people of African de-
scent  were immutably, biologically, and so cio log i cally fixed in a subordinate 
relationship to whites. Although American anti- Black racism was firmly 
rooted in the efort to justify slavery’s extortion of  human lives and  labor 
for the benefit of one group over the lives of another, early in the nation’s 
life the ideology of race had become useful and fundamental to an entire 
nation, well beyond the borders of a slave- owning South. White Northern-
ers may have fought and won a war against Southern slaveholders, but the 
modern nation to which they aspired emphatically embraced a scientific 
and medical empiricism that advanced white authority and depended on 
the continued subordination and objectification of Black bodies, the living 
as well as the dead.
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 After the Civil War, the mea sure ments, medical cases, autopsy reports, and 
observations whites generated from their study of African American soldiers 
and civilians  were used by white medical professionals, anthropologists, ed-
ucators, statisticians, and insurance companies to support a wide range of 
flawed and fallacious conclusions. They  were used to endorse the idea of race 
and also the notion of a racial hierarchy— and, most explic itly, the biologi-
cally determined inferiority of “the negro.” Out of  these conclusions came a 
profoundly injurious health legacy: the rationale for dangerous public health 
policies, unsound medical theories and practices, harmful medical research 
and experimentation, and discriminatory insurance com pany practices. All 
would have long- term consequences for the health and well- being of  people 
of African descent well into the next  century.1

The data collected and published by the U.S. Sanitary Commission (USSC) 
and the army would enjoy a long life in the scientific and medical lit er a ture 
published de cades  after the war. Notoriously self- promoting, the USSC cir-
culated,  free of cost, thousands of pamphlets and booklets among army 
physicians during the war, creating an  eager audience for their ongoing 
publication concern. (As Benjamin Gould noted,  those circulated works di-
rected “public attention in some degree to the fact that the Comm. is  doing 
scientific work as well as charitable.”2) The commission’s publications also 
paved the way for  future military studies.3 Its war time investments in the 
search for “racial anatomical peculiarities” added legitimacy, authority, and 
prestige to a wide array of racist research that deeply  shaped medical and sci-
entific culture. Journals as wide ranging as the American Journal of Dental 
Science, the Medical Examiner and General Practitioner: A Journal Devoted to 
Physical Diagnosis, and Popu lar Science published this research. It reached 
both professional and lay audiences, elevated the authority of the authors, 
and in turn sustained the centrality of race in medical and scientific edu-
cation, as well as to the culture of professionalization in  these fields of 
endeavor.4

 Whether they sought racial diference in the hyoid bones or in the vary-
ing degrees of convexity in the external condyloid surface of the tibia, in 
the volume of the crania or the breadth of the heel, white researchers 

 Conclusion
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 continued their pursuit of physical manifestations of race, the necessary 
foundation for a racial ideology that ranked the value of  people of African 
descent below whites. Although the proj ect of bringing scientific authority to 
the “ ‘ordinary’ social fact” of racial diference had its origins well before the 
Civil War, the war was pivotal in accelerating the pace of that research, its 
legitimacy, and the investment of the state in supporting and circulating 
the conclusion that  humans could be categorized and reduced to biologi-
cally distinct, ranked races.5

The question that began this book’s research— why the Civil War ended 
slavery but failed to more substantially undermine anti- Black racism— might 
better be framed as a question about what happened during the war to rein-
force white supremacy with the tools and legitimacy of medical and scien-
tific research. The war time modernization of the American race proj ect was 
made both necessary and pos si ble by the destruction of slavery (in the minds 
of many white Northerners, emancipation meant an unimaginable new sta-
tus for Black Americans), as well as the unpre ce dented availability of an abun-
dance of African American bodies. Wars and armies produce vulnerable 
populations, and, both before and  after the Civil War, nations used armies 
and military conflict to pursue race science and race medicine. Regimental 
surgeons studied race medicine among Black soldiers in the nineteenth 
 century West India regiments. Eu ro pean, African, and Asian prisoners held 
by Germans during World War I  were exploited for anthropometric study.6 
The U.S. Army conducted race studies on Japa nese American, African Amer-
ican, white, and Puerto Rican soldiers as test subjects for mustard gas 
experiments in World War II.7

As impor tant and power ful as  these long- term consequences  were in sus-
taining the respectability and authority of medical and science- based argu-
ments about the meaning of race and the inferiority of African Americans 
and other  people of color, we should not overlook the immediate impact of 
this work on the experience and meaning of the war itself. The Union war 
efort— among both armies and civilians— was not only about waging a 
war to defeat the Confederacy and the destruction of slavery. The Union 
war efort was also turned into a race- making proj ect, ultimately assuring 
Northern whites that the nation’s racial hierarchies and, specifically, the 
subordination of African Americans, would continue in the aftermath of 
the war.

As military officers and surgeons commanding or attending to Black 
troops, white men  were conferred a new source of authority and identity: as 
astute observers of “race,” their government solicited their views to assess 
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the manifestation of racial inferiority in the bodies of Black soldiers, whom 
they  were empowered to observe, mea sure, prod, and objectify as something 
“other.” What ever their motivations for joining the army and serving in the 
war, their government invited whites to participate in a pro cess of race- 
making, and many entered into the endeavor with confidence, revealing in 
the pro cess the many popu lar sources of their race knowledge. For many, it 
was not prior contact with  people of African descent, but commonplace white 
assumptions masquerading as “well- known facts” and widely circulated his-
torical or biblical sources. “Universal opinion,” too, stood in for empirical 
grounding.

The officers who assigned Black soldiers the dangerous and difficult fa-
tigue  labor of building defense works and fortifications  under constant 
 enemy shelling expressed a confident assessment of a wide range of racial 
characteristics that confirmed the suitability of  these par tic u lar and inferior 
soldiers not for fighting but for hard  labor. The military surgeons assigned 
to Black regiments or to hospitals serving Black soldiers and civilians viewed 
the injured, diseased, and deceased that they encountered as useful objects 
upon which they could freely practice their surgical, medical, and anatomi-
cal skills. Particularly in locations where surgeons and other hospital work-
ers had unpre ce dented access to Black cadavers, the opportunity to dissect 
and anatomize without regard to popu lar opprobrium was priceless. And, for 
a few whites, the Black ill, injured, and dead they encountered in their prac-
tice became the raw material for building their professional authority on 
the distinct features of the Black body.  These commitments to racial ways 
of thinking— their own unearned privilege and the objectification of  others 
as inferior— are shown  here as widespread and substantial, regardless of 
their attitudes  toward slavery.

The civilian men and  women of the USSC also played an impor tant role 
in the war’s racial proj ect. As advocates of medical and social modernization 
through the work of the commission, the white  women and men of the USSC 
envisioned the modern nation’s midwives as white. They rejected nearly all 
the Black organ izations formed to assist with soldiers’ relief, and they stum-
bled over the commission’s obligations to assist the nation’s most needy 
population during the war— the refugees from slavery. White  women who 
found themselves capable leaders and efective man ag ers  were unwilling to 
risk learning that Black  women, too, shared  those skills, and many  were un-
willing to share public recognition with the Black  women who also or ga-
nized and led patriotic relief eforts. They  were unwilling and unable to 
embrace an integrated democracy.
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Furthermore, the men of the commission understood that relief was  after 
all “ women’s work”— not the kind of work or accomplishment that would es-
tablish commission men as “men of mark.” That achievement would lay in 
medical and scientific advancements that modernized the organ ization and 
delivery of war time medical care, and in exploiting their access to Black sol-
diers to conduct the nation’s first large- scale, government- authorized racial 
research. Even the white soldiers who  were mea sured, their lung capacity 
tested, their lifting power assessed, likely understood this as a competition 
they  were ordained to win.

For Black Americans, their encounters with the race proj ect of white 
Unionists magnified the devastating impact of military conflict and the ten-
uous and fitful war time destruction of slavery. Called to military ser vice by 
their own dedication to freedom and by the expanded rights that many 
 imagined would follow, many Black soldiers faced military command and 
medical treatment that made the war far more dangerous for them than their 
white comrades in arms. The experience of joining an army that they believed 
was committed to Black emancipation, only to encounter officers and a bu-
reaucracy that viewed them as objects of study, animal- like, and beasts of 
burden, must also have shaken their hopes for survival, let alone expanded 
citizenship  after the war. As Margaret Humphreys noted in her study of Black 
soldiers, the policies and actions of white officers and health care workers 
showed them to be “poor stewards of the men in their care. Their decisions, 
 great and small, careless and deliberate, doomed  these soldiers to early 
graves.” 8

For Black civilians, especially refugees from slavery, the  human cost of the 
war remains uncounted. No historian has yet been able to estimate with any 
reliability the mortality among Black civilians in the South. Certainly recent 
works on life in refugee camps, by Chandra Manning and Amy Murrell Tay-
lor, have documented the inadequacies of army- supervised refugee camps. 
Jim Downs, in his study of illness and sufering among freed  people in the 
postwar South, has shown the continued loss of life that followed the fail-
ures of the Freedmen’s Bureau Medical Division and federal policy in pro-
viding for the health care needs of Southern Blacks  after the war.9 But Civil 
War historians have long focused on death rates to easily convey the signifi-
cance of the war; as long as the civilian dead remain uncounted, so too 
their experience of the war remains outside the more easily recited “facts” 
of the war.

As historian Rana Hogarth has noted in her study of medical ideas about 
Blackness in the Atlantic world, the pursuit of medical theories of race and 
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the practice of race- based medicine has a long and storied past.10 Medi-
cine, Science, and Making Race in Civil War Amer i ca helps historicize race- 
making. It demonstrates how this race proj ect accelerated during war time 
emancipation—at the moment when race- based slavery was undermined 
by the actions of enslaved  people, Union military victories, and federal pol-
icy. Northern white commitments to the constitution and to the abolition of 
slavery  were accompanied by their commitments to racial ideologies that 
sustained white supremacy, which attempted to root the subordination of 
Black Americans in nature rather than the institution of slavery. The result 
was and continues to be catastrophic for  people of African descent, weaving 
a dedication to racial essentialism into the practice and professionalization 
of medicine in the United States.

It is a  matter of grave concern that medical racism and the ideology of bi-
ological race continue to deprive Black Americans of health and life in the 
twenty- first  century. As historians Deirdre Cooper Owens and Sharla Fett 
have recently highlighted in the American Journal of Public Health, institutional 
racism and racial bias in health care provision are distressingly evident in the 
three to four times higher pregnancy- related mortality rate Black  women ex-
perience compared with whites in the United States.11 As they note in refer-
ence to the practice of medicine, “Black  people have a right to be suspicious 
of an institution that has historically victimized their ancestors for centu-
ries.”12 This centuries- old practice of dismissing Black ill health, devaluing 
Black life, and regarding Black patients through a lens uninformed by a crit-
ical consideration of the long legacy of medical racism has life- and- death 
consequences. Medical science and medical care continue to replicate 
ideas and practices that not only fail to heal but also perpetuate the lethal 
consequences of American investments in anti- Black racism.

Medical historian Lundy Braun has conclusively illuminated the persist-
ing impact of medical and scientific racism in the “race correction” that con-
tinues to be used with spirometers, a practice that draws uncritically on 
centuries of assertions that lung function varies by race. More pointedly, 
 people of African descent are considered to have biologically determined pul-
monary dysfunction. As Braun notes, the spirometer, a tool that is essential 
to the diagnosis of respiratory disease and to the assessment of eligibility for 
compensation for workplace  hazards, regularly dismisses lower lung func-
tion of Black Americans as a product of biological race rather than as evidence 
of disease or impairment. “Race correction” infiltrates a wide range of med-
ical algorithms and has a daily efect on the diagnosis and treatment of Afri-
can Americans.13 Similarly, scholar Dorothy E. Roberts has pointedly argued 
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that the routine use of “race- based adjustments” in diagnostic algorithms 
“shows a failure to understand the meaning of race and its connection to 
racism.”14

My intention in Medicine, Science, and Making Race in Civil War Amer i ca is 
to encourage readers to grapple with the historical, in order to be better 
equipped to challenge and change one of the many ways in which racism, so 
substantially a part of Civil War medicine and science, shapes our pre sent.
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